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ABSTRACT

This thesis attempted to expand knowledge of intentional thought control in several
directions. The primary aim was to provide an account of intentional thought suppression
by relating the phenomenon to the methods used to assessthe rebound effect, internal
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The results indicate that the method used to index the rebound effect may have a large
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Successful expression performance was related to poorer suppression performance and
visa versa.

The resultsof the thesisalso questionthe validity of the White Bear Suppression
Inventory (WegnerandZanakos,1994)asa measureof the tendencyto suppressthoughts
in everydaylife. In young adults,apartfrom thought suppression,it also appearsto
measurethe tendencyto experiencethoughtintrusions(rumination). Moreover,therewas
no relationshipbetweenthe useof thought suppressionin everydaylife and actual
suppressionperformancein the laboratory.A different patternof resultswere obtainedin
a group of older adults (over 65 years).In addition, older adultsreportedusing thought
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than
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displayed much higher levels of repressive coping style than young people, 37% (old) vs.
9.5% (young).

Finally, the results showed that thought suppression can also have other ironic effects on
behaviour and perception. Participants attempting to complete an action while
suppressing thoughts of the intention to perform this action came to feel as if the act was
less intentionally performed. In contrast, participants completing actions under thought
expression instructions rated the actions as more intentional. Furthermore, suppressing or
expressing thoughts of an upcoming intention did not help one to remember to enact the
intention with an enhanced frequency relative to thinking about a completely unrelated
intention.

Taken together, the findings have important implications for research on thought
less
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the
that
robust than
effect
suppression and mental control
showing
rebound
suggestedby previous research. Thus, some of the controversy surrounding the rebound
effect can be explained on the basis of individual differences in personality type (state vs.
action orientation) as well as the methods used to index the effect. The results also raise
several important questions for future research in this area (e.g. the validity of WBSI,
effects of age on thought suppression and repression).
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CHAPTER ONE
Current research on thought suppressionand mental control: A review
"What constitutes the difficultyfor

a man labouring under an unwise passion of acting as

if the passion were unwise? Certainly there is no physical difficulty. It is as easy

physically to avoid a fight as to begin one, to pocket one's moneyas to squanderit on
door.
The difficulty is mental;
towards
to
as
a
coquettes
walk
awayfrom
one's cupidity's,
It is that of getting the idea of the wise action to stay before our mind at all. "
William James 1890

The abovequotefrom James(1890) remindsus of our own internal struggles.We have
all, at times, struggledto control our minds. Who hasnot had the experienceof a thought
occurring to them that is at onceboth an affront to themselvesbut worsesuggestsa
courseof action that one deemsinstantly abhorrent?One laboursagainstit, suppressing
the thought in an effort to avoid the associateddiscomfort but more so in an effort to
avoid the suggestedaction. Yet, the thought seemsto havea life of its own. It seems
imbuedwith a strangepower that compelsus towardsthe suggestedaction in a way that
seemsto negateour own will to resist.Suppressionis effective at times, but in moments
of distraction,the thought returnsan unwelcomebut familiar occurrence.This may
continuefor minutes,daysor evena lifetime.
This thesisinvestigatesthought suppressionfrom a wide variety of perspectives.The
starting point lies in the verbally reportedconsequences
of experimenterdirected
intentional suppressionwith the now classic"white bear" paradigmof Wenger,
Schneider,Carter& White et al., (1987). Numerousexperimentshavedemonstratedthat
intentional thought-suppression
is at bestan ineffective methodof thought control but at
worst can bring the very contentsone is seekingto avoid to mind with a greatly enhanced
frequency(Wenzlaff & Wegner2000).Theseparadoxicaleffects of intentional thoughtsuppressionhavebeenlabelledthe reboundeffect. At present,the researchon mental
control is in a somewhatconfusedstate.The phenomenonof the reboundeffect hasbeen
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demonstratedon many occasions(Clarke, Ball & Pape,1991;Roemer& Borkovec,
1994;Salkovskis& Campbell, 1994;Wegner,Schneider,Carter& White 1987)yet other
studiesusing similar methodologieshaveconsistentlyfailed to replicatethe effect
(LoSchiavo& Yurak, 1995;Merckelbach,Muris, Van den Hout & de Jong, 1991;
Rutledge,Hollenberg& Hancock,1993).Many suggestionshavebeenmadeasto why
thesediscrepanciesmay exist but, to date,no satisfactoryexplanationexists.We are left
with a paradoxof paradoxicaleffects.Sometimesonefinds them sometimesone does
not.
This chapter first outlines the main aims of the thesis, then briefly covers the main

relevantliterature,andfinally outlinesthe empirical programmeof researchas reported
in subsequentchapters.
1. Aims
This thesisaims to expandknowledgeof intentionalthought control in severaldirections.
The primary aim is to provide an accountof intentionalthought suppression,relating the
phenomenonto internal personalityfactorsand psychopathology,and externalfactors
suchasthe natureof the targetand conditionsin which suppressionoccurs. An
additional aim was to examinethe reboundeffect from a broaderperspectiveby relating
consciousthought suppressionto unconsciousrepression,one's perceptionof volitional
control and memoryfor future intentions.
(1) Factors affecting the rebound effect in the laboratory
The reboundeffect occurswhen a personor groupexperiencesa heightenedfrequencyof
thought after prior suppression.Therefore,this thesisaimedto examinethe conditions
underwhich the reboundeffect is found in an attemptto clearly delineatethe
phenomenon'sboundaryconditions(seeChapter3). It was also hypothesisedthat the
reboundeffect may be mediatedby individual differencessuchas personalityor ability
that will affect when and wherethe reboundeffect is found (Chapter3). An innovationin
researchmethdologywas madeby moving away from using self-reportmeasuresof
assessingthe reboundeffect and to investigatethe phenomenonmore thoroughly using
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implicit measuressuchas reactiontime to recognisestimuli (Chapter6). The advantage
of implicit measuresis that they are not susceptibleto interferencefrom the participant's
own theoriesof mentalcontrol or their attemptsto withhold the relevantinformation
from the experimenter.
(2) The Tendency to SuppressThoughts and Measuresof Individual Difference
Another aim was to examinea wide variety of thosepersonalityand individual difference
measuresthat havebeentheoretically relatedto the frequencyof using thoughtsuppressionin everydaylife as measuredby the White Bear SuppressionInventory
(WBSI). This is a questionnairedevelopedby Wegnerand Zanakos(1994) to assess
people'stendencyto suppressthoughtsin everydaylife. The rationalefor using this
questionnairewas to try and understandwhetherthereis a certaintype of individual who
usesthesestrategiesmore than othersand what their characteristicsare (Chapters4,7 &
8). This issuewas investigatedin normal young adultsand a sampleof older people.The
work with the older adultsrepresentsone of the first investigationsinto the mental
control strategiesfor this agegroup (Chapter8).
(3) Relation of Thought Suppressionto Repressionand Volition
The thesisalso examinedthe natureof repression(unconsciousavoidance)and how it
by the WBSI
relatesto the useof thought suppressionin everydaylife, as assessed
(Chapter9). The final aim was to broadenthe field of mentalcontrol by investigatingthe
effects of thought-suppression
on perceptionof participants'own will (volition) when
carrying out a rangeof simpletasksunderdifferent mental control instructions.Chapter
10 reportsthe effect of trying to focus on the task vs. trying not to think aboutthe task.
ChapterII reportson memoryfor intentionsonewantsto enact.
The thesistoucheson a numberof areaswithin psychologyand therefore,the
introduction to the literature is wide ranging.The review startswith a general
introduction to researchon mentalcontrol. The original thought suppressionparadigmis
described,followed by more recentadvancesusing modified versionsof this paradigm.
Theoreticalaccountsof the reboundeffect are then discussed.Later sectionsdeal with
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the possiblerole of severalindividual differencevariablesin reboundeffectsand the
tendencyto suppressthoughtsin everydaylife, as well as measuresspecifically designed
to measurerepressivecoping style. Finally, more global issuesfor thought suppression
are addressed:the relation of suppression(conscious)to repression(unconscious);the
relation betweenmentalcontrol and consciouswill; and the role of goalsand intentions.
II. Experimental Studies of Mental Control and the Rebound Effect
The current project focuses on the area of conscious mental control. As a topic of
interest
in
investigation
the area of mental control has developed only
psychological
recently. Indeed, as pointed out by Wegner and Pennebaker (1993) references to mental
control do not appear in the literature on cognitive psychology prior to 1987.

The simplestdefinition of mentalcontrol is that it is a processthat occurswhen people
attemptto influencetheir own mental states.For example,suppressingunwanted
thoughts,inhibiting an emotion,or concentratingon a sensation(Wegner, 1989).
Thesestrategiesmay be consciousand implementedthrough a force of will or
unconsciousand representa pre-consciousaversionto negativeinformation.The current
thesisfocusesmainly on changingone's thoughtsthroughthe useof consciousstrategies.
This can involve two distinct processes.One is the expulsionof thoughtsone doesnot
the other is consciouslybringing to mind
wish to have,known asthought-suppression;
desiredthoughtsand maintainingthese,known as thought-expression.For reasonsof its
direct relevanceto everydaylife, the researchon mentalcontrol hasfocusedalmost
exclusively on suppressiveforms of mentalcontrol. Consequently,the presentliteraturereview also focusesmainly on the suppressiveside of control. However,one must bearin
mind that mentalcontrol involves expressiveforms as well.
(1) Unwanted Thoughts and Thought Suppression
How do peoplecopewith their unwantedthoughts?Freud(1915/1917)was one of the
first to recognisethat the strategiespeopleemploy to copewith unwantedthoughtsmay
be both consciousand unconscious.In an article written in 1915,Freuddefinesthe term
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repression.According to him "the essenceof repressionlies simply in the function of
rejecting and keepingsomethingout of consciousness"(p. 147).This function could be
carriedout both consciouslyand unconsciouslyand it seemsFreuddid not concentrateon
differentiating betweenthe two at that stage.However,it is well known he went on to
focus more on the unconsciousside of the divide.
It is generallyacceptedthat conscioussuppressionof thought is no longer called
It is also generallyagreedthat consciousthought
repressionbut thought-suppression.
avoidanceis not automaticbut representsa controlled (conscious)process(Schiffrin &
Schneider,1977).In contrast,suppressionthat is carriedout unconsciouslyis known as
repression(Erdelyi, 1993;Wegner, 1989).The processof repressionis presumedto be
automaticand thereforemight occur without consumingmentalresources.Repression,
being unconscious,is much more difficult to study in the laboratory.This haslead some
to suggestthere is no evidencefor repressionat all. Holmes(1990) statesthat "despite
over sixty yearsof researchinvolving numerousapproachesby many thoughtful and
clever investigators,at the presenttime, thereis no controlled laboratoryevidence
supportingthe conceptof repression"(p. 96). Whilst not necessarilyagreeingwith
Holme's conclusion,this thesisacknowledgesthat providing evidenceof repressionis
indeedmuch more difficult than providing evidenceof consciousthought-suppression.
Consequently, the main focus of this project will be on the intentional employment of
conscious strategies to change one's mental contents, in short, thought-suppression or
expression. However, the thesis also investigates repression through methods developed
by Weinberger, Schwartz and Davidson (1979) for identifying individuals with a
repressive coping style. This style is characterised by using a number of strategies to
avoid experiencing negative emotions (Myers, 2000). There is also evidence that
repressorsare unaware that they are being avoidant (Derakshan & Eysenck, 1998). This
provides support for the notion that repression is an unconscious process. The ideas of
repression are revisited later in this review. For now it is enough to realise that mental
control as a field encompassesboth unconscious (automatic) processesand more
deliberate conscious strategies (controlled processes).
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Unwanted thoughts are remarkably common. Rachmann and De Silva (1978), for
example, argue that most normal people have "obsessions" that closely parallel those

"abnormal" obsessionsseenin clinical populations.In a similar vein, Schackelfordand
Wegner(1985) asked180peopleto write down an unwantedthought.Almost the entire
sample had one or more of these to write down. Table 1.1 below shows a list of

thoughts(Wegner 1989).Indeed,asmuch as 80 % of the general
commonly suppressed
populationreport experiencingnegativeintrusive thoughtswhich are highly likely to be
suppressed(Salkovskis & Harrison, 1984). In line with this, Erdelyi and Goldberg (1979)

informally surveyedcollegestudentsandfound that 99% reportedhaving tried to exclude
disturbing thoughts from consciousnessto avoid discomfort. In addition, recent research

is
thought-suppression
a strategythat virtually everyoneusesat times (Wegner
suggests
& Zanakos,1994)

TABLE

1.1

FROM THE MOST OFTEN
THOUGHTS PEOPLE MOST OFrEN S uppREss
-

SUPPRESSEDTo LEAST SUPPRESSED

position

Thought

I

RelationshipproblemsOealousy,arguing, loneliness)

2

Collegeworries (failing, not getting enoughdone)

3

Generalworries (future and life)

4

Deathof loved ones

5

Fearof attack (rape,robbery)

6

Lack of money

7

Physicalappearance

8

Sexualimpulses

9

Health

10

Food / eating

11

Repeatingsongs

Source Wegner (1989)
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It appearsthat unwantedthoughtsare ubiquitousand that mentalcontrol (especially
thought suppression)is equally prevalent.Moreover,numerouscorrelationaland
experimentalstudieshaveconsistentlydemonstratedan associationbetweenthought
suppressionand various measuresof psychopathology(Purdon, 1999;Rassinet al., 2000;
Wenzlaf & Wegner,2000).This haslead someresearchersto suggestthat thought
suppressionmay be involved in the actiology of suchconditionsas PostTraumatic Stress
Disorder,anxiety and depression(Purdon, 1999;Rassinet al., 2000; Wegneret al., 1987).
There is also someevidencethat thought suppressioncan depressthe normal functioning
of the immunesystem(Petrieet al., 1998).Most importantly, however,thought
suppressionmay result in a reboundeffect, i. e. when one becomespreoccupiedwith the
very materialone wishesto avoid.
(2) Methods of Indexing The Rebound Effect
Wegneret al.'s (1987) original study, which first demonstratedthe reboundeffect, led to
many further investigations.Initially, theseearly experimentsviewed successful
suppressionastotally emptying the consciousmind of all instancesof the targetthought.
Thus, when askedto suppressa thought suchas "white bear" for a five minute period it
was thought that successfulsuppressionmeantno instancesof the thought shouldbe
reportedin this period (Wegner, 1989;Wenzlaff & Wegner,2000). However,theseearly
experimentsdemonstratedconclusivelythat virtually all participantsstill reportedsome
thoughtsof the target(white bear)during the suppressionperiod (Wenzlaff & Wegner,
2000).Thus, the original ideasof suppressionhavebeenrevisedto take accountof the
fact that an idealisedtotal suppressionseemsvirtually impossible.Most researchersnow
view successfulsuppressionas maintaininga low numberof thoughtsof the targetin the
suppressionperiod.
Most experimentalinvestigationsinto thought-suppression
haveuseda stanclardised
think
aloud procedure.Participantsare encouragedto verbalisetheir thoughtsduring short
successiveperiodsof time. It is customaryto leavethe participantsalone during these
periodsand recordtheir thought verbalisationson a taperecorder.After a practiceperiod,
in which all participantsattemptthe task the experimenterprovidesinstructionsfor the
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participantto continueverbalisingtheir thoughtsbut now to either expressor suppressa
certainconceptsuchas "white bear" (the most commonlyusedtargetin thoughtsuppressionstudies).During this period (usually referredto as period 1), the participants
are also askedto pressa buzzerif they happento think of or mentionthe to-besuppressed
or expressedconcept.Thesebuzzerpressesare an index of how many times
the participanthasthought of the conceptduring the suppressionor expressionperiod. In
the majority of the studiesreviewedin this chapterthe numberof buzzerpressesrecorded
for eachparticipantis the dependentvariable.
The paradigm used in the original Wegner et al. (1987) study, denoted here the "original
method" is as follows. An initial 3-minute practice thought verbalisation period was
followed by two five-minute verbalisation periods. In the first of these 5-minute periods
(period 1) participants were divided into two groups, an initial expression condition and
an initial suppression condition. The target thought for expression or suppression was
"white bear". In period 2 (the second thought verbalisation period) participants were
asked to undertake the opposite form of mental control to the previous period. Thus, if
they had been suppressing white bear in period I they were now asked to express white
bear. If they had been expressing white bear in period I they were now asked to suppress
white bear. Results showed that participants expressing white bear in period 2, after prior
suppression demonstrated a significantly higher number of white bear thoughts in
comparison to a group that expressedwhite bear thoughts in period I without prior
suppression. Wegner et al. (1987) called this a rebound effect. Thus, according to
"original method" the rebound effect is assessedby comparing the number of buzzer
pressesin the suppression group during period 2 and those of the expression group in
period 1. This is schematically depicted in Figure 1.1 below.
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FIGURE 1.1

THE ORIGINAL 1987 METHOD, USED IN THOUGHT-SUPPRESSIONEXPERIMENTS - SINGLE SIDED
-

ARROWS INDICATE THE TEMPORAL FLOW OF THE EXPERIMENT. THE DOUBLE SIDED ARROW SHOWS
WHICH TWO GROUPSARE COMPARED ON THEIR MEAN NUMBER OF BUZZER PRESSESIN ORDER TO
ASSESSTHE REBOUND EFFEM

PracticeVerbalisation

Period I
Verbalisation+ suppression

PracticeVerbalisation

Period2
Verbalisation+ expression

Period 1

Period2

Verbalisation+ expression

Verbalisation+ suppression

Although this method of assessingthe rebound effect was used in some of the subsequent
studies, it has also been criticised. Therefore, several modifications of the original
method became more widely used in the following years. For example, according to
Clark et al. (1991) one problem that the original method has is that participants who
express in period 2 after previous suppression have had more practice at thought
be
in
1,
factor
this
than
who
participants
express
period
alone
may
verbalisation
and
responsible for the rise in thoughts seen after prior suppression. This criticism lead to the
introduction of another design which will be termed the "modified method" of assessing
the rebound throughout this thesis. In this design following an initial period of expression
or suppression in period 1, both groups engage in expression during period 2. Here, the
rebound effect is indexed by comparing the number of buzzer pressesbetween the two
expression groups in period 2 (see Figure 1.2 for a schematic depiction of the modified
method).
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FIGURE 1.2- A LATER REFINEMENT TO THE ORIGINAL THOUGIfr-SUPPRESSION PARADIGM (DENOTED
THROUGHOUT AS THE MODIFIED METHOD). SINGLE SIDED ARROWS INDICATE THE TEMPORAL FLOW OF
THE EXPERIMENT. THE DOUBLE SIDED ARROW SHOWSWHICH TWO GROUPSARE COMPARED ON THEIR
MEAN NUMBER OF BUZZER PRESSESIN ORDER TO ASSESSTHE REBOUND EFFECT.

PracticeVerbalisation

PracticeVerbalisation

Period I

Period2

Verbalisation+ suppression

Verbalisation+ expression

Period I

Period2

Verbalisation+ expression n

Verbalisation+ expression

A third paradigmfor indexing the reboundeffect also existsand hasnow cometo be the
most widely usedmethodin thought suppressionexperiments.This will be referredto as
the "standardmethod" throughoutthis thesis.In this paradigm,expressionconditionsare
replaced by a think anything instruction (see Figure 1.3 below).
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FIGURE 1-3- ANOTHER MODIFIACTION OFTHEORIGINALTHOUGHT

SUPPRESSIONPARADIGM REFERREDTO

AS THE STANDARD METHOD IN THIS THESIS. SINGLE SIDED ARROWS INDICATE THE TEMPORAL FLOW OF
THE EXPERIMENT. THE DOUBLE SIDED ARROW SHOWS WHICH TWO GROUPSARE COMPARED ON THEIR
MEAN NUMBER OF BUZZER PRESSESIN ORDER TO ASSESSTHE REBOUND EFFECT.

Period 1

Practiceverbalisation

Verbalisation

Verbalisation+ think

suppression

anything

Period I
Practiceverbalisation

Period 2

Period 2

Verbalisation+ think

Verbalisation+ think

anything

anything

All three paradigms outlined above (original, modified and standard methods) and their
various derivatives have been used in thought suppression research with various success.
With all these methods the rebound effect has been demonstrated in some studies but not
in others (Clark et al., 1991,1993; Harvey & Bryant, 1998a, 1998b; Wegner et al., 1991;
Wegner and Gold, 1995). Reasonsfor these discrepant findings will be discussed in
subsequent sections. At this point, however, it is important to mention that all of these
methods have one thing in common, namely conscious thought verbalisations (usually
tape recoded) and a reliance on self reported measuresof target thought frequency (i. e.
number of buzzer presses).However, self-report measuresare known to be unreliable in
certain situations (but see Ericsson & Simon, 1980; 1984). In the case of thought
suppression, one could suggest that some participants may avoid mentioning the to be

suppressedthought not becausethey are successfullyavoiding it but becausethey want to
appeargood at the task.As a direct result someresearchershave suggestedusing implicit
measures,suchas reactiontimes to recognisepreviouslyexpressedor suppressedstimuli,
as the dependentvariables(Wegner, 1992).
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(3) Studies that have deviated from the traditional paradigms
Studiesthat haveemployedparadigmsthat are different from the "original method" of
assessingthe reboundeffect provide further evidenceof the phenomenonof the postsuppressionreboundand increasethe generalityof the findings. The majority of these
studieshavebeenconductedin the laboratoryusing a variety of implicit and/or
behaviouralmeasuresof the reboundeffect. There are very few studiesthat have
examinedthe reboundeffect with naturalisticmethods.

(1) Laboratory studies
Wenzlaff and Bates (1999) had participants suppress/expresspositive thoughts or
suppress/expressnegative thoughts during period 1. Then instead of having all groups
express the formerly manipulated thoughts in period 2, they asked all participants to form
sentencesout of mixed up words with the first sentencethat came to mind. These
jumbled sentencescould be formed into either a positive or a negative sentence.
Rebound effects were observed in that: (a) the positive suppression group later produced
more positive sentencesthan the positive expression group; and (b) the negative
suppression group later produced more negative sentencesthan the negative expression
group.

Macraeet al. (1994) also useda non-standardparadigm. In their study, participantshad
to examinea photographof a male skinheadand all participantswere then told to write
abouta typical day in his life. Half of the participantswere additionally told to avoid
thinking aboutthe target(the skinhead)in a stereotypicalfashion (they were suppressing
stereotypes);the other half receivedno suchinstructions.Following thesemanipulations,
the participantswere told they were going to be takennext door to meetthe personthey
had beendescribing.However,on enteringthe room the participantwas not confronted
with the skinheadbut with empty seats.On one seatwas a denimjacket (allegedly
belongingto the skinhead).Eachparticipantwas instructedto take a seaton one of the
empty chairs.The resultsshowedthat stereotypesuppressorsshoweda reboundeffect by
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choosinga seatat a significantly greaterdistancefrom the skinhead'sseatthan
participants in the control group.

Sulivan et al. (1997) had participants immerse their hands in ice water -a procedure they
were told would be mildly uncomfortable. Prior to immersion, half of the participants
were asked to suppressprocedure-related thoughts and the other half were merely told to
express their thoughts. The results showed that suppression was associated with
heightened pain experience.

Another study to examinethe reboundeffect by using a different paradigmwas the study
of Wegnerand Erber (1992). In this study Wegnerand Erber were trying to test their
theory that the reboundeffect occursdueto heightenedactivation that the constructs
accrueas a result of being suppressed.Participantswere instructedto either suppressor
expressthoughtsof the targetword, "house". Simultaneousto this task, participants
completeda two colour StroopTask. The words usedin the StroopTask includedtarget
words, non-targetwords and target relatedwords. Half of the participantscompletedthis
task underhigh load condition (simultaneouslyrehearsinga9 digit number)and the
otherswere in a low load condition (rehearsingaI digit number).The resultsshowedthat
participantsin the suppressioncondition were slower to indicate coloursof all words in
comparisonto participantsin the expressionconditions.This may be due to the fact that
suppressingthoughtsrequiresgreatercognitive resourcesthan active expression.
Reactiontimes to target-unrelated,target-relatedand targetwords were all similar in the
low load condition, this was the casefor participantsin both the suppressionand
expressiongroups.However,in the high load conditionslatencieswere significantly
longer for targetwords, comparedto target-relatedor target-unrelatedwords, but only in
the suppressiongroup.This interactionbetweenload (high vs. low) and group
(suppressionvs. expression)was explainedwith referenceto Wegner's(1994) ironic
processtheory of mentalcontrol (seepage41).
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(2) Naturalistic studies of thought suppression
A study by Trinder and Salkovskis (1994) investigated the rebound effect in everyday life
by using a diary method. In this study, participants identified a negative intrusive thought
and were then told to record its occurrence over the next 4 days. One third of the
participants were told simply to monitor its occurrence, one third were told to suppress
the thought whenever it occurred and the final third were told to think about the thought
whenever it occurred. Results indicated that participants in the suppression group
experienced significantly more of the unwanted thoughts than the other 2 groups and
additionally they rated these thoughts as more uncomfortable than the other two groups.

(4) Factors Influencing the Rebound Effect
Although the reboundeffect hasbeendemonstratedon many occasionsusing different
the field, asa whole, is besetby controversydueto many studies
methodsof assessment
using similar paradigmsbut failing to demonstratethe basiceffect (Merckelbachet al.,
1991;Muris et al 1992,1993;Roemerand Borkovec, 1994).In addition, several
researchersin the field haveacknowledgedinformally that demonstratingthe rebound
effect is not an easyenterprise(Ellis, personalcommunication;Wegner,personal
communication).In view of thesemixed findings from the thought suppressionliterature
the possibleexplanationsfor thesediscrepancieswill now be examined. The reasonsthat
severalstudieshavefailed to replicatethe reboundeffect may be due to the methodsused
to investigatethe effect (e.g. the paradigmused)or methodologicalproblemssuchas
insufficient power (Wenzlaff and Wegner,2000). Othershavesuggestedthat it may be
the type of thoughtthat is suppressedthat leadsto the different results(Kelly & Kahn,
1994).It hasalso beenproposedthat individual differencesin participantsmay be
responsiblefor when and wherethe reboundeffect is obtained(Rutledgeet al., 1993).

(1) Methods of AssessingThe Rebound Effect
Onefactor that hasnot beensystematicallyexaminedand that can potentially result in
conflicting findings is the variety of different methodsusedto assessthe reboundeffect.
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As pointed out earlier in this chapterthereare now three methods(original, modified and
standard)of reboundeffect assessment
all of which are in current use.The standard
methodwas developedmainly by clinically orientedresearcherswho wantedto
investigatethought suppressionby using negativethoughtsor indeedparticipants'own
intrusive thoughts.As a direct result it wasfelt that askingdistressedparticipantsor
clinical participantsto actively think about(express)their own intrusive thoughtsor
distressingthoughtsmight be unethical.Therefore,the standardmethodwhereby
participantsare askedto either suppressthe thoughtsor merely think aboutanything
(including the distressingthoughtsif they wished)was believedto be a betterand more
ethical control.
Despitethe widespreaduptakeof the standardmethodover the original or modified
methodsit was decidednot to usethis methodin the current thesisand insteadto
concentrateon contrastingthe original and modified methodsof assessingthe rebound
effect. There were severalreasonsfor not using the standardmethod.Firstly, was the
ambiguity of instructionsaskingparticipantsto: "think about anything,you may think
abouta white bearbut you do not haveto". Previousresearchhasshownthat variability
in participants' suppressionand expressionperformanceis very high. Thus, some
participantsin suppressionconditionsbuzz as many as20 times, whereasothersmay
buzz only 2-3 times in a 5-minute period. In the expressiongroup, the varianceis even
greaterwith someparticipantsbuzzing 50 times in the 5 minutesand othersbuzzingjust
3 times.The instructionsusedin the standardmethodcan only serveto increasethis
variability as they introduceambiguity and participantsmay be confusedby the mention
of the targetwonderingexactly what they haveto do with this target.
Crucially in this thesisanothercriticism of the standardmethodis the issueof the
artificiality of thesenew instructions(think anything,you may think of a white bearbut
you do not haveto). In many experimentsthat usethe standardmethodparticipantsfirst
view a film or listen to a tapedstory and then half are askedto suppresstheir thoughts
aboutthe story and the other half are askedto think anything.Under thesecircumstances
the instructionsof the standardmethodmake sense,but in studieswhere participantsdo
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A final criticism concerns the fact that expression itself is a form of mental control and if
investigators want to understand the mechanisms of mental control, then it is necessaryto
understand the mechanisms underlying expression of thought as well as suppression. For
these reasons in all of the research reported in this thesis thought expression was used as
the control condition.

Therefore, the two methods of rebound effect assessmentthat will be contrasted in this
thesis are the original and modified methods. The modified method depicted in Figure 1.2
(page 26) is currently believed to provide a better method of assessmentthan the original
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well be due to the effects of either practice or priming. However, the fact that this rise can
occur when using the modified method means that the first period of expression is
affecting the second and may not provide a clean comparison for indexing the rebound.
This possible rise in reported thought in the group that expressestheir thoughts twice may
diminish the chances of demonstrating a rebound effect. Therefore, there are reasonsto
suggest the original Wegner et al. (1987) method of assessingthe rebound might avoid
these complications. The current thesis will systematically investigate these two different
methods of assessingthe rebound within the same studies.

(2) Role of Type of Thought Used in Suppression Experiments
Another variable which has been manipulated in thought-suppression experiments with

Recentstudieshave startedto
very mixed resultsis the type of thoughtto be suppressed.
investigatethe suppressionof both positive and negativethoughtsand additionally to
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look at the effect of the personalrelevanceof the to be suppressedthought. Of great
importanceto the researchon thought suppressionis the almost uniform finding that
emotionalmaterial is more difficult to suppressthan neutral information (Wenzlaff &
Wegner,2000).This can exacerbatethe difficulty of experimentalinvestigationsbecause
if the thought is so difficult to suppressthen the reboundeffect may not occur. Someof
the researchwhich hasfailed to demonstratereboundeffects using emotionalmaterial
may be due to the suppressiongroupfailing to suppressthe thought from the outset,thus
representinga failure of the experimentalmanipulation.

(1) Researchusing personally relevant thoughts
Kelly and Kahn (1994) failed to demonstratea reboundeffect when using peoples'own
intrusive thoughts.However,they did demonstratethe reboundeffect using the
traditional targetthought - white bear.This studymakesa very important point, in that
most of the experimentalinvestigationsof the reboundeffect haveusedneutralwords
which havelittle personalrelevance,like "white bear" or "vehicles". Another study by
McNally and Ricciardi (1996) also looked at the effectsof suppressinga personally
relevantintrusive thought and comparedthis to suppressionof a neutraland not
personallyrelevantthought (white bear).The post-suppression
reboundwas observedfor
the personallyrelevantthoughts,but not for white bearthoughts.Thus, the resultsof this
study directly contradictthe resultsof Kelly and Kahn (1994). Rutledge(1998) and Smari
et al (1995) both failed to find a post-suppression
reboundfor naturally occurring
thoughts.However,Salkovskis& Campbell(1994) did find suppressionrelated
enhancements
occurring with naturally occurring intrusive thoughts.
Wegnerand Gold (1995) havesuggestedthat participantsmay expendgreaterenergyin
the suppressionof naturally occurring thoughtsand may never completelyrelinquish
suppressionas instructedto in period 2 dueto the natureof suchthoughtsin many cases.
Of critical importanceis the demonstrationby Trindler and Salkovskis(1994) that
suppressionof naturally occurring thoughtsdoesleadto more intrusive thoughtsin real
world settings.
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Wenzlaff and Wegner(2000) suggestthat resultsfrom experimentsusing naturally
occurring intrusive thoughtsastargetsfor suppression,despitebeing mixed are
suggestiveof the idea that personallyrelevantthoughtsmay be lesssusceptibleto
suppressionenhancementeffectsobservedin the laboratory.

(2) Researchusing negative or positive thoughts as targets for
suppression
Davies and Clark (1998) using the thought-suppression
paradigmdisplayedin Figure 1.3
on page27, with two groups(one suppressingand one thinking anything including the
target) found that a film with negativeand distressingcontentproduceda postsuppressionrebound,whereas,a film aboutwhite bearsdid not. Roemerand Berkovec
(1994) found that participantssuppressinga depressing(i. e. negative)thought later
thoughtsthan did individuals who suppressedneutral
expressedmore depression-relevant
or anxiousthoughts.However,Harvey and Bryant (1998b) showed3 different films
(neutral, positive and negative)and found a post-suppression
reboundeffect in all
conditions irrespectiveof the valenceof the film.
In anotherstudy, Harvey and Bryant (1999) showedtwo films to two groupsof
participants(neutraland distressing)and had participantssuppressor expressthoughtsof
the film they had seen.Resultsindicatedthat a reboundeffect occurredbut that it was
mediatedby anxiety. In particular,a reboundeffect was obtainedin the low trait anxiety
group whereprior suppressers
reportedmore film-related thoughtsthan non-suppressers
in the final thought verbalisationtask in period 2 wherethey were allowed to think about
anything. However,this differencewas not significant for high Trait Anxiety subjects.
Interestingly,high anxiety non-suppressors
statedthey had beenusing suppressionbut
low anxiety non-suppressors
did not usesuppression;this effect was found in both
experimentalperiods.Therefore,it is possiblethat the spontaneoussuppression(during
period 1) exhibited by highly anxiousparticipantswho did not receivesuppression
instructionslead to the insignificant differences.
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Wegner and Gold (1995) also observed that highly anxious participants spontaneously
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Possiblereasonsfor thesemixed findings, in addition to anxiety, centreon the effectsof
practice.Participantsare likely to havemuch experiencewith suppressingnaturally
have
this
allowed the personto
thoughts
may
experience
and perhaps
occurring negative
developbetter strategiesor distractersfor suppressingthem. Wegner(1994) hasalso
lead
to the process
thoughts
that
may
suggested practicewith suppressingcertain
becomingmore automatic.Additionally, theseexperimentswere all carriedout in the
laboratorydespiteusing thoughtsclassedas intrusive in daily life. It is possiblethat
different resultswould havebeenobtainedif thesesamethoughtswere suppressedin the
sameenvironmentthat they were deemedintrusive in the first place(seeTrinder &
Salkovskis,1994).

(3) Individual

Differences in Thought-suppression and The Rebound Effect

The research described above on the methods used to investigate the rebound effect and
on the type of thought used in these experiment does not completely account for the
discrepant findings. This has lead to the suggestion that there may be individual
difference factors at work that affect when and where rebound effects will be found.

Rutledgeet al. (1993) and Rutledgeet al. (1996) provide evidencethat certain individual
differencevariablesmay affect whethera reboundeffect is obtainedor not in a particular
study. For example,in their first study on thought suppressionRutledgeet al. (1993)
failed to replicatethe Wegneret al. (1987) findings. However,they suggestedthis could
havebeendue to suchvariablesasability. The participantsin the studiesof Wegnerand
his colleagueswere all studentsat selectiveuniversitieswherethe averageAmerican
collegetesting scorewas aboveaverage,whereasthe participantstestedby Rutledgeand
her colleaguescamefrom an openadmissionsuniversity wherethe American college
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testing scores were average. To test this hypothesis, the participants from the Rutledge et
al. (1993; 1996) studies were re-examined and classed as rebounders or non-rebounders.
Rutledge et al. used a within subjects design as shown below in Figure 1.4. Rebounders
were defined as those participants who experienced an increase in the number of white
bear thoughts (during expression) after suppression compared to expression prior to
suppression. These groups were then compared on their American college testing scores.
In line with predictions, the few participants who did experience the rebound effect had
higher American college testing scores than the non-rebounders.
FIGURE

1.4

-A

WITHIN SUBJECTS DESIGN FOR ASSESSING THE REBOUND EFFECT. SINGLE SIDED ARROWS

INDICATE THE TEMPORAL FLOW OF THE ExPERimENT. THE DOUBLE SIDED ARROW SHOWS WHICH TWO
GROUPSARE COMPARED ON THEIR MEAN NUMBER OF BUZZER PRESSESIN ORDER TO ASSESSTHE
REBOUND EFFECr.

Baseline Expression

Suppression

Final Expression

In anotherstudy, Rutledgeet al. (1996) providedfurther evidencethat individual
differencesmay play a role in the contradictoryfindings aboutthe reboundeffect. Once
again the repeatedmeasuresdesignwas usedas shownin Figure 1.4.Participantswere
first askedto expressthoughtsof a "white beat", then to suppressthoughtsof the white
bearand then finally to againexpressthoughtsof the white bear.All thought
verbalisationperiodslasted9 minutes.The resultsindicatedthat 36.4 % of the sample
experienceda reboundeffect (an increasein white bearthoughtsfollowing suppression).
Thus, 63.6 % showedno evidenceof increasedthinking about white bearsafter
suppression.A regressionmodel was createdpredictingthought rebound.The significant
predictorswere American collegetesting score(higher scorespredictedgreaterrebound
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Thesefindings suggestthat certainvariablesmay mediateor modify possible
reboundeffect.
and a post-suppression
relationshipsbetweenthought-suppression
However,there are severalproblemswith the studiesof Rutledgeand her colleagues.For
example,they took measuresof crystallizedandfluid intelligence(Horn 1975)in the
secondexperiment,yet do not refer to thesein the resultssectionother than to saythere
intelligence.
This
between
thought
crystallized
and
rebound
was a significant correlation
is an important point becauseRutledgeet al. (1996) are keento point out that higher
American collegetesting scorespredict greaterthought rebound.However,one would
think that intelligencemay well mediatethis effect. Another confusingaspectconcerning
the studiesof Rutledgeet al. (1993; 1996)is that they found negativecorrelations
betweenthe reboundeffect and obsessionalityand negativecorrelationsbetweenthe
reboundeffect and anxiety.Thesefindings are somewhatpuzzling becausethere is now
much evidenceto suggestthat thereis a high and stablecorrelationbetweenthe extentto
in daily life and trait anxiety (Muris et al. 1996;
which one usesthought-suppression
Wegner& Zanakos,1994).
Perhaps the most important problem with the research reported by Rutledge et al. is that
they always used a within subjects design (see Figure 1.4). This is quite different from
the methods used by virtually all other researchers.One could question the effect of
having all participants express their thoughts at the outset, then suppress and then express
again. In a personal communication Daniel Wegner has expressed doubts about the
suitability of the within participants design to measure the rebound, as there is no
comparison group and one does not know the possible effects of the initial expression
period. In addition in the studies of Rutledge and her colleagues each verbalisation
session was for 9 minutes which seemsa very long time, especially in view of the fact
that simply by introducing the repeated measuresdesign they are also introducing another
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The only other study to examinethe effects of individual differenceson thought
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fluid intelligence,but was not relatedto crystallisedintelligence.This suggeststherefore
that higher fluid IQ may makeone a more effective suppressor.The currentthesisalso
directly investigatesthis question(Chapter4).
Finally, one additional but important reasonfor believing that individual differencesmay
play a role in reboundeffects was highlighted by Rassinet al. (2000).They refer to a
study conductedby Merckelbachet al. (1991) wherea positive relationshipwas found
betweenthe numberof targetthoughtsduring active suppressionand the numberof
thoughtsduring the post-suppression
period.Therefore,the participantswho were less
successfulat thought suppressionand reporteda high frequencyof thoughtsduring
suppressionalso reportedmore thoughtsin the post-suppression
period.This suggests
there may be individual differencefactors at work which may make peoplea poor or
good suppressorand in addition may affect their propensityto experiencerebound
effects.This will be directly examinedin the currentthesis,where we will examinea
rangeof individual differencevariablesand relatethis to participants"ability" at
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suppressionor expressionand their propensityto experiencethe reboundeffect in the
laboratory (Chapters3 and4).
(5) Summary of Experimental Studies of Mental Control and Rebound Effect
This sectionhasreviewedthe possiblereasonsfor the controversyin the thought
suppressionliterature over the reboundeffect. Of the studiesthat failed to find a rebound
effect, many introducedproceduresthat may haveled to the reboundeffect not occurring.
One possiblesourceof confusionin the literature is the wide variety of paradigmsusedto
index the reboundeffect. However,it must be bornein mind that evenwhen rebound
effects are found they tend to be weak to medium,therebynecessitatinglarge samples
(Ambramowitz et al., 2001).The situation is further complicatedby individual
differencesthat may makepeoplemore or lesssusceptibleto the reboundeffect. It seems
peopleof higher ability, as measuredby their university entranceexamsand intelligence
tests,may be more likely to demonstratethe reboundeffect (Rutledgeet al., 1996).The
type of thought that is to be suppressedis also influential in the outcomeof thesestudies.
One point of agreementin the literatureis that negativeor positive thoughtsare
consistentlyratedas harderto suppressthan neutralthoughts(Petrie et al., 1998). The
sameis true of personallyrelevantthoughts,which are again harderto suppressthan
neutral thoughts.Someof the studiesfailed to demonstratea reboundeffect precisely
becausethe suppressiongroup could not successfullysuppressthe thought at all (Davies
& Clark, 1998).

111.Theoretical Accounts of The Rebound Effect
Severaltheoreticalexplanationshavebeenput forward by variousresearchersto explain
the reboundeffect.Theseexplanationswill now be examinedtogetherwith somenew
theoreticalideasaboutthe natureand mechanismof the reboundeffect proposedin this
thesis.
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(1) Distracter Association Theory
The earliest suggestion of a mechanism underlying the rebound effect was the distracter
association theory (Wegner et al., 1987). This theory is based on the observation that
when people want to suppressa thought they try to distract themselves by thinking about
many other things. This is well documented in virtually all thought-suppression
experiments and can be easily verified by listening to the taped thought verbalisations.
According to the distracter association theory it could be the use of many varied
distracters that is responsible for the rebound effect. For example, most of the selfgenerated distracters used by the participants were from the immediate environment, yet
most of these did not hold the participant's attention for long, and attention soon drifted
back to the to-be-suppressedthought. At this point another distracter was found and the
cycle repeated.The result of this cycle is that associations are created between the
distracters and the unwanted thought. Thus, when suppression efforts are stopped, all of
the distracters can potentially serve as reminders of the suppressedtarget, producing the
rebound effect.

This accounthassupportfrom experimentswhich haveshownthat useof a single
(experimentergenerated)distracterreducesthe reboundeffect (Wegneret al. 1987).For
example,Wegneret al. (1987) ran an experimentwhereparticipantswere askedto
suppressthoughtsof a "white bear" by focusing on a red Volkswagen.In this experiment
no reboundeffect was found. Additionally, if the environmentis changedduring the postsuppressionexpressionperiod (period 2), the reboundeffect is either greatly diminished
or doesnot occur at all (Muris et al., 1993;Wegneret al., 1991).However,the rebound
effect is not alwaystotally eliminatedby using thesemanipulations(Macraeet al., 1994).
Furthermore, the distracter association theory may account for the findings that

suppressingpersonallyrelevantintrusive thoughtsin a laboratorydoesnot alwayslead to
a reboundeffect.This could be due to the environmentbeing different from the
environmentin which the samethoughtsaretraditionally suppressed(i. e., the home
environment).
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However,the distracter-association
accounthasproblemsaccountingfor the finding that
underhigh cognitive load participantswho actively suppressthe target thought end up
having more thoughtsof the targetthan a group of participantsintentionally expressing
the target.This effect hasbeentermedthe immediateenhancementeffect and is distinct
from the reboundeffect (Wegner& Erber 1992;Wenzlaff & Wegner2000).
(2) The Ironic ProcessTheory
The Ironic ProcessTheory was introducedby Wegnerand colleagues(1992; 1994).
Broadly, this theory suggeststhat suppressingthoughtsrequiresthe involvementof two
distinct mechanisms.One is an intentional operatingprocessthat seeksdistractersand
thoughtsdesignedto maintain the desiredstate,i.e. not thinking aboutthe suppressed
thought.This processis effortful and designedto maintain a distracterin consciousness
(this processhasalso beentermedthe controlled distractersearch).The other mechanism
is an ironic monitoring processthat continually searchesfor instancesof the to-befailure
This
of
suppression.
suppressedthought in consciousness
a
signal
which will
ironic monitoring processis thought to be an automaticprocessand thereforenot
consumptiveof cognitive resources(this processis sometimesreferredto asthe
automatictarget search).In the courseof thought suppressionthesetwo processesare
feedbackmechanismaimedat controlling thought.
proposedto operateto-ether
as
a
0
In addition, Wegnerand his colleagues(1992; 1994; 1997)havesuggestedthat the
controlled distractersearch,being a controlled processis more susceptibleto interference
than the automaticironic monitoring process.For example,if a personattemptingmental
control is underhigh load or in a dual task situationthe resultantlack of cognitive
resourceswill havea detrimentaleffect on the controlled distractersearchleaving the
ironic monitor relatively untouched.The effect would be that the very thought one was
attemptingto avoid would spring to mind with greatly increasedfrequency.This is
exactly what hasbeenfound whereparticipantshavebeenput underhigh load during
active suppression(Wegner& Erber, 1992).Thus, this theory can accountfor the
immediateenhancementeffect.
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This theory is currently the most comprehensive explanation of the rebound effect.
In support of this position, thought-suppression has been shown to enhance the
accessibility of suppressedtargets both during active suppression (Wegner and Erber,
1992) and subsequentto active suppression (Macrae, et al 1994). However, this account
is not without some limitations. One of these is that the mechanism by which the ironic
monitor raises the activation level of suppressedthoughts relative to expressedthoughts
is not made explicit. This issue will be raised in more depth in Chapter 6 where the
activation levels of previously suppressedand expressedthoughts will be examined in an
experiment.

(3) The Goal Interruption Theory
Another theory which may in part explain why the reboundeffect occursis that of Goal
Interruption. Martin andTesser(1996) proposea model of ruminative thought in which
rumination (repetitive thoughton one topic similar to preoccupation)occursas a direct
result of failure to accomplishone's goals.According to this position, the reboundeffect
may reflect rumination as a result of having failed to attain the recentgoal of successfully
suppressinga thought (Martin & Tesser,1996). Indeed,suppressionis rarely, if ever,
totally successfuland it is naturalfor peopleto ruminateabouttheir unsuccessful(or
interrupted)goals.
Supportfor this notion comesfrom a study by Martin et al. (1993).They had participants
either expressor suppressthoughtsof a white bearprior to undertakinga word
recognitiontask designedto assessthe activation level of the target (white bear).
However, beforepresentingthe word recognitiontask, half of the suppression
participantsreceivedfeedbacksuggestingthey were very good at suppressingthoughts.
This successfeedbackwas designedto eliminate the senseof goal tension.In contrast,
the other suppressionparticipantsreceivedno feedback.After thesemanipulations,all
participantswere presentedwith the word recognitiontask.This word recognitiontask
includedwords relatedto the target(polar bear,iceberg),words relating to the
experimentalsetting which were distracterwords (experiment,psychologist)and
unrelatedcontrol words (electricity). The reboundeffect was assessed
via reactiontimes
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Although this suggestsanotherway of looking at the reboundeffect it hasnot been
systematicallyevaluatedother than by the study by Martin et al. (1993). Therefore,prior
to evaluatingthe theory, more researchdesignedto verify or refute the premisesof this
theory is needed.
(4) Intentional explanation of the rebound effect.
In this thesis a new and different account of the rebound effect is proposed. This account
is based on the concept of intention and the so-called Intention Superiority Effect (see
below). Wegner (1996) admits that thought suppression is preceded by an intention not to
think about certain constructs. However, it is known that formulating an intention leads to
the intention being stored at a heightened activation level (heightened readiness for use)
(Kuhl 1994). Goschke and Kuhl (1993) demonstrated, by using implicit tests, that
intention-related information is recognised reliably faster than unrelated information. In
their experiments participants had to learn two scripts describing simple actions (e.g.
setting the table, clearing a desk). After learning both action scripts participants were
informed that one of these scripts would have to be performed later in the experiment, the
other would not have to be performed. Before performance of the action script all
participants completed a recognition test where it was found that words from the to be
performed script were recognised significantly faster than words from the alternative not
to be performed script. It is important to note that this effect is shown in implicit tests that
are not subject to conscious interference. The reaction times used in this paradigm make
it highly unlikely that participants consciously altered their strategies when faced with
intention related information. Thus, it seemsthese effects are likely to be automatic. This
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than control materialwith no associatedintention. In addition, they found that the
recognition latenciesof completedintentionswere slower than that of control material
(no associatedintention). Marsh et al. (1998) go on to suggestthis could representactive
inhibition of completedintentions.
However, of greaterrelevanceto the currentthesisis that Goschkeand Kuhl (1994) and
Kuhl (1994) haveconsistentlyarguedthat the Intention Superiority Effect is affectedby
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(1994) showedthat intention superiority effectsare mediatedby a particular personality
dimensionwhich they call statevs. action orientation.Stateorientationis characterised
by a persistingactivation of intentionsanda consciousrumination on them irrespective
of whetherthey haveto be carriedout promptly or not. Stateorientationis also
intrusion
future
involuntary
have
by
tendency
to
goalsor previous
about
characterised a
failed goals.Thus, stateorientatedindividuals will continueto ruminateevenon
completedintentions(Kuhl, 1994;Kuhl & Beckmann,1994).
According to Kuhl (1994), stateorientatedindividuals do not show a deactivationof
intentionsafter successfulcompletion.In contrast,action orientedparticipantsdo
deactivateintentionsafter formulation and are thereforenot so proneto intention related
intrusive thoughts.Indeed,Goschkeand Kuhl (1994) provide evidencethat the Intention
Superiority Effect is strongerfor stateorientatedparticipantsthan for action oriented
participants.They suggestthat in "state orientatedsubjectsthe explicit, episodic
representationof a postponedintention persistedin an active stateeven if externalcues
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were available and active maintenance of the intention was not necessary." (Goschke &
Kuhl, 1993, p.74).

At presentstateand action orientedindividuals are identified through a dual response
format questionnairedesignedby Kuhl (1994). This questionnaireis comprisedof three
sub-scaleseachassessinga slightly different aspectof the global dimensionof statevs.
action orientation.The first sub-scale"action orientation subsequentto failure vs.
preoccupation"(AOF) assesses
a person'sreactionto failure and contrastsa ruminative
or preoccupiedstyle of information processing(indicative of Stateorientation) with a
style characterisedby lack of rumination and easyadaptationto the experienceof failure
(Action orientation).The secondsub-scale"perspectiveand decision-relatedaction
orientation vs. hesitation"(AOD) assesses
a person'sability to initiate intendedactions
and contrastsa hesitantstyle (indicative of stateorientation)with a style characterisedby
an appropriateinitiation of intentionsat the desiredmoment(indicative of action
orientation).The third and final sub-scale"performance-relatedaction orientationvs.
the ability to stay within self-initiated desirableactivities
volatility" (AOP) assesses
without shifting attentionprematurelyto alternativeactivities. The prematureshift away
from desirableactivities would representstateorientationwhereascontinuing with the
desirableactivity would representaction orientation.
The intention superiority account offers an alternative explanation for the rebound effect.
The rebound effect is based on the fact that when the decision to suppress is made the
person formulates an intention to suppressa thought, which then leads to all the
suppressedcontent having heightened levels of activation as a result of its intentional
status. Although Marsh et al. (1998; 1999) have shown that completed intentions are
deactivated and inhibited, it is likely that suppressedthoughts can never be properly
deactivated as one is never fully successful at thought-suppression (i. e. one has
formulated an intention which is impossible to fulfil or complete), unless one adopts
a
relatively lenient criterion of what counts as successful thought suppression (e.g. three
thoughts an hour). Most importantly, this theory can be tested directly. In particular, if the
intentional theory of thought suppression is plausible one would
expect to find a much
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weaker rebound effect (or none at all) in action orientated participants and a much
stronger rebound effect in state orientated participants. This prediction was tested in
Study I described in Chapter 3.

(5) Summary of Theoretical Accounts of Mental Control and the Rebound Effect
The previoussectionreviewedvarioustheoreticalmodelsof the mechanismsunderlying
the reboundeffect. Currently the Ironic ProcessTheory (Wegner 1992; 1994)is the most
widely acceptedexplanationof the reboundeffect. However, despiteits acceptancethe
ironic processtheory proposesthat an unconscioussearchoperatescontinually in the
backgroundlooking for failures of thought suppression.The mechanismsthat underlie
this continuousautomaticsearchprocessare ill-defined and subjectto different
interpretations(e.g., Macraeet al., 1994;Wegner, 1994).The currentthesisputs forward
an alternativeintentionalexplanationof the reboundeffect that doesnot hypothesisean
unconscioussearchprocessbut explainsthe reboundas a function of the activation of
intentional representations.This seemsto provide a more parsimoniousexplanationof
the processesinvolved in the reboundeffect.

IV. The tendency to UseThought Suppression In Everyday Life and Personality
Research on thought suppression has evolved into two separateareas of investigation.
One is represented by the experimental research reviewed in depth above. Another is
based on correlations of questionnaire data collected via various instruments. These two
methods of investigating mental control (experimental manipulation and correlation
methods) have to an extent remained separatewith few studies using both methods within
the same study. The current thesis will employ both methods in an effort to increase the
generality of findings, but also in an effort to increase convergent validity by examining
the effects of thought suppression from multiple angles.

One questionniare, designed by Wegner and Zanakos (1994), is known as the White Bear
Suppression inventory (WBSI). It was designed to assessthe frequency with
which a
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Another instrumentusedis the Thought Control Questionnaire(TCQ - Wells & Davies
1994).The Thought Control Questionnairewas developedto assessthe tendencyto
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tendenciesand psychopathology(Myers, 1998;Purdon, 1999).To dateonly one study
hasexaminedthe relationsbetweenthe WBSI and the Thought Control Questionnaire
(Muris et al. 1996).They found a weak positive correlation betweenthe total TCQ score
and the WBSI (r (172) =. 22 p <. 01).
(1) Psychometric Properties of the White Bear Suppression Inventory
In the original development of the WBS1, Wegner and Zanakos (1994) set out to examine
its
but
WBSI,
factor
the
the
also
stability over a three month period.
not only
structure of
The correlation between WBSI scores at test and retest after 3 months was 69. Wegner
.
and Zanakos (1994) therefore argue that the WBSI measuresa tendency that can be
regarded as a stable personality trait.

Muris et al. (1996) also examinedthe psychometricpropertiesof the WBSI. Using a
sampleof 172participants,they found it to be a reliable instrument,Chronbach'salpha
was 0.89 and a 12 week test retestcorrelationwas 0.80. In addition, this study was in
agreementwith the original WegnerandZanakosstudy which reporteda onefactor
solution. A more recentinvestigationof the psychometricpropertiesof this scale
(Blumberg, 2000) useda much larger samplethan the Muris et al. (1996) study (N
935). Here,threefactors werefound and labelled unwantedintrusive thoughts,thought47

suppression and self-distraction. In addition, it was found that the second and third
factors were more likely to be endorsed by women. In other words, women were more
likely to report these avoidant strategies.

The most recentinvestigationof the psychometricpropertiesof the WBSI was conducted
factor analysedthe scalein a
by H6ping andJong-Meyer(2002).Theseresearchers
sampleof 276 non-clinical participants.Using orthogonalrotation a two-factor solution
intrusive
"Unwanted
labelled
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thoughts" and
The
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were
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"thought-suppression".The authorsnotedthat the correlationswith psychopathological
intrusive
factor
due
thoughtsand
to
the
of
unwanted
almostexclusively
measureswere
They suggestit is doubtful that the full scaleprimarily assesses
not thought-suppression.
a dispositionto suppressunwantedthoughts.
It would seem therefore, that there is sufficient doubt to question whether the VVBSI only
measures the tendency to suppressthoughts in everyday life. The two studies that found
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Jong2000;
(Blumberg,
dimension
the
than
and
scale
more
one
underlying
Meyer, 2002) both suggest that one further dimension it assessesis "unwanted intrusive
thoughts". In addition, the items they list as falling under this factor are similar. When
items
do
feels
itself
the
that
the
some
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seem to assess
examining
scale
one often
something more like unwanted intrusion than the tendency to suppress thoughts. For
item
9
is
"there
I
item
have
3
is
"I
thoughts
the
can
stop",
and
not
are
example
of
scale
thoughts that keep jumping into my head". Both of these items seem intuitively to be
related to intrusive thought and not necessarily to the use of thought suppression. Perhaps
it is not surprising that both Blumberg (2000) and Hoping and Jong-Meyer (2002) found
these items to load on the unwanted intrusions factor.

Studiesusina this measureand relating it to performanceduring a suppressiontask in the
0
laboratory havedemonstratedthat participantswith high WBSI scores(i. e. a high
in everydaylife) demonstratemore intrusionsduring
tendencyto usethought-suppression
active suppression,but also during expressionafter previoussuppression(Muris,
Merckelbach& Horselenberg,1996;Van den Hout et al., 1996).This interestingand
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somewhat counterintuitive finding seemsto provide additional evidence in support of the
idea that the WBSI is measuring something akin to proneness to experiencing thought
intrusions in addition to thought suppression.

(2) The Relationship of The WBSI with other individual difference measuresand
psychopathological indices
The original paperby WegnerandZanakos(1994) found that the WBSI to correlated
positively and strongly with severalmeasuresof psychopathology.This paperhad the
advantageof using very large samples,often with 600 participants.Thus, the correlation
betweenthe WBSI and Beck DepressionInventory and the MaudsleyObsessive
CompulsiveInventory (MOCI) was 45 and 40, respectivelyin a sampleof 609 students.
.
.
The correlationwith the State-TraitAnxiety Inventory was 53 in a sampleof 199.
.
Finally, the correlationwith the Anxiety Sensitivity Inventory was 49 in a sampleof 133.
.
Thesecorrelationsbetweenthe propensityto usethought suppressionin everydaylife and
various indicesof psychopathologyhavebeenreplicatedby other researchers.For
example,Muris et al. (1996)found the following correlationsbetweenthe WBSI and
Trait
various measuresof psychopathologyin a sampleof 172 university undergraduates:
Anxiety Inventory (.57), EysenckPersonalityInventory Neuroticism scale(.46), Student
Worry Scale(.38), Beck DepressionInventory (.54), MaudsleyObsessiveCompulsive
Inventory (.35) and the UnwantedIntrusionsQuestionnaire(.40).
Thus, if one acceptsthat the WBSI is measuringthe tendencyto suppressthoughtsin
everydaylife then there is clear evidencethat this is linked to increasedpsychopathology.
Thesefindings havebeenreplicatedby other researchers(Muris & Merckelbach,1997;
Van den Hout et al., 1996).Howeverdue to the correlationalnatureof thesestudiesdirect
statementsabout possiblecausalitycan not be made.It could be that greateruseof
thought suppressionmay lead to greaterpsychopathologyor it could be that greater
psychopathologyleadsto heighteneduseof thought suppression.In addition, there
alwaysexistsa possibility that someother (currently unknown) variable causesboth the
elevatedpsychopathologyand thought suppression.
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(3) WBSI and Dissociation
Further researchhasinvestigatedpossiblelinks betweenthought-suppressionand the
phenomenonof dissociation.Dissociationhasbeendefined as a "breakdownin the
usually integratedfunctions of consciousness,
memory, perceptionof self or the
environment" (p.755 American PsychiatricAssociation, 1994).Dissociationis
conceptualisedas a non-consciousprocessin that the personis unawarethat they usethis
strategy.Researchby Van den Hout et al. (1996) found that scoreson the WBSI and the
DissociativeExperiencesScale(DES) correlatedsignificantly and positively r =.52. A
later study by Muris and Merckelbach(1997) alsofound a positive correlationbetween
WBSI scoresand DES scores(r =35). The most recentstudy by Spinhovenand van der
Does (1999) examinedthe WBSI in a clinical sample.The WBSI was found to correlate
positively with all dimensionsof psychopathologymeasuredby the SymptomChecklist90 and was not found to differ betweenpatientswith affective disorder,anxiety disorder
or no psychiatricdiagnosis.However,the WBSI scoreswere found to be unrelatedto
measuresof dissociationwhen controlling for level of psychopathology.Thus, it appears
that althoughboth thought-suppression
and dissociationare associatedwith
psychopathology,they are relatively independent.
(4) The WBS1 and Thought Action Fusion
Thought Action Fusion(TAF) refersto a cognitive bias wherebya personhasan inflated
senseof responsibilityfor their thoughts.In everydayterms peoplewith high scoreson
TAF scalesbelievethat thinking of an act is as bad as actually carrying out that act. For
example,they would view thinking of murderinga colleagueto be almost asbad as
actually murderingthe colleague.Conceptually,this hasbeenlinked to greaterthoughtintrusion,just as thought-suppression
has(Shafranet al., 1996).
Rassinand his colleagueshaveconductedseveralstudieslooking into possiblerelations
betweenthought-suppression
andTAF (Rassin,2001; Rassinet al., 1999,2000,2001).
In the first study,Rassinet al. (1999) tried deliberatelyto manipulatepeople's senseof
responsibilityfor their thoughts.In a decisiveexperiment,Rassinet al. (1999) made
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participants believe that their thoughts could be recorded by an EEG machine.
Specifically, participants were told that every time they thought of the word "apple" the
machine would pick this up and give a small electric shock to a participant in an adjacent
room. Control participants were not informed about shocks being administered but were
still under the assumption that their thoughts could be known from the EEG machine.
Rassin et al. (1999) found that experimentally induced thought action fusion resulted in
more thought-intrusion, and greater discomfort. Thus, they concluded that TAF may
contribute to the transformation of normal intrusions into obsessive intrusions.

As a direct result of this study, Rassin et al. (2000) went on to investigate in more depth
the relations between thought-control and TAR In particular they investigated the
possible relations between scores on TAF and thought-suppression as measured by the
WBSI. They rationale was that TAF and thought-suppression may well interact or work
synergistically to create extreme intrusions. They administered questionnaire measuresof
TAF, and the WBSI and the Maudsley Obsessive Compulsive Inventory to 173
undergraduates. A structural equation modelling approach was used to examine which of
the hypothesised models best fitted the data. The results indicated that TAF was indeed a
precursor to thought-suppression and thought-suppression was a precursor to greater
levels of obsessionality. A model with a direct path from WBSI scores to obsession
scores did not fit the data well. This suggeststhat the role of thought-suppression is a
mediational one coming between TAF and obsessions in the causal chain.

Unfortunately,theseencoura9ing findings were not replicatedin the later studiesof
V.,
Rassinand his colleagues(Rassin2001; Rassinet al., 2001). It is possiblethat results
were not replicateddueto using clinical samplesin thesestudies.Another possiblereason
is that there is now evidencethat TAF scoresare not stableover time and thereforedo not
display trait like qualities.Thus, in the Rassinet al. (2000) studyTAF scoresof students
significantly droppedafter 3 months.In contrastthereis evidencethat scoreson the
WBSI do not vary much over time (Wegnerand Zanakos,1994).
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(5) Summary of Questionnaire Measuresof Thought Control
The WBSI hasbeenshownto be a reliable instrumentfor measuringa person'stendency
to usethought suppressionin everydaylife. In addition, the researchdiscussedabovehas
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V. Thought-suppression, Rumination and Repression
Two variablesthat haveboth beenlinked to variouspsychopathologiesbut also to
thought suppressionare ruminationand repression.The relevantresearchon these
be
to
thought
will
now
examined.
their
suppression
phenomenaand
possiblerelation
(1) Rumination and Thought Suppression
Ruminationhasbeendefined as a classof consciousthoughtsthat revolve arounda
certain themeand recur frequently for an extendedperiod of time, often in the absenceof
immediateenvironmentaldemandsrequiring the thought(Martin & Tesser1989; 1996).
Contentwise, ruminative thoughtsmay be neutral,positive or negative.Examplesof
rumination include day-dreaming,reliving successes
and anticipating pleasuresas well as
disasters.As such,rumination could be conceptualisedasthe antithesisof thought52

suppression. However, there are various theoretical positions which suggest these two
processesmay well have great impact on each other.

Broadly speakingthereare two main positionsasregardsrumination and its possible
relation to thought suppression.The first was advancedby Martin andTesser(1989;
1996).They suggestthat ruminationor repetitivethought is relatedto unattainedgoals
and that unexpectedprogresstowardsgoals(either approachingone's goal too fast or not
fast enough)will instigaterumination.Onceinstigated,rumination can interfere with
other processingand can be aversive(Nolen-Hoeksema,1991; 1994).As a result, people
may attemptto suppressthe ruminative intrusionsin an effort to restorementalbalance.
However,Martin andTesser(1996) go further in suggestingthat rumination may be the
mechanismunderlying paradoxicaleffectsoften found with thought suppression.Thus, a
personattemptingthought suppressionhasa goal not to think abouta certain topic, but as
this is a difficult, if not impossibletask they do think aboutthe to-be-avoidedthought
evenduring active suppression.As they are having problemsapproachingthe goal of not
thinking aboutX they begin to ruminateon why they can not avoid thesethoughts,
resulting in a paradoxicalincreasein thinking of the very thoughtthey were trying to
avoid.
The secondposition regardingthe relation of rumination to thought suppressionhasbeen
advancedby Erber and Wegner(1996). Whilst acceptingthat blocked goalsmay in some
caseslead to rumination they suggestthat the main causeof rumination is thought
suppressionitself. Erber and Wegner(1996) statethat peopletry to suppressthoughtsthat
are unwanted.The act of suppressionthen paradoxicallyincreasesthe accessibilityof the
suppressedthought via the ironic processtheory (seepage41) leadingto the return of the
previously suppressedthought and ruminationon it. OnceagainErber and Wegner
(1996) also postulatea cyclical processwherethought suppressionleadsto rumination
which may again instigatemore suppressionand so on.
Both Martin andTesser(1996) and Erber and Wegner(1996) acceptthat thought
suppressioncan leadto rumination, but they explain this processthrough the operationof
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different mechanisms. For Martin and Tesser (1996) it is the failure of thought
suppression (i. e. the goal not being realised) that "causes" thought rebound or rumination.
For Erber and Wegner (1996) it is the operation of the ironic monitoring process that
leads to thought rebound and rumination not becausethe goal of successful suppression

had not beenrealised.
Despitethe importanceof the conceptof ruminationto thought suppressionand the
theoreticalviews of Martin andTesser(1996) andErber and Wegner(1996) there
remainsvirtually no researchlooking into the possiblerelation betweenrumination and
thought suppression.
The current thesiswill investigatethe possiblerelationsbetweenrumination and the use
of thought suppressionin everydaylife. In addition this thesiswill also examinewhether
the reboundeffect itself is affectedby participantstendencyto ruminatea lot in everyday
life as assessed
by the RuminationInventory (McIntosh and Martin, 1992).
(2) Repressionand Thought Suppression
Repressionrepresentsa particular style of interactingwith the world wherebynegative
information is automaticallyavoidedby the repressiveperson.One way to view the
conceptof repressionis as a form of unconsciousavoidance,or an unconscious(and
automatised)thought suppression.Repressionis now mainly treatedas a trait-like
variable (a relatively stableindividual differencebetweenpeople).Weinbergeret al.
(1979) were the first to formulate a reliable questionnairemethodof identifying
repressorsor peoplewith a repressivecoping style. The Weinbergeret al. (1979) method
identifies repressorson the basisof participants' scoreson questionnairesmeasuring
The table below clarifies the four-fold classificationsystem
anxiety and defensiveness.
they developedfor this purpose.
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TABLE

12

THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM OF WEINBERGER Er AL. 1979 FOR REPRESSIVE
-

COPING STYLE

Defensiveness(Marlowe-CrowneSocial Desirability)
Low
Trait Anxiety

Low

Low anxious

Repressors

High

Non defensivehigh anxious

Defensivehigh anxious

(Spielberger
Inventory)

High

Table 1.2 showsthat repressorsare peoplewho show low anxiety (usually defined as
below the normativemedianon an anxiety inventory suchasthe Taylor Manifest Anxiety
Inventory (1983) or the Trait Anxiety Inventory by Speilbergeret al., 1983)whilst at the
(usually defined as participants
sametime scoringhigh on measuresof defensiveness
scoring abovethe upperquartile of the normativevaluesfor the Marlowe Crowne scale
of Social Desirability, 1964).Most studiesusing the Weinbergeret al. (1979) methodof
identifying repressorshaveshownabout 10 to 20 % of their samplesto be repressors
(Myers, 2000). However,thesepercentageshavebeenmainly establishedin samplesof
young participants(usually undergraduatestudents).
Many studieshavenow shownthat when placedin stressfulsituationspeoplewith a
repressivecoping style report no anxiety yet show high levels of physiologicalreactivity
as assessedby heart rate and blood pressure(Asendorpf& Scherer,1983).What makes
this finding interestingis that non-repressiveindividuals with low self-reportedanxiety
do not show this physiologicalreactivity to anxiety provoking stimuli. In other words, in
r)
peoplewith a repressivecoping style there is a discrepancybetweenself-reportedanxiety
and physiologicalindices of anxiety.
Derakshan and Eysenck (1998,1999) provide evidence that repressors are truly unaware
of their own repressiveness(avoidance). They asked repressors and non-repressors to
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complete anxiety inventories and measuresof defensiveness.They then asked
participants to complete the same questionnaires whilst being connected via electrodes to
a machine which resembled a lie detector. In addition, participants were informed that
this machine was able to tell if they were telling the truth. This procedure is known as the
"bogus pipeline". The scores of repressorsdid not change over the two time periods
suggesting that repressorsare self deceivers.

There are theoreticalreasonsto believethat thought suppressionand repressionmay be
related.It is well known that over time routine behavioursbecomeautomatisedto the
extent that they can be performedwhilst consumingminimal cognitive resources.A
prime exampleof this would be driving. When onefirst attemptsto drive it is almost an
impossibletask but, after a few monthsof practice,it becomesa skill one can perform
whilst simultaneouslyhaving a complicatedand detailedconversationwith a passenger.
In relation to thought suppression,Singerand Sincoff (1990) haveraisedan interesting
questionas to whetherrepeatedefforts at conscioussuppressionmay lead to a gradual
autornatisationof the process.They suggestthat "repressionmay developafter a seriesof
conscioussuppressions,and the two processesmay not be that different after all" (p.
477). To date,only one study hasattemptedto look at the effectsof repeatedpracticeon
a suppressiontask.This study (Jordan& Wegner,2003), had participantspractise
thought-suppressionover four experimentalsessions,one week apart.Somewhat
surprisingly, despiteusing the sametargetover the first three weeksand then switching
to a new targetin week4, participantsdisplayedno improvementin suppression
performancerelative to a control group.The main messagefrom the abovepreliminary
did not lead to the participants
study is that in this casepractiseat thought-suppression
being any more successfulover repeatedsuppressiontrials with the sametarget.With the
aboveexample,one could questionwhetherfour practicesessionsare enough.It seems
likely that in a naturalisticsetting,a personmay suppressthe sameconstructhundreds,if
not thousands,of times.This could then possiblybecomeautomatised.
In one of the only studiesto directly examinethe effectsof repressivecoping style on
consciousmentalcontrol abilities, Champion(1998) found that repressorswere much
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more successful at thought-suppression than non-repressors. However, this evidence must
be viewed with caution, as it is known that repressors score very highly on scales of
social desirability. Therefore, the low number of thoughts they report during suppression
may merely reflect that they do not wish to report truthfully the accurate number of
conscious intrusions. Of course, it may also show they are genuinely better at thoughtsuppression, but future research needs to untangle this question.

In conclusion,it seemsthat being a 'repressor' is an individual differencevariablewith
10 to 20 % of young undergraduatesamplesbeing classifiedas repressors.Repressorsare
claimed to display an automatictendencyto avoid negativeor threateninginformation
(Dawkins & Fumham, 1989;Myers & McKenna, 1996).They also report, and indeedthe
evidencesuggests,that they havelittle awarenessthat this is the case.More importantly
for this thesisis that whatevermethodsrepressorsare using, they appearto be successful
at avoiding, or claiming to avoid their unwantedthoughts,somethingwhere more
conscioussuppressionis not successful.It seemsto truly avoid thoughtsone doesnot
like, one needs'toeliminate the thoughtsthemselves,but in addition one also needsto
drive out the very idea that anything hasbeendispelled.
The following new classificationsystemmay help to clarify someof the issuesthat have
beendiscussedin this section.The systemclassifiesmental control operationsaccording
to two dimensions.The first dimensionrefersto a distinction betweenconsciousand
unconsciousmentalprocesses.The secondis the distinction betweenthe suppressive
(avoidant) and expressiveforms of mentalcontrol. This leadsto the four fold
classificationof mentalcontrol operationspresentedin table 1.3 below.
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TABLE

1.3

-A

CIASSIFICATION

NEw 2 (UNCONSCIOUS VS. CONSCIOUS) X2 (AVOIDANT VS. EXPRESSIVE)
SYSTEM OF MENTAL OPERATIONS

Unconscious

Conscious

Avoidant

Repression

Thought Suppression

Expressive/ focusing

Automatic noticing of

Focusing,thought

threateninginformation

expression

The current thesiswill examinethe ratesof repressorsand non-repressorsin a sampleof
young adults, but also in a sampleof older adults(over 60 years).The ratesof repression
(proportion of older and youngerparticipantswho are repressors)in the two samplesare
directly comparedin Chapter9.
VI. Goals, Intentions and ConsciousWill
The final two sectionsof the literaturereview examinemental control from the broader
perspective of intentional behaviour and volition. The necessity for this is based on the

basicassumptionof the thesisthat a decisionto suppressa thought is an intention. If this
is so then one needsto examinethe relation of thought suppressionto intentional action,
memory, and the perceptionof one's own intentionality in goal-directedbehaviour.
(1) Goals and Intensions
It is now widely acceptedthat humanbehaviouris goal directed(Latham & Locke,
1991).According to Lathamand Locke purposefulaction in humansis volitional and
consistsof processesof discoveringand choosingwhat is beneficial to one's welfare and
then setting goalsto achieveit. Goal setting is one of the major methodsof self-
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It is also importantto distinguishgoalsfrom desiresand intentions.Desiresare
tendenciesto want variousthings.The importantfeatureof desiresis that when someone
hasa desireit doesnot yet meanthey havedecidedto do anything about it (Malle &
Knobe,2001). In direct contrast,when a personformulatesan intention they are actively
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Carver and Scheier (2000) propose that goals are stored hierarchically, (i. e. they differ in
their level of abstraction). For example, a person might have the goal of being a likable
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Like Latham and Locke (1991), Carver and Scheier (2000) also adopt the view that
human behaviour is goal directed and purposeful. The distinct part of their theory is that
they specify theoretically how goals impact on behaviour. They propose that goals
function as reference values for feedback loops. The notion of feedback loops was
introduced by Miller, Galanter and Pribram (1960) and suggeststhat a self regulatory
system needs an input function, a reference value, a mechanism of comparison and an
output. Importantly, Carver and Scheier have also been instrumental in suggesting that
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feedback mechanisms of control can work on two principles. These are discrepancy
reducing loops and discrepancy enlarging loops. These operate to different extents
depending on the exact goal being pursued. Thus, negative feedback loops work to
reduce discrepancies between the input function and the reference value. In this
formulation behaviour consists of trying to approach desired goals. If the output function
detects discrepancies between actual output and the reference value, behaviour is altered
to try and reduce these discrepancies thereby leading one towards one's goals. With
positive feedback loops the function is more one of avoidance. Thus, these loops seek to
avoid unwanted goals. Here the feedback loop compares present conditions with goals
one does not want and attempts to distance oneself from the unwanted conditions thus
increasing the discrepancy.

This analysisof goalsalso suggestsan interestingfunction of affect. Carver and Scheier
(1998; 1999;2000) suggestthat affect arisesin part from the comparisonprocess
operatingin the feedbackloops, wherefor example,the rate of progressis not right and
adjustmentis necessary.Moreover,Carverand Scheier(2000) statethat "although the
organismtries to minimise pain, it doesnot, in general,try to maximisepleasure." (p.
55). Conceptually,this is similar to Martin andTesser's(1996) analysisof rumination
(which often producesnegativeaffect) occurs
that
wherethey clearly suggest
rumination
Im
is either too fast or too slow. Martin and
towards
when the rate of progress
one's
goals
0
Tesser(1996) also suggestthat goal blockage(not being able to attain one's goal) leads
to the greatestlevels of both ruminationand negativeaffect.
Carver and Scheier(2000) arguethat the processof minimising pain is relatively
straightforwardand consistsof noticing negativefeelings (arising due to not approaching
goalsfast enough)and altering behaviour,for example,by putting in more effort.
However,they are left with a difficulty when it comesto maximising pleasure,as both
Carverand Scheier(2000) and Martin andTesser(1996) havesuggestedpeoplealso
experienceenhancedaffect when they are approachingtheir goalstoo fast! Yet the
systemwe havedescribedseeksto reducediscrepancies,thereforethis enhancedpositive
affect leadsto behaviouralchangeswhich seekto reducethis discrepancy.This thesis
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proposes a new model of why rebound effects may occur after intentional thought
suppression (see page 43). Central to this model is the notion that avoidant goals may be
more highly active in the cognitive system or more primary. The above analysis lends
some support to this contention.

Thus, intentionsand goalsmay serveto help peoplecontrol their behaviour.One question
of interestconcernsthe impact goalsand intentionsand thinking aboutthem or not
thinking aboutthem can haveon one's senseof willing various actions.The next section
will explore how mentalcontrol and intentionsmay, undercertain conditions,alter one's
perceptionof intentionality for simple actionscarriedout underdifferent mental control
(suppressionvs. expression)instructions.
(2) Mental Control and ConsciousWill
Although consciouslyenactedactionsand behavioursappearto be precededby goalsand
intentions,a recentliteraturereview and metaanalysisof the intention behaviour
relationshipconcludedthat intentionsexplain only about28% of the variancein human
behaviour(Sheeran,2002).Thus, peopledo not alwayscarry out the intentionsthey say
they will. Moreover, sometimespeopleevencarry out actionsthat are direct oppositesof
their initial intentions.Indeed,thereare numerouseverydayexamplesof people
seeminglyacting againsttheir own consciouslyformulated intentions.For example,in a
Dostoyevskiansensehis protagonistsoften find themselvesin situationswherethey feel
compelledto act in a way they believeis contrary to their bestinterests.In many of his
classicalpassagesone finds his protagonistsformulating a consciousintention not to
perform the compelling action or not to think about it, yet only momentslater one finds
his protagonistengagingin the very sameactivity. When the protagonistrealisesthey
haveactedin a counterintentional way they are aggrievedand feel that they havenot
completedthis action themselves,there is a senseof the action having beenexternally
impelled and beyondpersonalcontrol.
Where doesthis leaveone with regardsto one's own senseof consciouswill? Research
on the topic of consciouswill is againa relatively new area,despiteWilliam Jamesbeing
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instrumental in bringing this field to our attention more than 100 years ago. This section
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The theory of apparentmentalcausationrecently proposedby Wegner(2000, seealso
Wegner& Wheatley, 1999)suggeststhat the experiencewe haveof causingactions
When
linking
inference
to
thought
draw
our
action.
our
ariseswheneverwe
a causal
thought seemsto initiate action, we experiencewill. Principlesguiding suchinferences
inference
that governcauseperception
be
drawn
from
and
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can
principlesof
1963).
However,
Michotte,
1972;
Kelley,
1958;
Heider,
(Gilbert,
1995;
more generally
the senseof having causedthe action in this framework is dissociatedfrom the actual
in
thought
According
appears
consciousness
to
this
theory,
the
a
when
causesof
action.
just prior to an action, is consistentwith the action, and is not accompaniedby salient
alternativecausesof the action, we experienceconsciouswill and ascribeauthorshipto
ourselvesfor the action. In contrast,when thoughtsdo not arisewith suchpriority,
consistency,and exclusivity, we experiencethe ensuingactionsas lesswilled or
voluntary.
In essence,this theory suggeststhat voluntarinessis experiencedprimarily when thought
about action is the primary candidatefor having causedthe action that is observed.The
applicationof theseprinciplesof inferencesuggeststhat experiencesof voluntarinessor
involuntarinessare guidedby perceptionsof mentalcausation,not by actual mental
causation.In addition, this theory suggeststhat one's senseof will can be alteredby
environmentalcircumstancessuchthat sometimesone can be lead to feel their actionsare
"happening" to them ratherthan that they are "doing it". For example,experiencesof
involuntarinessregularly occur in hypnosis(Kihlstrom, 1985;Lynn, Rhue& Weekes,
1990).In addition there are also circumstanceswherepeoplecometo experience
enhancedconsciouswill for eventsover which they haveno demonstrablecontrol
(Langer, 1975;Taylor & Brown, 1988;Wegner& Wheatley, 1999).
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The current thesis is predicated on the view that thought suppression may be an ideal
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by changing the contents of thought prior to acting). Suppressing or expressing intentions
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may be particularly interesting as it may be directly related to one's senseof will and
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For example,if a personis attemptingmentalcontrol via thought suppressionand is
does
but
perform the action they
the
to
nevertheless
suppressing urge undertakean action,
is
because
This
having
they would not
the
action.
should not experiencea senseof
willed
experiencea senseof having thoughtabout the actionjust prior to its enactment
(priority). Additionally, they would certainly not experienceconsistency,they are trying
if
In
it
but
do
doing
to
think
not
anyway. contrast, someoneis
about
something
attemptingexpressivementalcontrol and thinking a lot of an upcomingaction for
example,thinking of an action they are really looking forward to and then do it, they
should experiencea greatersenseof having willed the action due to the priority of
thought, its consistencyand its exclusivity. Thesehypotheseswill be directly testedin
Chapter 10 of this thesis.
Another interestingquestionregardingmentalcontrol and intentionsconcernsthe
function of consciousmentalcontrol in helping us to enactour intentionsand reachmore
of our goals.Will suppressingor maintainingintentionsin mind help us to enactthem
The next sectionwill explore theseissuesfurther.
with more success?
(3) Mental control and remembering future intentions
Most prior investigationshavefocusedon possiblenegativeconsequences
of thought
suppressionand the reboundeffect.Thus, thoughtsuppressionhasbeenshownto induce
not only a preoccupationwith previously suppressedmaterial,but also to havenegative
effects at a behaviouraland evenpurely physiologicallevel. For example,thought
suppressioncan result in increasedlikelihood of a stereotypicbehaviour(Macraeet al.,
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1994), increased perception of pain (Sullivan, Rouse, Bishop, & Johnson, 1997), or
decreasedimmunological functioning (Petrie, Booth, & Pennebaker, 1998).

However,thereare severalreasonswhy one could challengethis widespreadassumption
of the effectsof thought suppression(and the rebound)always being negative. For
example,if thought suppressionenhancesaccessibility(i. e., the activation levels) of the
suppressedthought and leadsto subsequentunwanted(and recurring) intrusionsof this
thought then it is possiblethat this situationmay havea favourableoutcomefor some
mental processesin certain situations.One of the most likely candidatesthat could
benefit from this hyperaccessibilityis memory processing.Thus, one could suggestthat
perhapssuppressioncan improve memoryfor a previously suppressedtarget item (see
Wegner,Quillian, & Houston, 1996;Wenzlaff, & Wegner,2000). This contentionhas
beenshownto work for stereotypicinformation by Macraeet al. (1997) who
demonstratedthat previously suppressedstereotypicinformation was subsequently
information.
recalledwith greateraccuracythan other non-suppressed
Of particular interestand relevanceto the thesiswould be to extendthe study of the
effects of thought suppressionon memoryto the areaof prospectivememory.The latter
refersto rememberingto perform an intendedaction at a particular momentin the future
(for example,rememberingto makea phonecall, take a medicationor post a letter), and
is usually distinguishedfrom retrospectivememory or rememberingpastinformation (see
Brandimonte,Einstein& McDaniel, 1996;Meacham& Leiman, 1982).

In everydaylife prospectivememoryfailures appearto be more common,and are
perceivedby peopleas more frustrating than retrospectivememory failures (Seee.g.
Smith, Delia Sala,Logie, & Maylor, 2000;Terry, 1988).In addition, prospectivememory
skills are vital for maintainingindependentand successfulfunctioning in everydaylife,
especiallyin thosepopulationsthat may be more susceptibleto failures, for example,
older adults,peoplewith traumaticbrain injury or thosewith Alzheimer's disease.It is
thereforeimportantto study practicalways in which prospectivememory can be
improved.
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Apart from these practical considerations there are valid theoretical reasons for combining
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has been shown to be held at a heightened level of activation, the so called IntentionSuperiority Effect as pointed out earlier (Goshke & Kuhl, 1993; Marsh, Hicks, & Bink,
1998; Marsh, Hicks, & Bryan, 1999). This heightened activation increases the likelihood
that these intentions will become conscious during the retention interval and perhaps most
importantly they increase the likelihood of one recognising an opportunity to carry out the
intention. Thus, when the intention can be successfully completed (i. e. in the presenceof
the right cues) the intention suddenly "pops" back into one's mind (see Freud, 1901/1960).
Similarly, in thought suppression research, suppression of a thought has also been shown to
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Merckelbach, 1991, cited in Rassin et al., 2000; Trinder, & Salkovskis, 1994). It is
therefore not difficult to see how theoretically the enhanced accessibility and intrusion of a
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Suppression may enhance prospective memory through two related routes. Firstly, as
mentioned above, suppression has been shown to enhance the activation level of the
formerly suppressedconcept. This increased activation of the suppressedconstruct will
be
intrusions
it
intrude
likely
these
to
can
construed as
and
make more
on consciousness,
heightened
In
for
the
task.
addition,
memory
opportunities
rehearsal
a prospective
activation will also increase the likelihood with which suppressedconstructs will be
noticed if they occur in the surrounding environment as prospective memory target events
(d-. Higgins, 1989).

In order to test the effectiveness of this simple technique on prospective remembering
Erskine and Kvavilashvili (2000) combined the two most common paradigms within the
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thought suppression and prospective memory research.Thus, participants were given
standard prospective memory instructions to remember to press the space bar every time
they saw the word "white bear" in the context of a later sentence verification task. Next,
in order to provide a delay between the encoding of these instructions and their
execution, the first stage of the classical thought suppression paradigm was employed.
Specifically half of the participants were given instructions to suppress a certain thought
during a five minute period of verbalisation (i. e. thinking aloud). The other half of the
during
five
(i.
thought
this
to
rehearse)
e.
actively
a
participants was required express
minute period. Within each of these groups, half of the participants were manipulating
(suppressing or expressing) the prospective memory target "white bear" and half were
manipulating an irrelevant target "brown sugar". After this period all participants were
introduced to the sentenceverification task with no mention of the prospective memory
in
bears)
(white
4
There
the
targets
embedded
component.
were prospective memory
sentence verification task. The dependent variable was a number of times participants
remembered to press the space bar when seeing the prospective memory target of any
animal word.

The results of this experiment showed that prior suppression of prospective memory
target did not result in enhanced prospective memory performance in comparison to a
group that was suppressing the unrelated target. However, somewhat counter-intuitively
even conscious thinking about the prospective memory target in expression condition did
not result in enhanced performance relative to a condition in which participants were
failure
This
target.
thoughts
of even overt
expressing
about completely unrelated
rehearsal to enhance prospective memory suggeststhat the results may not reflect a
fAilure of thought suppression, but may reflect the fact that perhaps suppression or
expression of the prospective memory target only is simply not sufficient to result in
enhanced prospective memory. For example, Guynn et al. (1998) reported similar results
in their study which specifically focused on the effects of rehearsal (i. e. active
expression) on prospective memory performance. In their study they demonstrated that
target only reminders during the retention interval did not serve to enhance prospective
memory performance. However, they did show that thinking about the whole intention,
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i. e. the prospectivememorytargetas well asthe associatedaction did enhance
prospectivememory performance.Guynn et al. (1998) thereforesuggestthat one needs
to activatethe link betweenthe prospectivememory targetand the associatedaction in
order to benefit from potential effectsof rehearsalon prospectivememory performance.
If Guynn et al.'s (1998) suggestionsare valid then one needsto examinewhether
suppressinga whole intention (i. e. a prospectivememory targetand associatedaction)
during the retentioninterval could subsequentlyenhanceprospectivememory
performance.Accordingly, Chapter11 describesan experimentwherepeopleformulated
an intention (to rememberto pressthe spacebar wheneverthey saw an animal word in a
computerisedword associationtask) and then either suppressed
or expressedthis
intention or an irrelevant intention (to eat later on) during the retentioninterval. If
is helpful then the group expressingthe
maintaining the intention in consciousness
relevantintention should show betterprospectivememory performancethan the group
expressingor suppressingan irrelevant intention. In addition, if thought suppression
raisesthe constructsactivation levels to beyondthat of consciousthought expressionthen
the group suppressingthe relevantintention shoulddemonstratethe bestmemory
performance.
VII. Summary of Review
As this review hasshownthought suppressionis intrinsically relatedto the conceptof
intention and volitional behaviour.This hasbeenlargely ignored in previousresearchas
usually the focus hasbeenon suppressingor expressinga discreetsimple targetthought
(e.g. white bear).In this thesis,thought suppressionresearchis expandedby examining
the effects of suppressingor expressingone's intentionsand how this may affect one's
perceptionof their own consciouswill and prospectivememory (rememberingone's
future intentions).
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VII. Empirical Studies
The aim of the experimentsthat will now be reportedwas to delineatehow mental
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as
suggested
effect
with
would
that only State-orientedindividuals would display the effect as predictedby our
intentional model of the reboundeffect (seepage43).
The secondstudy (Chapter4) usedthe samedataobtainedfrom participantsin Study I
but addresseda different set of researchquestions.In particular,this study examinedthe
relationshipif any, betweena wide variety of individual differencevariablesand one's
by
both
task
as measured the number of
performanceon
a suppressionand expression
buzzerpressesmadeby participantsin period I in Study 1. If a personis a good
suppressorthey should report a low numberof buzzerpressesduring suppressionrelative
to other participantswho are also suppressing.In other words, the study soughtto
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and suppressiveforms of mentalcontrol.
Study 3 (Chapter5) attemptedto replicatethe findings from StudiesI and 2 by re-testing
the samesampleof participantsafter a one week delay.All participantswho completed
Study I were askedto return to the laboratoryone week later to take part in Study 3. In
Study 3 thoseparticipantswho had previously suppressed
their thoughtsin Study I had to
had
different
thought
previously expresseda thought
who
participants
and
now expressa
from
different
Apart
thought.
attemptingto replicate
to
were now asked suppressa
findings from Study I (and Study2) this methodologyallowed us to examinethe
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participantsacrossweek I and week 2 of testing.
Study 4 (Chapter6) attemptedto move away from the problemsassociatedwith self(reaction
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the
measures
effect
with
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report
thoughtswas examinedvia
activation level of previously expressedor suppressed
reactiontime to recognisethe targetas a word or non-word in a Lexical DecisionTask.
This Study examinedthe constructaccessibilityin the crucial period after suppressionor
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the
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which
effect
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period
rebound
expression
to occur. Previouswork in this area(Wegner& Erber 1992)examinedconstruct
period.
activation during active suppressionand not during the post-suppression
Study 5 (Chapter7) examineda sampleof 97 young adultson a wide variety of
individual differenceand ability measuresand attemptedto relatetheseto their self
in everydaylife as assessed
by the White Bear
reporteduseof thought
suppression
0
SuppressionInventory and the Thought Control Questionnaire.Sincethesetwo
questionnairesare both assumedto measurethought suppressionin everydaylife the
relationshipbetweenthe scoreson thesequestionnaireswas also examined.
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Study 6 (Chapter 8) was a replication of study 5 using a sample of 64 older community
dwelling adults aged over 65. This study also provided a unique opportunity to examine
the psychological well-being in older adults by comparing the young and the old adult
samples on their mean scores on a wide variety of individual difference variables,
including such measuresof psychopathology as anxiety, depression and neuroticism.

Study 7 (Chapter9) examinedthe samedatacollectedin Studies5 and 6 but divided the
two samplesinto repressorsand non-repressorson the basisof a methoddevelopedby
Weinbergeret al. (1979).The prevalenceof repressionin both sampleswas then directly
compared.In addition, the relationshipof repressionand the tendencyto suppress
thoughtsin everydaylife as measuredby the WBSI was also examined.
Study 8 (Chapter 10) was designedto extendthe thought suppressionresearchby
examiningthe effect of suppressing/ expressingone's intentionson one's perceptionsof
their own will in carrying out simple intendedactivities.The main idea behindthis study
was that actionscarried out whilst suppressingthoughtsaboutthe action should,asa
result, feel lesswilled and more as if theyjust occurred.In contrast,actionscarriedout
whilst thinking of the action itself shouldfeel more willed and intentional.
Study 9 (Chapter 11) was designedto examinewhetherprospectivememory performance
intention durin9 the retention
could be improved by suppressing
or
expressing
relevant
rý
interval relative to the suppressionor expressionof a completely unrelatedintention.
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CHAPTER TWO
Overview of the experimental method used in studies 1,2 &3

All the datafor Studies1,2,3,4 and5 outlined in the previouschapterwere collectedin
long
I-hour
large-scale
two
that
sessionsconductedon the same
consistedof
one
study
participantsone week apart.In order to avoid any confusionwith respectto the method
brief
Chapter
in
initial
large-scale
design
this
this
provide
a
outline of
will
study
and
used
the methodsusedin week I and week 2 of the study.This shouldprovide a general
framework that shouldfacilitate the understandingof the methodsectionsof each
subsequentchapter.
I. Week 1

Participantswere testedindividually. After being introducedto the aims of the study and
the tasksthey would haveto completeparticipantshad someinitial practicewith a couple
of the tasksthey hadto carry out later (i. e., lexical decisiontask and the think aloud task).
This wasfollowed by the thoughtverbalisation(think aloud) procedureusedin thought
suppressionexperiments.During period one half of the participantswere askedto think
half
the
to
thoughts
target
was
trying
the
other
suppressany
about
word, and
aloud while
Half
deliberately
(think
the
target
to
to
try
of the participants
express
about)
word.
asked
thoughtsabouta "chair" andthe other
within eachgroupwere askedto suppress/express
"ocean". In addition, all participantshad to pressa buzzerevery
half to suppress/express
time they happenedto think or mentionaloud the targetword. In Period2 all participants
had to deliberatelyexpress(think about)their period I targetword irrespectiveof the
condition (suppressionvs. expression)they were in during Period I of the experiment.
However,the crucial differencebetweenthe presentexperimentand any other paradigm
in thought suppressionresearchwas a 15-minutedelay introducedbetweenPeriod I and
Period 2 of the thought suppression paradigm. During this delay participants completed a
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Lexical Decision Task in this task participants had to rate whether the words that they
were presented with were real words or non-words.

At the end of the experimentparticipantsfilled in severalquestionnairesin the order
presentedbelow:
1. The Speilberger Trait and State anxiety inventory (Speilberger et al., 1983). This
questionnaire has two subscalesmeasuring Trait and State anxiety respectively. Trait
anxiety is conceptualised as a relatively stable individual difference in anxiety proneness,
whereas state anxiety refers more to individual differences in reactions to currently
experienced stimuli (See Appendix A for a copy of this questionnaire).

2. The White Bear Suppression Inventory (WBSI) (Wegner & Zanakos, 1994). This 15
item questionnaire measuresthe propensity to use thought suppression in everyday life,
and contains statements like "I have thoughts I cannot stop" or "I always try to put
problems out of mind". Ratings are made on a five point scale ranging from strongly
disagree to strongly agree (See appendix B for a copy of this questionnaire).

3. The Marlowe Crowne Scale- (Crowne & Marlowe, 1964).This questionnairewas
designedto measuresocial desirability, or the tendencyto avoid disapprovaland seek
approval.However,Crowne and Marlowe (1964) havesuggestedthat this scaleis more
likely to measureaffect inhibition, defensiveness
and the protectionof one's self esteem.
Many othershavealso suggestedthat the Marlowe Crowne scaleindeedseemsto assess
the needto avoid social disapprovaland protectone's self esteem(Evans 1979).
Thereforeit is perhapsnot surprisingthat the Marlowe Crowne scale,in conjunctionwith
the SpeilbergerTrait Anxiety Inventory is usedto assessa Repressivecoping style
(Weinbergeret al 1979)(SeeappendixC for a copy of this questionnaire).
4. The Thought Control Questionnaire(TCQ)- (Wells & Davies, 1994).This
questionnairehas5 subscalesdesignedto assesspeoples'tendencyto usea variety of
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thought suppression strategies in everyday life such as self punishment, re-appraisal,
distraction, worrying, and social methods. A total TCQ score can be computed by
indicate
Higher
individual
the
the
a greater variety
scores
subscales.
summing
scores on
of mental control strategies being used (See appendix D for a copy of this questionnaire).

5. The EysenckPersonalityQuestionnaireRevisedversion (EPQ-R)- (Eysenck,
Eysenck,& Barett, 1985).This scalehasfour subscaleseachcontaining 12 items,
/
introversion
dimensions
the
extraversion,neuroticism,
of
measuring personality
for
lie
E
includes
(See
a copy of this
a scale
appendix
psychoticismand also
questionnaire).
6. The Beck DepressionInventory - (Beck, Rush,Shaw,& Emery, 1979)This scale
is
level
depression.
The
of
statements
and
of
measuresa person's
personreadsa series
future"
feel
discouraged
feel
"I
the
(e.
to
they
or,
to
them
about
apply
asked circle any
g.
"I don't feel disappointedin myself") (SeeappendixF for a copy of this questionnaire).
7. The NeedFor Cognition Scale- (Cacioppo& Petty, 1982)The needfor cognition
It
in
liking
to
thinking.
the
to
contains
extent
which
engage
peoplereport
scaleassesses
items like "I tend to set goalsthat can be accomplishedonly by expendingconsiderable
disagree
from
Answers
are
made
strongly
on a9 point scaleranging
very
mentaleffort".
to very strongly agree(SeeappendixG for a copy of this questionnaire).
8. The State/ Action OrientationQuestionnaire- (Kuhl, 1993).Assessesthe global
personalityattributesof stateorientationand action orientation.It comprisesthree
separatesubscales(a) Action orientationsubsequentto failure vs. preoccupation(AOF),
(b) Prospectiveand decision-relatedaction orientationvs. hesitation(AOD), (c) Action
orientationduring (successful)performanceof activities (intrinsic orientation)vs.
volatility (APO). Each of thesesubscalescontains12 items which describeparticular life
situations.For eachitem thereare two answers,one of which representsstateorientation
and one which is indicative of action orientation.An exampleof an item from the AOF
subscaleis: When I havelost somethingthat is very valuableto me and I can't find it
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11.Week 2
After exactly one week participants returned for their second one hour experimental
being
After
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study,
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2 would be very similar to the first week, albeit with different stimuli. Thus, participants
had some initial practice with a couple of tasks they had to carry out later (i. e., lexical
decision task and the think aloud task).

As in week 1, this wasfollowed by the usualprocedureusedin thought suppression
to
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asked
suppress
participants,
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had
I
to
their
thoughts.
askedto express
express
who
asked
week were now
thoughtsin period I of week 1 were now askedto suppresstheir thoughts.In week 2 the
targetschosenfor suppressionor expressionwere changedto Eagleand Carpet.
Thus, half of the participantswithin eachgroup were askedto suppress/express
a thought
had
half
In
"Carpet".
"Eagle"
to press
the
participants
addition,
all
and
other
about
about
a buzzerevery time they happenedto think or mentionaloud the target word.
In Period2 all participantshadto deliberatelyexpress(think about)the target word
irrespective of the condition (suppression vs. expression) they were in during Period I of
the experiment. However, as on week 1, participants had to undertake a Lexical Decision
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Task between the two verbalisation periods. In this task participants had to rate words
half of which were real words and half of which were non-words.

After this part of the experimenthad beencompletedall participantswere askedto
completethe shortform (Scale2 form A) of the Cattell and Cattell Culture Fair
IntelligenceTest (1960).

Finally all participantsfilled in severalquestionnairesin the order presentedbelow:
I. The Linking Questionnaire- (McIntosh & Martin, 1992)assesses
the extentto which
an individual views goal attainmentascentralto their overall happiness.It usesa forced
in
format
the
participants
and asks
questionsabout
way which specific
choice
"Do
happiness.
For
their
was
you get
question
occurrenceswould affect
exampleone
more happinessout of pursuingyour goalsor as a result of reachingthem?" the two
possibleresponsesto this item were:
just
icing
is
happiness
I
for
them
on the
more
out
of
striving
a. get
my goals;reaching
cake.
b. My happinesscomesprimarily from reachingmy goal.
Here response(a) would representa non-linking perspective.Option (b) would represent
a linking perspectivewhereone views the outcomeof being happyon being contingent
on attaining onesgoals(SeeappendixI for a copy of this questionnaire).
2. The Thought Action FusionQuestionnaire- (Shafran,Thordarson,& Rachman,1996)
measuresa participant'stendencyto over evaluatethe significanceand consequences
of
intrusive thought.This scalehasthree subscaleswhich all assessslightly different
cognitive biases.For the purposesof this thesisonly the first subscalewill be used,this is
known asTAF moral and includesitems like "Thinking of making an extremelycritical
remark to a friend is almostas unacceptableto me as actually saying if'. This sub-scale
measuresthe extentto which as personviews thinking aboutan act to be as bad as
actually engagingin that act (SeeappendixJ for a copy of this questionnaire).
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3. Rumination Inventory (McIntosh & Martin, 1992). This inventory was designed to
measure a person's tendency to ruminate in everyday life. Higher scores would indicate a
greater tendency towards rumination. It is a unidimensional scale with no subscales.It
contains items such as " When I have a problem, I tend to think about it a lot of the time".
Answers are made on a 7-point scale ranging from "does not describe me well" to
"describes me well" (See appendix K for a copy of this questionnaire).

4. Fordyce Unhappiness Rating (Fordyce, 1988). This scale asks participants to rate the
percentage of time in everyday life that they feel happy, sad and neutral with the
constraint that the percentagesmust add up to 100% (See appendix L for a copy of this
questionnaire).

5. The SchizotypalPersonalityQuestionnaireSPQ(Raine, 1991).This 74 item scalewas
designedto assessschizotypalpersonalityas defined by DSM III-R. It comprises9
subscalesassessingvarious schizotypaltraits, suchas; ideasof reference,excessivesocial
anxiety, unusualperceptualexperiences,odd beliefs or magicalthinking, odd or eccentric
behaviour,absenceof closefriends, odd speech,constrictedaffect and suspiciousness.
An overall SPQscoreis computedby summingthe subscalevalues.The scalecontains
items like "I tend to avoid eye contactwhen conversingwith others" responsesare either
yes or no (SeeappendixM for a copy of this questionnaire).
Figure 2.1 showsa diagrammaticrepresentationof the whole experimentaldesignover
both weeks.
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CHAPTER THREE
The rebound effect: Methods of assessment and individual differences

Many studieshavedemonstratedthe reboundeffect (Roemer& Borkovec, 1994;
Salkovskis& Campbell, 1994;Wegneret al., 1987).However,othersusing similar
methodshavefailed to replicateit (LoSchiavo& Yurak, 1995;Merckelbach,Muris, Van
den Hout & de Jong, 1991).Possibleexplanationsfor the failure to replicatethe rebound
effect in thesestudieshavecentredon issuesof methodology,typesof thoughtsusedand
individual differences.

Study I aimedto resolvesomeof thesecontroversiesby introducing severalnew
modifications into the classic"white bear" paradigm. One innovation is the
introduction of a time delay betweentwo periodsof verbalisation. The secondinnovation
is to examinesystematicallythe effectsof individual differencesin personalityand ability
on people'sexperienceof the reboundeffects. Fluid intelligence,statevs. action
orientation,the tendencyto suppressthoughtsin everydaylife (as measuredby the
WBSI), rumination andTrait Anxiety were all evaluatedin this study.Type of targetwas
also investigatedusing two neutraltargets,one with, and one without, environmental
cues.Finally the current study was also designedso that the two methodsof indexing the
reboundeffect, the original method(Wegneret al., 1987)and the modified methodcould
be comparedand contrastedwithin the samestudy.
(1) Time Delay
Virtually all previousinvestigationsof the reboundeffect haveexaminedthe rebound
phenomenonimmediatelyafter a period of suppression.Participantssuppressa thought
and then, in a subsequentexpressionperiod (which immediatelyfollows the suppression
period), they demonstratea higher frequencyof thought when comparedto a group that
expressesthe samethought in period 2 after expression.The current study aimedto
replicatethe original reboundeffect with a delay period of 15 minutesbetweenthe initial
period of suppression/expression
and later expression.If the reboundeffect can be shown
to occur after a delaythis would increaseboth the phenomenon'srobustnessand its
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relevance to everyday thought suppression which is known to occur over prolonged
periods of time.

However,there are reasonsto suggestthe reboundeffect may not occur after sucha
delay.According to Wegner(1994) the mechanismunderlying the reboundeffect is one
Yet,
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thought.
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demonstrated
time
the
that
accrued
constructs(mainly asa
over
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repeatedly
function of earlier priming) decays.For example,the effectsof primesthat are seenwith
&
Charterand,
2000).
longer
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Moreover,
disappear
(Bargh
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at
short
often
there is currently only one study (Hodson& Dovidio, 2001) that hasinvestigatedthe
/
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final
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expression
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effect
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information
2).
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than
no
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be
It
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but
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there
should
pointedout,
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effect),
however,that in this studythe reboundeffect was not measuredby a final expression
period but by performanceon a memory recall task.Therefore,the questionaboutthe
time delay betweeninitial thought suppressionandthe subsequentreboundremainsopen.
(2) Individual Differences
The current study also aimedto examinethe effectsof individual differencesin
line
In
to
the
ability
on
one's
with
and
propensity
effect.
experience rebound
personality
this aim, severalpersonalityand ability measureswere collectedin order to seeif any of
thesevariablesmediatedthe reboundeffect. All of the individual differencevariables
examinedwere chosenon the basisof their theoreticalrelation to mentalcontrol and were
takenfrom the thought suppressionliterature.The main variablesof interestwere: Fluid
intelligence,statevs. action orientation,scoreson the WBSI, Trait Anxiety and
Rumination.

One of the factors that hasbeenreportedto havean impact on whetherthe reboundeffect
is found is fluid intelligence (Rutledge et al., 1993,1996; Brewin & Beaton, 2002).
Rutledge et al. (1993) suggest that participants of higher ability (assessedin this case by
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is stronger in certain individuals, with a particular personality style known as state
orientation (measured via a self report questionnaire). According to the alternative
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Kuhl and Beckman(1994) discussthe theory behindtheir twofold classificationsystem
(statevs. action orientation)and link it very closely with volition by arguingthat stateinitiate
individuals
to
and complete
abilities
plan,
show
reduced
volitional
orientated
intendedactivities. What is interestingfrom the presentperspectiveis the reasonbehind
this reducedvolitional capacity.State-orientatedpeopleare reportedto haveintrusive and
perseveratingthoughtswhich fill one's cognitive capacity,thesethoughtsmay
perseverateevenwhen a goal hasbeenfulfilled (Kuhl, 1994). In addition, state
orientatedindividuals show a tendencyto over-controltheir thoughts.Therefore,it may
be that it is the stateorientatedindividuals who employ intentional thought suppression
on mass.In contrast,action orientatedpeopleare not proneto intrusive and perseverating
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A further variablethat may be relatedto the reboundeffect is the tendencyto usethought
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in
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task of
the
target
thoughts
more
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thought suppressionduring period I than participantswho scoredlow on the WBSI.
However,the problem with this study is that it did not find a reboundeffect after
intentionalthought suppressionand thereforecould not assessthe impact of WBSI scores
on the reboundeffect. It is possiblethe failure to find a reboundin this study occurred
becausethey usedparticipants' own intrusive thoughtsand not neutralthoughts.In
addition, the comparisongroupfor thought suppressionwas a "think anything" group, not
an expressiongroup (seeFigure 1.3,chapter1, page27 depicting this paradigm).The
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current study will evaluate the effects of WBSI scores on the rebound effect using neutral
thoughts and an expression group as a control. At present this seemsto be the method
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Another variable of interestin relation to its effectson the reboundeffect is trait anxiety.
Anxiety hasbeenlinked with thought suppressionnumeroustimes in the literatureand
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A final variable of interestwas rumination.The current study employeda rumination
inventory developedby McIntosh and Martin (1992) to measureone's tendencyto
linked
been
in
life.
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Rumination
to thought
theoretically
everyday
ruminate
suppressionseveraltimes (Martin & Tesser,1996,Erber & Wegner, 1996),but any
relationsbetweenthought suppressionand rumination or any impact of rumination on the
reboundeffect awaitsempirical verification. Becausethe useof thought suppression
being heavily linked to the tendencyto ruminatein the thought suppressionliterature,the
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(3) Type of Thought
The effectsof the type of thought on thought suppressionwas examinedby having two
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(4) Methods of Indexing the Rebound Effect
Finally, the current study also systematicallyexaminedtwo different methodsof
assessingthe reboundeffect to seewhetherthis might explain someof the controversy
"original
literature.
The
first
is
in
the
to
the
method"
as
method,which referred
reported
throughoutthe thesis,was usedby Wegnerand his colleagues(Wegneret al., 1987).This
the reboundeffect by comparingan expressiongroup after prior
methodassesses
suppression(in period 2) to a group which expressesin period 1.The secondmethod,
in
is
to
this thesisasthe "modified method", comparestwo expression
referred
which
groups(in period 2), one after prior suppressionand one after prior expression.(See
Figures 1.1 and 1.2 on pages25 and 26 of the introductionfor a diagrammatic
representationof thesetwo assessment
methods).The rationalefor comparingthesetwo
methodsof assessingthe reboundeffect concernsthe finding in previousresearch
(Erskine and Kvavilashvili, 2002) that having a comparisongroup that expressesthoughts
in period I and then again expressesthoughtsin period 2 can result in an increasein
expressedthoughtsduring the secondexpressionperiod.This increasein thoughtsfrom
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period I to period 2 most probably representsthe effects of practice or possibly priming.
Crucially if period 2 expression group means are being affected by the prior expression
during period 1 then practice and expression are confounded. The overall net effect of
this rise is to make it harder to demonstrate a rebound effect. Therefore the current study
sought to investigate the two methods of assessingthe rebound effect within the same
study.

In summary, this study examines whether the rebound effect is still found with a delay
between the two thought verbalisation periods; whether personality and ability influence
the probability of experiencing the rebound effect and which method of assessingthe
rebound effect is most likely to produce the effect.

In order to investigatetheseissuesparticipantstook part in an hour long experimental
sessionin which they were askedto either suppressor expressa certaintargetthought
during period 1. To evaluatethe effect of the type of targeton the reboundeffect half of
the participantsreceiveda targetword for suppressionor expressiondepicting an object
that was in the room (chair) and the other half receiveda targetdepictingan object that
was not presentin the room (ocean).After period I verbalisationparticipantscompleteda
lexical decisiontask to provide the 15-minutedelay betweenverbalisationperiods.After
the lexical decisiontask participantsthen completedthe period 2 verbalisationwhereall
participantswere askedto expressthe thoughtthey had manipulated(suppressedor
expressed)in period 1. Finally, questionnairemeasuresof personalityand ability were
completedby all participants.

11.Method
(1) Participants
94 University of Hertfordshireundergraduates
(74 Femalesand 20 Males) volunteeredto
take part in return for coursecredit.The agerangewas from 18 to 60 years.The mean
agewas 23 years.
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(2) Design
The experimental design was a2 group (suppression vs. expression) x2 target thought
(chair vs. ocean) between subjects design.

(3) Materials and Apparatus
Every time participantsthoughtaboutor mentionedthe targetword they had to pressa
buzzer.The buzzerwas a small box 6 cm x 6cm x 4cm which had beenstuck to the
undersideof the experimentaltable so it was not visible to participants,it madean
audiblenoisewhen pressed.A standardtaperecorderwas usedto record participant's
thought verbalisations.The filler task (15 minute task betweenperiod I and period 2
verbalisations)consistedof a computerisedLexical DecisionTask written using
Superlab.

The two target words for suppression and expression were taken from Postman and
Keppel (1970) (the English sample). Targets were chosen to all have 5 or 6 letters and to
be totally semantically unrelated to each other. They were also chosen to be of similar
frequency of use in the English language, based on the norms provided by Toglia and
Battig (1978).

(4) Procedure
All participantswere testedindividually. On their arrival at the laboratoryparticipants
were informed that they had to comeback for a secondexperimentalsessionexactly one
week after the first session.Participantswere informed that the aim of the study was to
investigatehow certainpersonalityvariablesmay be relatedto their ability to control
their thoughts.It was explainedthat thought control involves both thought suppression
(the active suppressionof thoughtsone doesnot want to have)and thought expression
(the focusing and maintainingin consciousness
of desiredcontents).It was also explained
that in addition to suppressingand expressingthoughtsin severalthink aloud periodsand
filling in variousquestionnairesthey would be askedto do a computerisedtask
measuringtheir linguistic ability to readand processwords (i. e., the Lexical Decision
Task).
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After signing a consent form the experimenter introduced the Lexical Decision Task.
Participants were informed that their task was to decide as quickly and as accurately as
possible whether the letter string appearing on screen is a word or a non-word. If the
stimulus was a word they were asked to press the A key, if it was a non-word to press
they B key (using the specially adapted keyboards). If it was clear that participants
understood the instructions they were asked to complete a short practice task. This
practice task consisted of 5 nonwords and 5 words which were not to appear in the later
task.

After the practicetask participantswere informed that the task they hadjust practiced
however,
had
in
later
Meanwhile,
they
to
the
the
again
course
of
would come
experiment.
informed
for
involving
Participants
that
tasks
thinking
were
of
completea couple
aloud.
the next three minutesthey would be left alonein the experimentalroom and their task
was to verbalisealoud into the taperecorderall the thoughtsthat cameto mind. They
could think aboutanything and were not requiredto explain or justify the thoughtsat all.
If the participantunderstoodthe instructionsthe taperecorderwas startedand the
left
experimenter the room.
After exactly 3 minutesthe experimenterreturnedand askedeachparticipanthow they
had found the task. If therewere no reportedproblemsthe experimenterprovidedthe
following set of instructions.Half of the participantsreceivedsuppressioninstructions
instructions.
half
and
expression
SuppressionInstructions
"I would like you to continue verbalising your thoughts, but I would like you to try not to
think about a chair (or ocean). Thus, your task is to verbalise all of your thoughts whilst
trying to suppress any thoughts of a chair (or ocean). Every time you say, or have "chair"
(or ocean) come to mind though, please, ring this buzzer."
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ExpressionInstructions
"I would like you to continue verbalising your thoughts, but I would like you to try and
think about a chair (or ocean). Thus, your task is to verbalise all of your thoughts whilst
trying to concentrate on thoughts of a chair (or ocean). Every time you say, or have
"chair" (or ocean) come to mind though, please, ring this buzzer."

The experimenterthen startedthe taperecorderand left the room. After 5 minutesthe
experimenter returned and asked the participant to perform the lexical decision task

which lastedfor 15 minutes.
After the lexical decisiontask, it was explainedto participantsthat there would be one
more 5 minute verbalisationperiod.All participantswere askedto expresswhichever
5
during
had
(suppressed
the
they
previous
minute
manipulated
construct
or expressed)
verbalisationperiod.Verbatim instructionwere asfollows:
"Now, onceagain I will leavethe room and your task is to think aloud againfor 5
Thus,
(ocean).
like
This
I
time,
to
try
think
your
a
chair
would
about
you
and
minutes.
task is to verbaliseall of your thoughtswhilst trying to concentrateon thoughtsof a chair
(ocean).Every time you say,or have"chair" (ocean)cometo mind though,please,ring
this buzzer."
After this final 5 minute thought verbalisationperiod the experimenterreturnedto the
Participants
fill
first
then
the
to
the
participant
asked
out
set
of
questionnaires.
room and
completedquestionnaires1-9 (seeChapter2 for a full descriptionof these
questionnairesin week 1). After thesequestionnaireshad beencompletedparticipants
were remindedto comeback for a secondexperimentalsessionone week later, and a
time was setup. Additionally they were informed that a full debrief would be provided at
the end of the secondsession.
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111.Results

While thinking aloud participants had to press a buzzer every time they thought about or
mentioned the to be suppressedor expressedconstruct. The taped thought verbalisations
were coded for the number of buzzer presses.However, participants sometimes
mentioned the target thought without buzzing, these were also counted as thoughts and
added to the total number of buzzer presses.

Initial screening of the data revealed that the number of buzzes made by participants
during expression or suppression were not normally distributed. Square root
transformations were performed on the number of buzzes during periods I and 2 in an
effort to normalise the data. After transformation, boxplots revealed only two remaining
outliers. One of these was in the suppression condition and buzzed 31 times. The other
was in the expression condition and buzzed 202 times. These participants were removed
from the analyses. For the sake of clarity results are reported on untransformed means,
but all inferential analyses were conducted using the transformed values. All analyses
were conducted at 95% confidence level.

In this section the number of buzzer pressesis examined first in period 1, in order to
ascertain whether participants in suppression and expression conditions correctly
followed the instructions. This is followed by the analysis of buzzer pressesin period 2,
in order to assessthe occurrence of the rebound effect. The rebound effect is first
examined using the modified method and then using the original method. Within each of
these methods the role of individual difference variables is evaluated one at a time.

(1) Buzzer pressesin period I
The mean(squareroot transformed)buzzerpressesin period 1 were enteredinto a2
group (suppressionvs. expression)by 2 targetthought (chair vs. ocean)betweensubjects
ANOVA. This analysisrevealeda main effect of group F (1,88) = 43.39, p =. 0001, etasquared= .33. Participantsin the expressiongroup had a reliably higher numberof
buzzerpresses(M = 19.06),than thosein the suppressiongroup (M = 7.35), as shownin
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Figure 3.1. The main effect of target thought was marginally significant, F(1,88)
3.83,p=.05, eta-squared= 04. Participants manipulating chair had a higher number of
.
(M=15.28) than participants manipulating ocean (M=l 1.13). The interaction
thouOhts
C
tF (1,88) = 1.88, p= 17.
L_
was not significant
.
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literature (Wegner et al., 1987).
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(2) The Rebound Effect
The next set of analyses were performed on buzzer pressesin period 2 when all
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they
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L,
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method the rebound effect is assessedby comparingInthe number of buzzer pressesin
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period 2, when all participants are expressing thoughts, as a function of whether they
design).
2-1
suppressedor expressedin period I (between group

(3) The modified method of assessing the rebound effect
The mean (square root transformed) buzzer pressesin period 2 were entered into a2
(period I suppression vs. expression) by 2 target thouL(chair vs. ocean) between
cr
ght
group
the means are in the expected direction for the rebound
subjects ANOVA. Although
t-effect, results revealed no significant effect of group F (1,86) = 2.189,p=. 14 (see figure
3.2). There was, however, a main effect of target thought F(1,86) = 8.41, p= 005, etaIn
.
C,
squared = .09, with more buzzes for Chair (M = 29.95) than for Ocean (M = 19.81). There
the
the
method
of
assessing
modified
was no sionificant interaction F< 1. Thus, using
C5
Lý
rebound did not result in a rebound effect in the present experiment where there was 15minute delay between the two thought verbalisation periods.
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The next aim was to look at the effects of various personality and ability measureson the
rebound effect using the same modified method of assessment.
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(1) The role of fluid intelligence on the rebound effect
The effect of fluid intelligence on the rebound was examined by dichotormsing the
sample into high and low IQ participants (via a median split, median = 106) and then
ANOVAs for both samples on the number
by 2(target
L_
L,
Cý
thought)
conductingL, the 2(-roup)
F
buzzer
2.
low
IQ
For
there
group
effect
of
no
main
was
of
pressesin period
participants
(1,35) = 3.02 p =.082, indicatino, that a rebound effect was not present. There was,
however, a main effect of target thought F (1,35)=5.8 p=.02, eta-squared = 14,. The
.
presenceof the object in the room seemedto help the low IQ group to express their
thoughts about the object (mean buzzes for chair was 25.37, and for ocean 14.10). The
interaction was not significant F<1. In contrast, when the same 2 (group) x2 (target
Zn
IIQ none of the
thought) ANOVA was conducted on a group of participants with high
Z!,
C
main effects or interaction proved significant. (F was only greater than I for the main
but remained i nsignifi cant). Thus, dichotomising the sample
effect of target
construct,
L,
C
into participants with high or low IQ did not reveal a rebound effect in any of these sub
groups.

Fi(; URE 3-3 THEMEAN
PARTICIPANTS

NUMBER OF BETWEEN BUZZER PRESSING (PERIOD 2) IN HIGH AND LOW FLUID IQ

AS A FUNCTION OF GROUP (EXPRESSION VS. SUPPRESSION) AND TARGET THOUGHT

(CHAIR VS. OCEAN).
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(2) The role of state vs. action orientation on the rebound effect
Next, the sample was dichotormsed according to state vs. action orientation (median split
2
by
2
target thought
AOF
(suppression
the
the
expression)
vs.
usinc,
subscale) and
group
(chair vs. ocean) ANOVA was first conducted for the state oriented group. This analysis
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thought F(1,43)=5.3 l, p=.03, eta-squared

11. The target that was in the room (i. e. chair)

was mentioned much more frequently (M

27.54) than the target "ocean" that was not in

the room (M = 19.10). The interaction was not significant (F < 1). Thus, state orientated
participants demonstrated a clear rebound, something,that was not significant when the
whole sample was examined (see Figure 3.4). In contrast, when the same analysis was
conducted in a group of action oriented participants no rebound effect was obtained
(F<1). The former suppression group did not buzz more frequently than the former
in
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Fi(; URE 3.4 THE MEAN NUMBER OF BUZZER PRESSES(PERIOD 2) AS A FUNCTION OF PERSONALITY (STATE
%S. ACTION ORIENTATION),

GROUP (SUPPRESSION VS. EXPRESSION) AND TARGET THOUGHT (CHAIR VS.

OCEAN).
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(3) The role of WBSI scores,anxiety and rumination on the rebound effect
The next series of analyses examined the effects of participants' WBSI scores, anxiety
scores and rumination scores on the rebound effect. For each of these variables the
sample was first dichotomised in to high and low scorers. After dichotomisation, the
mean number of buzzer presseswere entered into a2 group (suppression vs. expression)
by 2 target thought (chair vs. ocean) ANOVA separately for participants with high and
low scores on each of the measuresof interest. The results showed that participants'
scores on the WBSI, anxiety inventory and rumination inventory had no impact on the
propensity to experience the rebound effect (modified version).

In summary,when using the modified methodof assessment
no reboundeffect was
obtainedin the whole sample.However,when the samplewas dichotomisedinto state
and action orientedgroupsa clear reboundeffect occurredin stateorientedparticipants
but not in action orientedparticipants.None of the other personalityor ability variables
produceda similar effect.
(4) Original method of assessing the rebound effect.
The mean number of buzzer pressesin period I and 2 as a function of group and target
are presented in Figure 3.5 below. A careful examination of the means in this figure
be
that
there
may
some methodological problems in the modified procedure for
shows
assessingthe rebound effect. Thus, the mean number of thoughts during expression group
in period I was 23.17 for the target word chair and 14.96 for the target word ocean. In
period 2 when these period I expression participants are again asked to express, they
think about chair 27.67 times and ocean 17.64 times. Thus, in both of the groups that
expressedtwice (chair and ocean) there is a rise in the number of reported thoughts from
period I to period 2. This was supported by a2 target (chair vs. ocean, between group) x
2 period (period I vs. period 2, repeated measures) mixed ANOVA, on expression group
(period 1) only. Results indicated a main effect of period F (1,44) = 5.1 p=. 03, etasquared =. 10, a main effect of targets F (1,44) = 5.31 P =. 026, eta-squared
interaction F=1.00.

11, and no
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In this way neither group has had previous practice at expressing the construct.
Vý
rn
In order to assessthe rebound effect with the original method, the mean number of buzzer
in
into
(expression
(square
transformed)
period I vs.
entered
a2
group
were
root
presses
2
2)
by
target thought (chair vs. ocean) ANOVA.
period
after
suppression
in
expression
Results revealed a main effect of group F (1,87) = 7.01 p=.Ol, eta-squared = 075.
.
Participants expressing in period 2, after prior suppression had a reliably higher number
of buzzer presses(M

26.81 ) than participants expressing in period I (M = 19.06). There

was also a main effect of target thought F(1,87)=8.9 p< .004, eta-squared = .09.
Participants manipulating the construct that was present in the experimental room
(M = 27.35) than participants manipulating the construct not
reporting4:1more thoughts
In
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present in the experimental room (M = 18.53). There was no interaction (F < 1). Using
this method of assessmentthe rebound effect is clearly present and strongly, whereas it
the modified method of assessment.
was not present when using
c
FIGURE 3.6 - MEAN NUMBEROFBUZZERPRESSES
GROUPIN PERIODI ANDOFSUPPRESSION
IN EXPRESSION
GROUP IN PERIOD 2 AS A FUNCTION OF TARGET THOUGHT (CHAIR VS. OCEAN).
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Next, using this original method of assessmentthe role of the same individual difference
variables in the rebound effect were assessed,as they were in the case of the modified
method. Out of all the variables only state vs. action orientation and anxiety produced
significant results. Thus, when the sample was divided into action and state oriented
groups a rebound effect was onl y obtained in the state oriented Cn
group. As one can see
from Figure 3.7 the prior suppression group expressedmore target thought during period
tý
in
t:'
Cý
2 than the group expressing in period I (F (3,43) = 14.37 p= 008, eta-squared 15).
=.
en
en
.
There was also the main effect of target thought F (3,43) = 8.45 p= 038, eta-squared
L,
Zý
.
10, and no interaction between the independent variables (F<I). In contrast, there was no
rebound effect in the action oriented participants (F<I). However, a main effect of target
thought
F
C,
14.
(3,38)
01,
14,
Participants
was
significant
p=
eta-squared
thought
=
=
z1.
.
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about chair more frequently than ocean (means = 33.08 and 22.10 respectively). There
was no interaction (F<I). Thus, it appearsthat unlike action-oriented participants, stateoriented individuals display a rebound effect whichever method is used to assessthe
rebound effect.

FlGuRF

3.7

-

MEAN

NUMBER OF BUZZER PRESSES IN STATE AND ACTION ORIENTED PARTICIPANTS

AS A

Ft JNCTION OF GROUP (EXPRESSION IN PERIOD I VS. EXPRESSION IN PERIOD 2 AFTER PRIOR
SUPPRESSION).
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The next analysis was conducted on groups
zn
who had high or low anxiety scores. In the
low anxiety group there was a main effect of group F (3,43) = 7.3 p= 01, eta-squared
Zý
C,
.
14. However, this effect was absent in the high anxiety group (F<I). Thus, Figure 3.8
Zý
.
below shows how the rebound effect is present in low anxiety participants but not in high
anxiety participants. Note that when using the modified method of assessmentneither
displayed a rebound effect.
0
group
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FIGURE
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AFFER PRIOR SUPPRESSION IN PERIOD 2 FOR HIGH AND LOW ANXIETY

PARTICIPANTS.

IV. Discussion

One aim of this study was to demonstrate the rebound effect with a 15-minute delay
between the two verbalisation periods. An additional aim was to collect individual
difference data on personality and ability from each participant in an effort to examine
which individual difference variables affect when and where the rebound effect is found.
A further aim was to systematically examine and compare the outcomes of using two
different methods of assessingthe rebound effect.

The results demonstrate that using the modified method the rebound effect was not found
(Chair and Ocean) with an interveningIn 15-minute delay.
using two different targets
Z!,
However, the effect was strong when the original method of assessingrebound was used.
rn
This highlights
lin Cý the need for further investigation
the
to
procedures
of
used
the
assess
el
rebound itself. In addition, it suggeststhat the modified method of assessingthe rebound
zn
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may be more conservativeand this may be directly responsiblefor someof the failures to
replicatethe reboundeffect reportedin the literature.The presentstudy therefore
representsthe first preliminary evidencethat reboundeffects can still occur after a delay
of 15 minutes,evenwhenthe interveningtasksare quite demanding.This lendssome
robustnessto the phenomenon.
The study also examinedthe effect of fluid intelligenceon the reboundeffect. Previous
work hasshownthat the reboundeffect may be strongerin peoplewith higher IQ
(Rutledgeet al., 1993,1996).The current study did not provide any supportfor this
conclusionand found that reboundeffectswere no more likely in high than low IQ
participantsirrespectiveof the methodof assessment
of the reboundeffect.
Perhapsmost significantly, the datareportedherefully supportsthe alternativemodel of
the reboundeffect proposedin this thesis.Thus, whenthe sampleis dichotomised
accordingto the global personalityattributesof statevs. action orientationthe state
orientedparticipantsdemonstrateda reboundeffect irrespectiveof whetherthe original or
modified methodsof assessingthe reboundwere being used.In contrastaction oriented
Studieshave
participantsdid not show a reboundeffect with either methodof assessment.
shownthat stateorientatedindividuals havea personalstyle which meansthey do not
deactivateintentionseasily (Kuhl, 1994;Goschkeand Kuhl, 1993).It is interesting
thereforethat it is also stateorientatedindividuals who demonstratethe reboundeffect. It
hasbeenour theoreticalcontentionthat the reboundeffect may occur preciselybecause
one formulatesan intention to suppress,thus heighteningthe activation levels of all the
suppressedconcepts.
The resultswith respectto the WBSI are clear. Using both the modified methodand
both high and low WBSI scoringgroups
original methodof reboundeffect assessment,
failed to show a reboundeffect.Theseresultssuggestthat WBSI scoresdo not directly
influence one's propensityto display reboundeffects.
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The findings

with regards to anxiety are less certain. Using the modified

assessment both low and high anxiety groups fail to demonstrate
However,

when using the original

demonstrated
Although

rebound effects.

method of assessment the low anxiety group

a clear rebound effect that was completely

absent in the high anxiety group.

was not found using the modified

method, this result has support in

this finding

the thought suppression literature.

Thus, Harvey and Bryant (1999) 'also found that

rebound effects only occurred in their low anxiety participants
high anxiety

method of

for this finding

One explanation

participants.

and were absent in their

is that high anxiety

have a tendency to suppress, both Harvey and Bryant (1999) and Gold and

participants

Wegner (1995) have suggested this argument.
who are anxious would have an automatic

However

it is unclear why participants

tendency to suppress neutral thoughts such as

ocean or chair.

Another

variable that was examined was rumination.

dichotomised

to the McIntosh

according

high or low ruminators
of all the individual

displayed

difference

action vs. state orientation

when the sample was

(1992) rumination

inventory

neither

a rebound effect with either assessment method. Thus,

variables examined in this study only the dimension

was consistently

The current study also examined
thought

and Martin

However,

found to influence

of

the rebound effect.

the effect of the object being represented by the target

being present in the experimental

room. The findings

were clear. The presence

of the to be suppressed or expressed item in the room did lead to more reported thoughts
of the item, than when the item was not present in the experimental
However,

environment.

in terms of suppression it seems that the object being present in the

experimental

room may not make suppression any more difficult

present in the experimental
suppressing

than if it were not

room. Thus, the mean number of reported thoughts for

an item in the immediate

environment

was almost identical

to the mean

number of reported thoughts for suppressing an item not in the immediate
This finding

environment.

may suggest that the mere presence of an item in the immediate

environment

may subtly activate the construct.
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The findings presented in this Chapter lead to some important conclusions. First it seems
that the method one uses to assessthe rebound effect can determine whether or not
rebound effects are found. In this study power for the original and modified methods
were identical by design. This may help explain some of the failures to replicate the
effect reported in the literature. The results suggest that the modified method of assessing
the rebound effect may not be the best method of assessingthe effect. Indeed on the basis
is
is
that
the
these
subject to less interference from
seem
original
method
of
results would
practice effects and therefore may at present represent the best method of assessingthe
rebound effect.

Using the original methodit seemsthe reboundeffect can occur evenwith a 15-minute
intervening gap betweenthe two verbalisationperiods.In addition, the effect of AOF
(statevs. action orientation)is robust and providessupportfor the alternativeintentional
model of reboundeffectsoutlined in this thesis.
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CHAPTER FOUR
The role of individual differences in suppression and expression performance in the

laboratory

One issuethat haslargely beenoverlookedin researchon mental control and especially
on thought suppressionconcernswhetherperformanceon a suppressionor expression
task in the laboratorycan be conceptualisedas an ability. This is an important question
given that in thought suppressionexperimentsparticipantsdisplay large variability in the
during
think
the
target
thought
they
times
expressionand suppression
about
of
number
tasksin period 1. For examplein Study 1, reportedin Chapter3, one participantbuzzed
fact
both
in
despite
in
1
27
that
the
times
were
another
and
only once period
as many as
the suppressiongroup (overall M= 7.35). Similarly, one participantbuzzed56 times and
in
both
in
fact
6
despite
the
1,
that
times
the
the
were
same
only
period
another
expressiongroup (overall M= 19.15).
Clearly, a person'sfrequencyof buzzing during active suppressionor expressionin
period I may be conceptualisedasa measureof suppressionor expressionability. A low
frequencyof buzzingduring suppressionwould representa high suppressionability
Conversely,
buzzes
during
to
a
participant
who
more
active suppression.
relative another
high frequencyof buzzingduring active expressionin period I would representa high
thought expression(concentration)ability relative to anotherparticipantwho buzzesonly
a few times during active expression.
Two main issuesarisefrom the conceptuali sationof suppressionor expression
performancein the laboratoryas an ability. The first issueconcernswhetherthere is a
unitary mechanismunderlying mental control performance.In short,are thosepeople
who appeargood on a suppressiontask also good at an expressiontask and visa versa?
The secondissueconcernswhich individual differencevariablesrelateto suppressionand
expressionability. If suppressionand expressionare relatedabilities they shouldcorrelate
with the samesetof individual differencevariables.If they are dissociatedabilities they
may be relatedto a different set of individual differencevariables.The aim of the present
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study was to addressthese two issues by examining the correlations between the number
of buzzer pressesin period I and 2 by participants in suppression and expression groups,
and how various individual difference factors such as fluid intelligence, state vs action
orientation, anxiety and several other variables are related to participants' suppression
and expression performance in the laboratory.

(1) Relationship betweensuppressionand expressionperformance
If suppressionand expressionperformancerepresentunitary abilities one would expecta
negativecorrelationbetweenbuzzing during active suppressionand active expression.
Thus, participantswho are poor at suppression(i.e. high numberof buzzerpressesduring
buzzer
low
be
(i.
thought
of
at
number
presses
expression e.
suppression)should poor
during expression).In contrast,if suppressionand expressionare dissociatedone would
during
between
performance
correlation
expecteither no
or a positive correlation
suppressionand expression.
The previousfindings of Merckelbachet al. (1991) suggestmentalcontrol performance
may not be a unitary ability. They found positive correlationsbetweenthe numberof
thoughtsduring the suppressionphase(period 1) and the later expressionperiod (period
2). Thus, participantsdemonstratingmany failures during suppressionsubsequentlywent
highest
levels
Merckelbach
display
during
the
thought
to
the
et al.
of
phase.
expressive
on
(1991) and Rassinet al. (2000) statethis suggestsindividual differencefactors are at
work. However,in addition it also suggeststhat suppressionand expressionperformance
may be dissociated,i. e. uncorrelated.
(2) Relationship of suppressionand expressionperformance to individual difference
variables
Researchon fluid intelligencesuggeststhat higher levels of intelligenceare in somecases
positively relatedto performancein tasksrequiring focussedattention(Engle et al. 1992,
1999b;Crawford, 1991).Furthermoreconsciousinhibition hasalso beenfound to be
relatedto greaterintelligence(Heaton, 1981).However,not all experimentshave
validatedtheserelationships(Fogarty & Stankov,1988;Dempster,1991).In line with
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this, Brewin and Beaton (2002) found that participants with higher working memory
capacity and higher fluid intelligence buzzed reliably fewer times in period 1 in
suppression condition than participants with low fluid intelligence. This suggeststhat
people with high fluid intelligence may be better at suppressing their thoughts than those
with low fluid intelligence. Brewin and Beaton (2002) also investigated the relationship
between fluid intelligence and number of buzzer pressesin expression condition but,
somewhat surprisingly, did not find any significant correlation between the two.
However, their experimental design meant that the expression scores used for calculating
the correlation between fluid intelligence and expression were all collected from an
expression period that followed a suppression period and was therefore possibly affected
by a rebound effect. It is obvious that more research needs to be done to addressthe issue
of relationship between fluid intelligence and suppression and expression performance. In
the present study fluid intelligence was assessedby the short form (Scale 2 form A) of the
Cattell and Cattell Culture Fair Intelligence Test (1960). Fluid intelligence was then
correlated with the number of buzzer pressesin period I separately for suppression and
expression groups.

Due to a lack of research in this area, it is uncertain how personality factors may be
in
(or
fill
As
initial
this gap
to
to
expression)
suppression
attempt
performance.
an
related
the current study examines how various individual difference measuresare related, if at
all, to suppression and expression performance in period 1. One of the variables of
interest was the White Bear Suppression Inventory (WBSI) that assessesthe tendency to
use thought suppression in everyday life. The current study will examine whether people
with high scores on the WBSI (who suppressa lot) are better at a suppression task in the
laboratory as a result of practice. If thought suppression is an ability that improves with
practice then people with high scores on the WBSI should demonstrate better suppression
ability in the laboratory. However, there is some experimental evidence that suggeststhe
relationship may not be so simple. For example, some preliminary findings indicate that
participants with high WBSI scores not only experience more target thoughts during
active suppression, but also during expression after previous suppression (Muris,
Merckelbach & Horselenberg, 1996; Van den Hout et al., 1996). This indicates that
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be
high
WBSI
worse at suppression task and suggests
people with
may actually
scores on
that suppression performance may not be subject to practice effects.

Another variable of interestin the current studywas statevs. action orientationdue to its
direct relevanceto the alternativetheory of the mechanismsbehind the reboundeffect put
forward in this thesis(the intentional explanation).In Chapter3 it was demonstratedthat
statevs. action orientationhad a strongimpact on whetherthe reboundeffect wasfound.
Thus, action orientedparticipantsdisplayedno reboundeffect and stateoriented
participantsshoweda strongreboundeffect. As to the impact of statevs. action
orientationon suppressionperformancein the laboratoryone would expectstateoriented
participantsto demonstrateworsesuppressionperformanceas Kuhl and Beckmann
(1994) haveconsistentlyarguedthat stateorientedpeopleare susceptibleto intrusive
thoughts,especiallyintrusionsrelevantto a currentgoal (and thought suppressioncan be
conceptualisedas a current goal). In contrast,it is expectedthat action oriented
participantswill be able to suppresstheir thoughtsmore successfullythan stateoriented
individuals. It is more difficult to makespecific predictionsaboutthe relationship
betweenexpressionperformanceand statevs. action orientation.It is possiblethat there
will be no reliable correlationbetweenthis scaleand the numberof buzzerpressesin
period I in expressioncondition.
Another variable investigatedin the current study was how ability at thought suppression
or expressionwould relateto personality.As such,the Eysenckpersonalityinventory
(Eysencket al., 1985)was also included mainly for exploratorypurposes,no specific
predictionswere madeasto the possiblerelationshipof personalityto suppressionor
expressionperformance.
Severalother individual differencemeasureswere also collectedduring this study.As
statedearlier very little researchhasexaminedthe issueof factors affecting ones
performanceon a suppressionor expressiontask, thereforethe following list of variables
were included in an exploratorycapacity.Specific predictionsas to whetheror how these
variablesmay relateto suppressionor expressionperformancewere avoided.
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These other variables collected included: Thought Action Fusion, tendency to run-iinate,
State and Trait Anxiety, Marlowe Crowne scale, Thought Control Questionnaire, Beck
Depression Inventory, Need for Cognition scale, state vs. action orientation, Linking,
Unhappiness, and Schizotypal Personality.

(2) Summary
Overall this study addressesthe question of how much control people have over their
thoughts. In particular it will examine whether suppression and expression performance
are underpinned by similar cognitive mechanisms, and which personality variables are
laboratory.
In
in
being
the
to
order to
a successful suppressor and expresser
related
2
3)
In
in
Chapter
from
data
Study
I
(described
issues
the
these
and
were
used.
address
in
by
buzzer
the
suppression and
the
participants
pressesmade
number of
particular,
expression groups in period I was used as well as participants' scores on various
individual difference measurescollected during two sessionsof Study 1.

11.Method

(1) Participants
94 University of Hertfordshire undergraduates (74 Females and 20 Males) volunteered to
take part in return for course credit. The age range was from 18 to 60 years. The mean
in
3.
The
23
same
participants
as
chapter
years.
age was

(2) Materials and Procedure
Participantscompleteda standardthought verbalisationsessionwherehalf of the
participantswere askedto suppressand half askedto express(period 1). In period 2 all
participantswere askedto expressthe previouslymanipulatedconstruct(suppressedor
expressed).Finally all participantscompleteda seriesof self-reportpersonalityand
ability inventories.
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111.Results

Results are analysed in two sections. The first analysis examines the relationship between

between
the
the
relationship
explores
second
suppressionand expressionperformance;
individual
difference
I
in
and
several
performance period
suppression/expression
variables.
(1) Relationship between suppression and expression performance
The first analysis performed examined the correlation between buzzing during period 1
for
2.
Two
buzzing
during
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computed,
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period
and
For
1).
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then
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participants suppressing period and
between the number of buzzer pressesin the two periods was r (44) =. 51 p=.001. This
buzz
is
highly
those
that
who
participants
significant suggesting
positive and
correlation
frequently during a thought suppression task (task failure) subsequently buzz frequently
during a thought expression task (task success),and vice versa. The correlation between
buzzer pressesin the group expressing during period 1 and then again expressing during
in
I
is
85
0001.
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to
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period
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r
period
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The difference between these two correlations is significant at the 95% confidence level,
for
3.35,
in
Fisher's
for
difference
p=0.0008.
z
probabilities
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=
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Out of all the individual differencevariablesonly two are significantly correlatedwith
suppressionperformancein Period I(seeTable 4). Thesevariableswere extraversionr
(45) = -.29, p =. 05, and statevs. action orientationr (44) = -.295 p =.05. The correlations
are both negative.The negativecorrelationwith extraversionsuggeststhat more extravert
participantsmakefewer buzzerpressesin the laboratorysuppressiontask.
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TABLE 4.1

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE MEAN NUMBER OF BUZZER PRESSESIN PERIOD
-

AND INDIVIDUAL

Buzz
Week I
PeriodI

DIFFERENCE MEASURES
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EPQRumi
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.
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.
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.
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.
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.
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-.
.
.
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.
.
.
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45
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270 847 OS6 171
.
.
.

44
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44
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.
462
.
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001
.
995
.
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.
467
.
46
037
.
807
.
46

025 -.295
.
877 052
.
.
41
44
153
010
-.
-.
346 949
.
.

40

43

050
.
756
.
41
047
.
770
.
41

130
.
389
.
46
160
.
288
.
46

108 -.067
.
507 677
.
.
40
41
270 -. 150
.
076 356
.
.

44

40

207
.
321
.
25
470
-.
018
.

25

ExpressWeek I Group
Period I r
Buzzes p
N
Period2 r
Buzzes p

850
.
<0005
47
46
850
1.00
.
-c-0005
46
46
1.00

084 -.070 -. 170
.
575 640 253
.
.
.
47
47
47
245
028
113
-.
-.
-.
853 101 455
.
.
.
46
46
46

N
p: r.. 05. bold;. 10> p> 0.05 italic

120 -.050 -.300
.
422 739 .040
.
.
47
47
47
180 -.061 -. 179
.
231 687 234
.
.
.
46
46
46

350
.
031
.
38
362
.
028
.
37

270
030
-.
.
088
880
.
.
41
28
208
120
-.
-.
198 551
.
.
40
27

Key
WBSI

White Bear SuppressionInventory

MarC

Marlowe Crowne Scale

TCQ = Thought Control Questionnaire
EPQ -P= EysenckPersonalityQuestionnaire- Psychoticism
EPQ -E= EysenckPersonalityQuestionnaire- Extraversion
EPQ -N= EysenckPersonalityQuestionnaire- Neuroticism
BDI = Beck DepressionInventory
Ruminate= McIntosh & Martin RuminationInventory
AOF = statevs. action orientation- preoccupationsubscale
F-IQ = Fluid Intelligence
TAF - Moral = Thou-ht Action Fusion- Moral subscale
SPQ= SchizotypalPersonalityQuestionnaire
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The negative correlation with state vs. action orientation suggeststhat as one's scores on
the state vs. action scale rise (representing greater action orientation) one's buzzes during
laboratory suppression fall. In contrast, low scores on the state vs. action scale
(representing greater state orientation) relate to a high number of buzzes during
laboratory suppression. Thus, the more action oriented participants appear to suppress
better.

Similarly, out of all the individual difference variables only two variables significantly
correlated with expression performance in Period I (see Table 4.2). These were
extraversion r (47) = -. 30 p= .04, and Fluid intelligence r (3 8) = .35 p= .03. The negative
correlation with extraversion is suggesting that as one's scores on an extraversion scale
rise the number of buzzer pressesduring a laboratory thought expression task falls. In
other words, introverts are more successful at expression task (buzz more) than
extroverts. The positive correlation between buzzer pressing during thought expression
and fluid intelligence suggestsmore intelligent people buzz more during expression.

Finally, two regressionmodelswere computedpredicting successfulsuppressionand
expressionperformancefrom all of their significant correlates.The first model attempted
to predict the numberof buzzerpressesin period 1 (suppressiongroup) from extraversion
and statevs. action orientation.A regressionmodel containingthesepredictorswas
significant, F(2,43)=4.1,p=.023, and explained16.8%of variancein the dependant
variable.Thus, both extraversionand statevs. action orientation significantly predict
suppressionperformance.When a stepwiseregressionprocedurewas usedthe same
model was accepted.A model with only statevs action orientationresultedin an R2of
087.
.
The secondmodel attemptedto predict the numberof buzzerpressesin period I from
extraversionand fluid intelligence.Howeverthis model did not prove reliable, due to
extraversion not significantly predicting expression buzzing, over and above the effect of
fluid intelligence. A model with just fluid intelligence predicting expression buzzing was

significant F (1,37) = 5.10 p= .03 and explained 12% of the variance in the dependent
variable, a stepwise regression procedure resulted in the same model.

IV. Discussion

Two major findings emergedfrom this study.The first finding is that thought intrusion
by buzzerpressing)was positively correlatedwith later
during suppression(as assessed
thought expression.The secondfinding was that suppressionperformanceis best
predictedby extraversionand statevs. action orientationwhereasexpressionperformance
is bestpredictedby fluid intelligence.
The first finding hassupportin the thought suppressionliterature.Thus, Merckelbachet
al. (1991) found that there was a positive correlationbetweenbuzzerpressingduring
suppressionand expression.This finding suggeststhat thoseparticipantswho were
successfulsuppressorsand only buzzeda few times during active suppressionwent on to
be poor expressersand only buzz a few times during expression.Taken togetherthe
resultsof this study and Merckelbachet al. (1991) suggestthat suppressiveand
expressiveforms of mentalcontrol may not be basedon similar mechanisms.This result
implies that being goodat oneform of mentalcontrol (suppressionor expression)
suggestsone will be poor at the alternativeform.
This study alsofound that buzzing in the initial expressiongroup during two periodsof
thought expressionwere highly positively correlated.This suggestsan individual
differencefactor may be at work that makessomeindividuals betterexpressorsthan
othersand somelessgood at expressionthan others.
The secondfinding further supportsthe first in that suppressionand expression
performancewerefound to be predictedby a different setof individual difference
variables.Thought suppressionperformancewas predictedby extroversionand statevs.
action orientation. In contrast, expression performance was predicted by only fluid
intelligence. Thus, successful suppression performance (i. e. low number of buzzer
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presses)is related to being an extrovert and action oriented, and unsuccessful suppression
performance (i. e. high number of buzzer presses)is related to being an introvert and state
oriented. The finding relating unsuccessful thought suppression performance to state
orientation is particularly important as it suggestswe have found an individual difference
3)
but
(see
Chapter
the
that
also affects one's
effect
variable
rebound
not only affects
performance during the suppression task. This pattern was expected on the basis of Kuhl
and Beckmann's (1994) theory of state vs. action orientation where state orientation is
related to intrusive thoughts and lack of control over one's thoughts, whereas action
orientation is related to less thoughts intrusion and a greater degree of control. Therefore
state vs. action orientation is a variable that deserves much greater emphasis in future
thought suppression studies.

In contrast,the correlationbetweenexpressionperformanceand fluid intelligenceis
positive suggestingthat as fluid intelligenceincreasesone's performanceon thought
expressionalso improves(higher numberof buzzerpresses).High fluid intelligenceis
thereforeclearly helpful to thought expression.Thus, it seemsintelligenceis assessing
somethingakin to easeof constructactivation andintelligenceis unrelatedto suppression
performance.This finding is in direct contrastwith the findings of Brewin and Beaton
(2002) who showedthat higher fluid intelligencewas relatedto bettersuppressionability.
However,there are somereasonsthis discrepancymay haveoccurred.Brewin and
Beaton'sfrequencyof intrusion during active thought suppressionis very high, thus they
report that in a 5-minute suppressionperiod the averagenumberof white bearmentions
was 15.43.This is very high asthe acknowledgedaveragenumberof intrusionsin
thought suppressionexperimentsusing neutralthoughtsis about I intrusion per minute
(Wegneret al., 1987;Wenzlaff and Wegner,2000).This would put the averagefigure at
5 intrusionsfor a 5-minute suppressionperiod. It is thereforenot clear why Brewin and
Beatonhave 15 intrusionsin their suppressioncondition. It is possiblethat this represents
an immediateenhancementeffect, but whateverthe reasonit is clear that this figure is
somewhatinflated, indeedin the expressioncondition the meannumberof reported
thoughtsis 18.5,only slightly higher.

III

Somewhat surprisingly, the results also showed that there was no correlation between
participant's scores on the WBSI and the number of buzzer pressesin the suppression
condition in period 1. Thus, it appears a person who suppressesthoughts every day of
their life is no better at a new suppression task in the laboratory than a person who has
suppressedthoughts only a few times in their life. This suggeststhat thought suppression
is not an ability that gets better with practice. Overall the same results were obtained with
the TCQ which representsanother questionnaire method of assessingthe tendency to use
thought suppression, once again the TCQ did not correlate with the number of buzzer
pressesduring suppression or expression.

One criticism of the methodsusedin this study concernsthe reliability of the measuresof
suppressionand expressionperformance.In the thought suppressionliteraturetherehas
beenbroaddiscussionover the reliability and validity of using self reportedthought
measures.However despitediscussionno study hasyet set out to determinethe reliability
of suppressionor expressionperformanceascurrently conceptualisedin this chapter.
Indeed,this study was designedto be exploratoryand representsa new researchdirection
in thought suppressionexperiments.This issueof the reliability of measuresof
suppressionand expressionperformancewill be more fully discussedin chapter12.
In summary,very few personalityvariablesappearrelatedto successfulsuppressionor
expressionperformancein the laboratoryand thosethat havebeenidentified explain only
about 10%(on the basisof adjustedR) of the variancein suppressionor expression
performance.However,with 45 participantspower to detecta 'medium' effect of r
0.30 is only just over half, and any small effect would be unlikely to be detected.
It would seemthoughtsare relatively uncontrollable.Thus, no personalityvariable
predictssuccessat both suppressionand expression.Action orientationgoeswith
effective suppression;while fluid intelligencegoeswith effective expression.
Extraversionpredictssuccessat suppression,but failure at expression.In addition, the
evidencethat thought suppressionperformancemay not improve with practiceis also
suggestiveof the fact that thoughtsmay be relatively uncontrollable(Logan, 1983).
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CHAPTER FIVE
Replication of Study I and assessing the rebound via a within subject design

In Chapter3a study was reportedthat investigatedthe reboundeffect andthe possible
role of individual differencevariables.This studywas conductedduring the week I
sessionof a larger scalestudy.The designand proceduresof this large-scalestudy were
describedbriefly in Chapter2, whereit was notedthat all participantswere testedagain
after one week.The experimentalsessionin week 2 was an exactreplication of week 1
sessionexceptthat at the end of the experimentin week 2 participantscompletedthe
Culture Fair IntelligenceTest (Cattell & Cattell, 1960)and a different setof
questionnaires(for details seeChapter2). In addition, as illustrated at the endof Chapter
2 in Figure 2.1, thoseparticipantswho were in the suppressiongroup in week 1 hadto
in
different
in
2
The
thought
thought
target
was
also
week
and
expressa
week
vice versa.
2. Those who suppressedor expressedthe target word 'chair' in week I hadto
manipulatethe targetword 'eagle' in week 2 and thosewho suppressedor expressedthe
target word 'ocean' hadto manipulate'carpet' in week 2.
Conducting this study in week 2 had three objectives. First was to try and replicate the
in
findings
of
obtained
week I (Chapter 3). A second novel objective was to try
pattern
and assessthe rebound effect within subjects across the two weeks. The final aim was to
further examine the relationship between the suppressive and expressive forms of mental
control in a situation where suppression and expression performance are assessedon two
separateoccasions, one week apart, instead of following each other closely in time as was
the case in week I (Chapter 4).

(1) Replication of results obtained in week 1
The first objective of this study was to assessthe reboundeffect via the conventional
betweensubjectcomparisons,in order to seeif the patternof resultsobtainedin week I
(seeChapter3) could be replicatedin week 2. If the findings replicateacrossthe two
sessionsthis would speakin favour of robustnessof the reboundeffect. However,there
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are reasonsto believe that demonstrating a rebound effect on a second experimental
testing session may not provide significant results. This is mainly due to the possible
effects of practice from the first session of testing. Thus, results from week 1 suppression
(see Chapter 3) showed that there was a significant rise in reported thought in the group
that expressedtheir thoughts in both period I and period 2. If this practice effect also
continues across weeks it might make it harder to demonstrate the rebound effect in week
2 after participants have already taken part in a thought suppression experiment in week
1.

In order to minimise possible practice effects the current study was designed to have a
one week gap between experimental sessions.The targets used for suppression and
expression were also changed from week I to week 2 testing. Thus, on week I
participants were manipulating (suppressing or expressing) "chair" or "ocean". On week
2 participants were asked to manipulate "eagle" or "carpet". All target words were
matched for their frequency of use in the English language (see method section). In
addition, as in week 1, two of the targets chosen for week 2 were either representing an
object in the experimental environment (carpet) or an object not in the experimental room
(eagle). It was not anticipated that the target being present or absent in the room would
have a direct effect on suppression or expression performance. Therefore, for
counterbalancing purposes, participants who manipulated a target in week I which was
present in the experimental environment manipulated a target not present in the
experimental room on week 2 and visa versa. Finally participants who had been
suppressing in week I period 1 were asked to express during week 2 period I and visa
versa.

(2) Assessing a rebound effect using a within subjects design

An additional reasonfor conductinga similar study in week 2 on the sameparticipants
was to assessthe reboundeffect within subjectsinsteadof using the betweengroup
comparisonsthat hasbeencustomaryin thought suppressionresearch.Indeed,most
methodsof assessingthe reboundeffect (i. e., original, modified and standard)described
in the introduction (Chapter1) havebeencomparingthe numberof target thoughts
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between two different groups of participants. In view of large individual differences
displayed by participants in both suppression and expression conditions one may question
whether using between subjects comparisons is the best possible way of assessingthe
rebound effect. Perhaps using within subjects comparisons could provide a more robust
way of assessingthe rebound and be able to produce stronger effects.

Rutledgeet al. (1993; 1993)havepreviouslyinvestigatedthe reboundeffect using a
within participantsdesign(seefigure 1.4 page36 in Chapter1). However,the design
usedby Rutledgeand colleagueswas conductedwithin one testing session,by asking
participantsfirst to expressa thought,then suppressit, andfinally to expressit againin
three consecutive9-minute long thought verbalisationperiods.The reboundeffect was
assessedby comparingthe numberof targetthoughtsin the first expressionperiod with
the secondexpressionperiod (after suppression).However,there are two problemswith
using a within subjectsdesignin one experimentalsession.First is that the numberof
buzzerpressesmay decreaseover the long thought verbalisationsessionsirrespectiveof
type of instructionsdue to fatigue. The secondand more likely problem emergedfrom
the resultsin Chapter3 whereit was shownthat the group expressingtwice, in both
period I and period 2 demonstrateda significant increasein targetthought,most probably
representingan effect of practicewith the task in the former expressionperiod.
The current study usedwithin participantscomparisonsacrosstwo weeksof testing.
Testing participantstwice in a thought suppressionexperimentby assigningthem to
different experimentalgroups(expressionvs. suppression)in week I and week 2 will
the reboundeffect within participantswhilst seekingto minimise
allow for an assessment
the effects of fatigue or previouspractice.
Figures5.1 and 5.2 show how the reboundcan be assessed
within participantsacrossthe
Figure 5.1 represents
two weeksusing both modified and original methodsof assessment.
this for participantswho were in suppressiongroup in week I (initial suppressiongroup)
and Figure 5.2 for participantswho were in expressiongroup in week I (initial
expressiongroup).Thesetwo figures illustrate that the reboundeffect can be assessed
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within subjectswith the modified methodif one comparesthe numberof buzzerpresses
in period 2 (when all participantsare expressingthe targetthought) acrossthe two weeks
(week 1 and week 2). Using thesecomparisonsthe reboundeffect shouldbe presentin
both initial expressionand initial suppressiongroupsif the numberof buzzerpressesis
higher in period 2 after initial suppressionthan after initial expressionirrespectiveof
week of testing.
As to the original method, Figure 5.1 shows that for the initial suppression group the
rebound can be assessedby comparing the number of buzzer pressesin period 2 in week
1 (expression after suppression) with those of period I in week 2 (expression without
prior suppression). The rebound effect would be present if the number of buzzer presses
in period 2 (in week 1) is higher than in period 1 (in week 2). Alternatively, for the initial
expression group the original method involves comparing the number of buzzer presses
in period I in week I (expression without prior suppression) with those of period 2 in
week 2 (expression after suppression) (see Figure 5.2). In this condition the rebound
effect would be present if the number of buzzes is higher in the period 2 (week 2) after
initial expression than in the group expressing in period I of week 1.
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IFIGuRE 5.1

METHODS
SUBJECTS
WITHIN
FOR THE INITIAL
OF
ASSESSING
THE
REBOUND
EFFECT
-

SUPPRESSIONGROUPOF WEEK 1. THE MODIFIED METHOD ASSESSESTHE REBOUND EFFECTBY
COMPARING TWO EXPRESSIONCONDITIONS IN PERIOD 2 ACROSSTHE TWO WEEKS (SEE VERTICAL
ARROW). THE ORIGINAL METHOD ASSESSESTHE REBOUND EFFECT BY COMPARING TWO EXPRESSION
CONDITIONS ONE IN PERIOD 2 AND ONE IN PERIOD I FOR WEEKS 1 AND 2, RESPECTIVELY (SEE
DIAGONALARROW).

Period I

Week I

Suppression

Period 2

Expression

Original method

Modified
Method

Week 2

Expression

Expression

FIGURE 5.2 - METHODS OF ASSESSINGTHE REBOUND EFFECT wrrHIN SUBJEcTS FOR THE INITIAL
EXPRESSIONGROUPOF WEEK 1. THE MODIFIED METHOD ASSESSESTHE REBOUND EFFEcr BY
COMPARING TWO EXPRESSIONCONDITIONS IN PERIOD 2 ACROSSTHE TWO WEEKS (SEE
VERTICAL ARROW). THE ORIGINAL METHOD ASSESSESTHE REBOUND EFFECT BY
COMPARING TWO EXPRESSIONCONDITIONS ONE IN PERIOD I AND ONE IN PERIOD 2 FOR
WEEKS I AND 2, RESPECTIVELY (SEE DIAGONAL ARROW).

Period 1

Week II

Expression

Period2

Expression
I
MMethod
odified

Original method
Week 21

Suppression

Expression
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(3) Relationship betweensuppressionand expressionperformance
The final aim of the study was to examinethe relationshipbetweensuppressionand
expressionperformanceacrosstwo sessionsoccurring one week apart.In Chapter4 this
relationshipwas examinedbetweenthe buzzerpressesin two 5-minute periodsof thought
verbalisationswhich followed eachother fairly closely in time (there was only a 15minute interval betweenthem).A positive correlationwas obtainedbetweenthe number
of buzzerpressesin period I and period 2 in the initial suppressiongroup.This
correlation suggestsa negativerelationshipbetweensuppressiveand expressiveforms of
control.
However, it is possiblethat in the initial suppressiongroup the numberof buzzerpresses
in period 2 was influencedby the reboundeffect (seeChapter3). It is thereforedesirable
to assessthis correlationon the basisof participants'performancethat is not potentially
confoundedby this effect. One way of achievingthis is to haveparticipantssuppressand
expresstheir thoughtsin 5-minute verbalisationperiodsthat havea substantialtime
delay, insteadof following eachother within a short spaceof time. Given that
participantswho were in suppressiongroup in week I were in expressiongroup in week
2 and vice versait was possibleto examinethe numberof buzzerpressesin period 1
acrossthe two weekswithin the sameparticipants.

11.Method
(1) Participants
All 94 participants who completed the study in week I were asked to return for the
second session in week 2. However, 10 participants did not return for the second
experimental session in week 2 and therefore the analyses reported below are based on
the data of 84 participants whose mean age was 23.27 years (SD=7.4).

(2) Method and Procedure
The method employed in the current study was identical to the method used in week I
of
the study described in Chapters 2 and 3. The detailed procedure and design is described
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in Chapter 2 and is depicted in Figure 2.1 (page 78). As one can see in Figure 2.1, in
week 2 of the study instead of suppressing or expressing Ocean or Chair the targets were
now changed to Eagle or Carpet. All four targets were chosen to be of similar familiarity
and frequency of use in everyday life using Toglia and Battig's word norms (1978). In
addition, all were chosen to be of similar length, 5 or 6 letters.

111.Results

The results will be presented in three subsections representing the three objectives of the
study. First, the rebound effect will be assessedusing the conventional between subject
method of comparison in an attempt to replicate the pattern of results obtained in week I
described in Chapter 3. This will be followed by the analyses of data with a novel way of
assessingthe rebound effect by within subjects comparisons. Finally, the correlation
between suppression and expression performance in week I and week 2 will be
examined.

(1) Replication of results obtained in week I
Initial screeningof the buzzerpressesin week 2 revealedthat the numberof reported
thoughtsin periods I and 2 were not normally distributed.Therefore,squareroot
transformationswere performedon the numberof buzzesduring periods I and2 in an
effort to normalisethesedistributions.After transformation,boxplots revealed2
remainingoutliers.Theseparticipantswere removedfrom all analysesinvolving buzzer
presses.For the sakeof clarity resultsare reportedon untransformedmeans,but all
analyseswere conductedusing the transformedvariables.
In order to check whether participants correctly followed the instructions for suppression
and expression in period 1, the mean number of square root transformed buzzer presses
during period I was entered into a2 group (suppression vs. expression) by 2 target
thought (carpet vs. eagle) between subjects ANOVA. This analysis revealed a main effect
of group, F(l, 78) = 71.77, p<001, eta-squared =. 49. Participants expressing their
thoughts in period I buzzed significantly more (M = 30.17) than participants suppressing
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their thoughts (M = 7.9). It is therefore evident that participants compiled with the
experimental instructions. However, unlike the results of week 1, the effect of target
(F<I). Participants who manipulated target word Carpet,
thought
C,
Lwas not significant
representing an object in the room, did not buzz more (M=20.37) than those who
manipulated the word Ea-le (M=17.90). The interaction was also not significant,
F(1,78)=1.33, p=.25.
FIGURE

5-3

MEAN NUMBER OF BUZZER PRESSES AS A FUNCTION OF INSTRUCTION
-

(SUPPRESSION VS. EXPRESSION) AND TARGErTHOUGifr(CARPEF

GROUP IN PERIOD

VS. EAGLE) IN WEEK

The next analysis was performed on the number of buzzer pressesin period 2 in order to
assessthe rebound effect using a modified method of assessment.The mean number of
(square root transformed) buzzer pressesin period 2 were entered into a2 group
(suppression vs. expression) by 2 target thought (carpet vs. eagle) between subjects
4n
In
rn
ANOVA. Results revealed a main effect of group, F(1,76*6.94, P=.01, eta-squared
09, no main effect of taroet thought (F < 1) and no interaction (F < 1) (for means see
.
tý
In
Figure 5.4 below). The main effect of group shows that in period 2 those participants who
previously suppressedbuzzed reliably fewer times (M = 20.52) than those who
previously expressed (M = 29.69). Thus, in week 2 there is a clear effect of previous
expression or suppression but it is in the opposite direction to a rebound effect.
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FIGURE

5.4

MEAN NUMBER OF BUZZER PRESSES IN PERIOD 2 AS A FUNCTION OF PREVIOUS GROUP
-

(SUPPRESSION VS. EXPRESSION) AND TARGET THOUGHT (CARPET VS. EAGLE)

Similar results were obtained when the original method of assessingthe rebound was
used (see Figure 5.5). For this method, the mean number of square root transformed
buzzer presseswere entered into a2 group (expression in period I vs. expression in
period 2 after prior suppression) by 2 target thought (carpet vs. eagle) between subject
ANOVA. Results revealed a main effect of group F (3,72) = 7.64, p=.007, eta-squared
09. Participants expressing in period I displayed reliably higher number of buzzer
.
presses(M=30.19) than those who expressed in period 2 after prior suppression (M
20.6). There was no effect of target thought and no interaction (Fs<]).
Cý
C
FiGURE5.5-

MEAN

NUMBER OF BUZZER PRESSES ASA FUNCTION OF GROUP (EXPRESSION IN PERIOD I VS.

EXPRESSION IN PERIOD 2 AFTER SUPPRESSION) AND TARGET THOUGHT (CARPET VS. EAGLE).
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In summary, in week 2, the group expressing after prior suppression is clearly not
demonstrating a rebound effect, whether the analysis is performed using the original
method or the modified method. If anything, participants expressing without prior
suppression or after prior expression have reliably higher number of target thoughts (See
Figures 5.3 and Figure 5.2 respectively).

A possible reason for this failure to replicate the rebound effect in week 2 becomes

apparentwhen one examinesthe meannumberof buzzerpressesin the initial expression
and suppression conditions across week 1 and week 2 (see Figure 5.6 for means).

If one examinesthe left handpanelof Figure 5.6 showingthe dataof participantswho
were in suppressiongroupsthen one can seethereis no differencein the amountof
buzzerpressesacrossthe weeksin period I whenparticipantssuppressedand period 2
when theseparticipantsexpressedafter prior suppression.In contrast,when one examines
the right handpanelof Figure 5.4 showingthe dataof participantsin expressiongroupsa
different picture emerges.Thus, in week 2 participantsin the expressioncondition had a
significantly higher numberof buzzerpressesthan in week I both in period I (M = 30.17
and M= 19.06)and in period 2 (M = 29.70 and M= 22.65).
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FIGURE

5.6

-

MEAN

NUMBER OF BUZZER PRESSES IN WEEK I AND WEEK 2 FOR BOTH EXPERIMENTAL

PERIODS (PERIOD I AND PERIOD 2)

Thus, due to this large increase in buzzing in the expression conditions (possibly due to
41,
en
the former practice with expression) the rebound effect can not be obtained with either
the modified or original method of assessment.Moreover, unlike the results from week I
testing,
the
state
orientation
I
rebound
action
vs.
effect
participants'
not
was
obtained
when
Lwas taken into account.

(2) Assessing a rebound effect with a within subjects design
The results of the analysis reported in the previous section are indicative that due to
possible practice effects in expression performance across the weeks it is less likely that
the rebound effect will be obtained when using the within subjects comparisons outlined
in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. An additional complication was that there was a main effect of
type of thought in that participants consistently buzzed more in the expression conditions
when the construct was in the experimental environment compared to when the
expression target was not in the immediate environment.

As a result of these complications, when the analyses depicted in Figures 5.1 and 5.2
zn
In some cases
were undertaken the results did not support a straightforward
explanation.
In
a rebound effect was found, in others no rebound was found and in some a reverse
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findings
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unexpected
seems
reboundeffect was
due to the large rise in expressiongroup performancein week 2, and the significant effect
of the presenceof the to be expressedstimulusin the experimentalenvironment.Thus,
buzzing
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2
from
I
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week
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expression
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effects
type of targetthoughtprecludefirm conclusionsfrom being made.

(3) The relationship betweensuppressionand expressionperformance acrossthe
weeks
In order to examinethe relationshipbetweensuppressionand expressionperformance
in
buzzing
I
I
between
period
of
week
the
two
the
participants
weeks correlations
across
form
fact
Due
I
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that
to
the
of mental
whatever
and period of week were calculated.
control participantswere undertakingin period I of week I they then undertookthe
oppositeform in period I of week 2 this meantthat correlationsbetweenperformance
during suppressionand expressionperiodscould be calculatedwithin the same
participants.
The correlation for participants suppressing in period I of week I and then expressing in
for
038.
The
I
(37)
342
2
participants
correlation
p= .
period of week was positive, r
=.
2
in
I
in
I
I
then
of
was also
week
period
suppressing
expressing period of week and
positive, r (40) =. 483 p= .002.

IV. Discussion

One of the main findings of the present study is that it failed to replicate the rebound
effect obtained in Study I (Chapter 3). However, the results also showed quite clearly
that this was primarily due to carry over effects in practice with an expression task across
two weeks. Thus, participants who were expressing their thoughts in week 2 either
without prior expression/suppression demonstrated a large rise in the number of reported
thoughts during expression which may have lead to the failure to demonstrate any
rebound effect using week 2 data. The results suggest that expression is highly sensitive
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thought suppression research. In particular the results strongly suggest that once
participants have taken part in a thought suppression experiment they should not
participate in other thought suppression experiments as even one week later their
performance on the second experiment could be strongly effected by the prior study they
took part in.

At the conceptuallevel, theseresultsimply that the reboundeffect as currently
demonstratedin the laboratorymay not be as robustas previously suggestedby some
researchers (Wegner et al., 1987; Wenzlaff and Wegner, 2000).
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CHAPTER SIX

Assessingthe rebound effect with an implicit method: Reaction times to previously
suppressedand expressedtargets in a lexical decision task
The large-scalestudy describedin Chapter2 examinedthe reboundeffect in week I (see
Chapter3) and week 2 (Chapter5) aswell asthe role of individual differencesin
4).
One
(Chapter
laboratory
tasks
criticism of
and
expression
performanceon
suppression
all thesestudiesis their relianceon self reportedthought (i. e. the numberbuzzerpresses)
during suppressionor expressionasthe dependentvariable.This criticism is widely
acknowledgedin thought suppressionresearchand haslead many to advocatea greater
use of implicit measures(e.g. Wenzlaff & Wegner,2000). In view of this criticism one of
the aims of the thesiswas to try to assessthe reboundeffect with an implicit method.This
involved measuringthe reactiontimes to previously suppressed
or expressedtargetwords
that were presentedin a Lexical DecisionTask immediatelyfollowing the suppressionor
expressionin period 1.The datareportedin this chapterwas collectedin week 1 of the
large-scalestudy describedin Chapter2. Thus, the Lexical DecisionTask that was
included to provide a short 15-minutedelay betweenperiod I and period 2 of thought
verbalisationwas also a methodof implicitly measuringthe reboundeffect. If the
reboundeffect occursasa result of heightenedactivation of the previously suppressed
than expressed
thought then participantsshouldrespondfasterto previously suppressed
targetsin the Lexical DecisionTask (-cf.Erber & Wegner 1992).
Apart from methodologicalconsiderationsthe current study also usedimplicit measures
for important theoreticalreasons.As pointed out in the introduction, Wegner'sironic
processtheory (Wegneret al., 1992; 1994)postulatestwo distinct mechanismsin thought
suppression.An intentional operatingprocess(sometimescalled the controlled distracter
search)seeksdistractersand thoughtsdesignedto maintain the desiredstate,i. e. not to
think aboutthe suppressed
thought. In contrast,an ironic monitoring process(sometimes
referredto as the automatictarget search)continually searchesfor instancesof the to-besuppressedthought in consciousness
which will signal a failure of suppression.While the
intentional searchfor distractersis a consciouslycontrolled processaffectedby the
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amount of available attentional resources,the ironic monitoring process operates
automatically without one's conscious awarenessand does not consume cognitive

resources.
In the courseof thought suppressionthesetwo processesare proposedto operatetogether
as a feedbackmechanismaimedat controlling thought.Wegnerand colleagues(1992;
1994)havepointedout that the operationof the automaticironic monitor raisesthe
activation levels of the to be avoidedthoughtmaking it highly likely to intrude oncethe
controlled distractersearchis abandoned(i. e., a post-suppression
rebound)or disrupted
by the secondarytask depletingone's attentionalresources(i. e., the immediate
enhancementeffect).
Despite the usefulness of this theory Wegner and his colleagues have not explicitly
indicated exactly how the operation of the ironic monitor causesthe raised activation
levels. Wegner and Erber (1992) state that "the automatic target search should act in
much the same way as an externally encountered prime to make the unwanted thought
highly accessible" (p. 904). However, they do not develop this argument any further.

In a further developmentof this model,Macraeet al. (1994) did suggesta mechanismby
which the operationof the ironic monitor may raisethe activation levels of the to-be
avoidedthought.Thus, Macraeet al. (1994) arguethat when someonesuppresses
a
thought, the operationof the ironic monitoring processwill activatethe unwantedthought
continuously,albeit at low levels.In comparison,peoplewho expressthe samethought
will activateit periodically eachtime it comesto mind. Referring to Higgins (1989)
synapsemodel of constructactivation which suggeststhat the more frequently a construct
is primed the more likely it is to havean effect on one's future judgmentsand behaviour
(Higgins & Bargh, 1992;Higgins, 1989;Higgins & King, 1981). Macraeet al. (1994)
arguethat the activationaccruedin this way will be slow to dissipate,and much slower to
decaythan activation resultingfrom constructuse.Thus, accessibilityresultingfrom
suppressionmay be greaterthan accessibilityresultingfrom thought expression.
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There are very few studies that have attempted to directly measure the activation levels of
suppressedthoughts with such precise implicit measuresas reaction times to target
stimuli. An exception is Wegner and Erber (1992), who were first to demonstrate that
thought suppression can raise a construct's activation level, even to a level beyond that of
conscious thought expression. However, in the Wegner and Erber (1992) study the
activation levels were measured in the course of the process of actively suppressing a
target thought during active suppression. Thus, Wegner and Erber (1992) had participants
generate associatesto words presentedon screen whilst suppressing or expressing a
certain construct, in this case "house". Some of the words presented in the task were
associated to the to-be-suppressed/ expressedword, for example "home". Construct
activation was assessedby the number of house related words a participant produced in
response to the house related prompts for both suppression and expression groups. This
however is problematic as the rebound effect occurs after active suppression has been
discontinued. Therefore, the key point at which studies need to measure construct
accessibility is not during active suppression but in the period after suppression and
expression during the period when the rebound effect is supposedto be occurring.

The study conducted by Macrae et al. (1994) is the only study so far that has examined
construct accessibility (of formerly suppressedor expressedthoughts) in the critical post
suppression period. They used a lexical decision task and reasoned that if thought
suppression elevates thought activation to levels higher than even thought expression
then these effects should result in faster recognition times for previously suppressed
thoughts relative to previously expressedthoughts, and that both previously suppressed
and expressedthoughts should be recognised faster than matched distracters. This was
exactly the pattern of results they found.

However,there are a numberof problemswith the study of Macraeet al. (1994) that
preventone from drawing firm conclusions.The main problem is that in this experiment
participantswere not explicitly askedto suppressor expresstheir thoughts.Thus,
participantswere showna photo of a male skinheadand askedto write a short passage
abouta typical day in his life. Half of the participantswere askedto do this without
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thinking about the target in a stereotypical manner (intended to automatically instigate
instructions
(it was assumedthat
half
the
given
no
stereotype suppression),
were
other
they would use stereotypes in their descriptions). Thus, there is a degree of ambiguity as
to whether participants were indeed deliberately suppressing or expressing. In addition,
the thoughts they were using for suppression or expression were both personally relevant
and negative in valence (stereotypes) which, as has already been shown (see Chapter 1),
can often result in contradictory findings with respect to the rebound effect. As a result of
these criticisms the key study examining the impact of thought suppression and
be
in
to
the
still
remains
suppression
period
post
expression on construct accessibility
carried out.

An important issuein designingthe presentkey study relatesto the choiceof an
appropriateimplicit measure.For example,Wegnerand his colleagueshavemostly used
the Stroop task (Wegner& Erber, 1992).However,thereare reasonsto believethat better
Stroop
in
Indeed,
task the construct
the
methodsof assessingconstructactivation exist.
activation is measuredindirectly. Thus, if a word printed in greenink capturesattention
by virtue of it being highly accessiblethere will be a slowing on this trial relative to nonaccessiblewords also printed in greenink. In other words, the word's activationlevel
interfereswith colour naming.However,Marsh and Hicks (1998) havesuggestedthat a
direct measureof thought activationsuchasthe time takento saywhethera string of
letters is a word or not (Lexical DecisionTask) would be a more reliable methodof
assessingconstructactivation (Seealso Marsh & Landau, 1995).In the Lexical Decision
Task one would expectno interferencebut would expecthighly active and accessible
words merely to be verified as words more quickly relative to lessaccessiblewords.
The current study thereforeaims to examineactivation levels of previously suppressedor
expressedthoughtsin the post suppressionperiod using a more reliable index of construct
activation by having all participantscompletea lexical decisiontask immediatelyafter a
suppressionor expressiontask.The lexical decisiontask that was usedin the current
study contained6 repetitionsof a target word (previously suppressedor expressed
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Mental load was anothervariablethat was manipulatedin this study.Wegnerand
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suppression
that
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immediateenhancementeffects.This is claimedto be due to a differential effect of load
is
being
in
be
thought
suppressed.
operationwhen a
on the two processesthought to
Thus, load makesthe controlled distractersearchalmostimpossibleas this is a resource
demanding process, however, it has little effect on the ironic monitor which is thought to
be automatic. In contrast, there should be no effect of load in the post suppression period.
This is due to the fact that the dual processesoperating during active suppression will
have been terminated. In other words, any residual activation that the previously
load
because
function
has
of
a
accrued should not vary as
suppressedthought
be
heavily
to
in
implicit
thought
automatised and
paradigms are
accessibility effects seen
insensitive to the disruptive effects of load (Bargh 1989; 1994; 1996).

One final reason for conducting the current study is that it also allows for another
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effects,
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new
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lexical decision task. However, action oriented participants should not show faster

reactiontimes to targetsthan distracters.
Therefore,the current study will also allow for a contrastbetweenthe model of Macrae
basis
Macrae
Thus,
intentional
the
the
of
on
et al.
effects.
and our own
model of rebound
(1994) model we expect to find a positive correlation between buzzer pressing during
expression and reaction times to targets in the lexical decision task. However, in the
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suppression group we expect no correlation between buzzing during suppression and later
reaction time to targets in the lexical decision task as here priming is not a function of the
number of times the person has directly mentioned the target, but is a function of the
ironic activation accrued from the ironic monitor.

In contrast our own intentional model of rebound effects predicts that any enhancement
effects of previous suppression on construct accessibility in the post suppression period
will be stronger in state oriented individuals when compared to action oriented
participants.

11.Method

(1) Participants
This study representsdata collected during the Lexical Decision Task phase of study I
(See Chapter 3). Therefore the same 94 participants were used. However, 6 of these were
removed as their scores on the reaction time measureswere very extreme and remained
so after transformation. A further 5 participants were lost due to missing data points.

(2) Materials
A total of 84 words and non-wordswere selectedfor a 15-minuteLexical Decision.Four
different typesof stimuli were usedin this task, thesewere, six previously suppressed
or
expressedtargetwords, six matcheddistracterwords, 24 unrepeatedfiller words, and48
non-words.Due to the designof this study (seeChapter2) on week I half of the
participantswere manipulating(suppressingor expressing)the target word "chair" and
the other half of the participantswere askedto manipulate"ocean". Therefore,the target
word that participantsdid not seebecamethe distracterword in the Lexical decisiontask.
For example,the half of the participantsmanipulating"chair" did not encounterthe
alternativetarget "ocean" in the suppressionor expressionphaseof this experiment,it
was thereforeusedasthe matcheddistracterin the Lexical DecisionTask and visa versa.
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All of the words used in the Lexical Decision Task (targets, distracters and filler words)
were chosen to be of roughly equal word length, of similar frequency of use in the
English language from Toglia and Battigs word norms (1978). In addition, all targets,
distracters and filler words were chosen to be unrelated semantically to each other. This
was done by examining lists of associatesfor each word chosen using the MRC
Psycholinguistic Database, and discounting any word which was associated to any other
word contained in the final Lexical Decision Task.

The order of words for this task wasfixed with the constraintthat a targetor distracter
word could not appearin the first 10 words displayed.Another constraintwas that two
targets,two distractersor a distracterand a target could not follow eachother without any
intervening items.Two versionsof the lexical decisiontask were employedto control for
any effects of word presentationorder.
(3) Procedure
The overall procedureof the large-scalestudy into which the Lexical DecisionTask was
included is describedin Chapter2. Here, only the detailsconcerningthe Lexical Decision
Task will be described.Thus, after receiving generalinstructionsaboutthe aims of the
study and tasksinvolved participantswere introducedto a Lexical DecisionTask.
Participantswere informed that in the Lexical DecisionTask the computerwould display
a string of letterson screenand their task was to pressa key identifying which of the
stimuli on screenwere words and which were non-wordsas quickly and accuratelyas
possible.Half of the participantshad to pressthe "A" key if the stimuluswas a word and
the "L" key if it was a non-word.For the other half of the participantsthe keys were
reversedto fully counterbalancefor handedness.
After theseinstructionsall participantshad the opportunity to undertakea practice
version of the Lexical DecisionTask. This practicetask was similar in natureto the
actual Lexical Decision Task that was presented later, but the words and non-words used
in the practice task were not to appear in the main task. In addition, the words used in the
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practicetask were chosento be semanticallyunrelatedto any of the words usedin the
subsequenttask.The practicetask commencedwith an audible beepof one second
duration alerting the participantthat the Lexical DecisionTask was aboutto start.After
the beepa fixation cross"X" appearedin the centreof the screenfor 1500milliseconds
(ms) showing participantsthe location wherethe first word or non-word was to be
displayed.The fixation crossthen disappearedand was replacedby the first word or nonword stimulus.This letter string remainedon screenuntil the participantmadetheir
responseby pressingeither the "1: ' key or the "A" key. The word disappeared
immediately after the responsewas madeand was replacedby a 500 ms inter-stimulus
interval. During this inter-stimulusinterval the screenwas blank. After exactly 500 ms
the next word or non-wordwas displayedand again remainedon screenuntil the
participant madetheir response.This sequencewas repeatedfor all 10 of the practice
items (5 words,5-non-words).
After the practiceLexical DecisionTask participantswere informed that during the actual
later Lexical DecisionTask they would haveto perform this task with an additional
secondarytask, which was to remembera numberduring the task and to repeatit back to
the experimenterat the end of all the trials. All participantswere informed that they
later
before
Lexical
have
30
the
the
this
to
of
number
start
would
seconds memorise
DecisionTask. The importanceof this secondmemory task was stressedby making it
clear that if the participantcould not recall this numberafter the task their datawould be
unusable.
At this stage,if the participanthad no problemswith the practiceLexical DecisionTask
they undertookthe first 3-minutepracticethoughtverbalisationsession.After this half of
the participantswere askedto suppressa certainthoughtfor 5 minutes(half of the
suppressionparticipantssuppressed
chair half suppressedocean),the remaininghalf of
the participantswere askedto expressa certainthought (half of the expression
participantsexpressedchair half expressedocean).
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Immediately after this thought verbalisation period all participants were informed that the
Lexical Decision Task would soon begin but first they had to memorise a number to be
half
Task.
For
Lexical
Decision
back
the
the
of the
to
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of
end
repeated
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load
digit
(high
task
a9
number
this
remembering
consisted of
participants
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condition); for the remaining half of the participants this secondary task consisted of
remembering aI digit number (low load condition). In all casesthe numbers given to
individually
generated
strings
which
were
number
participants were completely random
for each participant. Therefore, prior to commencement of the Lexical Decision Task
for
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the
typed
secondsand asked to
of
number
copy
participants were given a
Lexical
Decision
it.
After
30
taken
the
the
and
away
the
was
number
memorise
seconds
Task started. At the end of the LDT all participants were tested for their memory of the
digit(s) they learned as part of the cognitive load manipulation.

(4) Design
The experimentaldesignwas a2 group (suppressionvs. expression)x2 type of target
thought (chair vs. ocean)x2 load (high vs. low) x4 type of word (target,distracter,filler
word, non-words)mixed ANOVA with the repeatedmeasureson the last factor.
If the predictionsof this study are correct,the resultsshoulddemonstratea main effect of
load and type of word. In addition, it was expectedthat previously manipulated
(suppressedor expressed)targetswould be reactedto fasterthan matcheddistracter
words in the Lexical DecisionTask. Furthermoreit was expectedthat this effect would
be strongerfor previously suppressed
constructsas suppressionis thought to result in
greaterconstructactivationthan thought expression.As a result the expectationwas of a
main effect of type of word (targetvs. distractervs. filler words vs. non-words)but also
of a significant interactionbetweengroup (suppressionvs. expression)and type of word.
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111.Results

The dependentvariable was the reactiontime to the stimuli presentedin the Lexical
Decision Task. Initial inspectionof participantsmeanreactiontimes showedthat the data
was not normally distributed.In an effort to normalisethe distribution all reactiontimes
were transformedusing the simpleformula of I/RT. This methodwas chosenon the basis
of recommendationsby Ratcliff (1993), showingthat this transformationresultedin the
fewest outliers after transformation.After transformationboxplots revealed6 outliers.
Thesewere removedfrom all further analyses.An additional 4 participantswere lost due
to missing datapoints.Therefore,the analysespresentedbelow are basedon the dataof
84 participants.
The load manipulation used in the present study appearsto have worked in that
participants in both low and high load conditions successfully recalled all digits at the end
of the Lexical Decision Task. Two participants in the high load condition did not recall

all 9 digits correctly but were retainedin all analysesbecausethey only misremembered
one of the 9 digits.
In order to test for this crucial interactioneffect, the meantransformedreactiontimes
were enteredinto a2 group (suppressionvs. expression)x2 type of targetthought(chair
vs. ocean)x2 load (high vs. low) x4 type of word (target vs. distractervs. filler word vs.
non-words)mixed ANOVA with repeatedmeasureson the last factor.
Out of all four possiblemain effectsonly two were significant.Thus, there was a main
effect of load F(1,76) = 4.73, p= 033, eta-squared= 6, participants in the high load
.
.
condition were significantly slower to react to all words (M = 670 ms) when compared
with those in the low load condition (M = 618 ms). There was also a main effect of the
type of words, F (3,240) = 129.14, p <000 1, eta-squared = 63. Post hoc tests showed
.
that, contrary to expectations, reaction times for distracter words (M = 574 ms) were
reliably faster than target words (M = 600 ms), t (82) = -2.39, p=. 019. However, as one
would expect, reaction time to targets was reliably faster than to filler words (M = 646
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ms) t(82)=6.89. p =.000 1. as wel I as to non-words (m = 760 ms) t(82)= I 3.292,p=.000 1.
See Figure 6.1 below.

Out of all possible two and higher order interactions only a target (chair vs. ocean) by a
type of word (target vs. distracter vs. filler vs. non-word) interaction was significiant,
F(3,240)=3.95, p=.009, eta-squared= 5. Tests of simple effects showed that there was a
.
"chair"
whose
significant difference between the L_
was
and
a
group
group whose target
L_
C_
tar(yet was "ocean" in terms of their reaction times to taroret words, t (82)=2.2, p=. 03 1. but
Z__
Lý
not in terms of their reaction times to distracters, filler words or non-words. Thus, mean
"ocean"
584ms)
(M
target
to
was
Z-1
-chair"
word
reaction times to target
L_
and
was
word
=

(M = 619ms). The crucial interaction between group (suppression vs. expression) and
t y pe of word was not significant. None of the other interactions proved significant F<I in
all cases.
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Having completed this overall analysis, the sample was then divided into two groups on
ZI
the basis a median split on participants scores on state vs. action orientation (AOF
subscale). The above analysis was then re-run separately for state and action oriented
participants.
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In stateorientedparticipantsthis analysisresultedin exactreplication of the findings
from the overall sample.Thus, therewasa main effect of type of word
F(3,108)=74.23,p<001, eta-squared=. 67, suchthat distracterswere respondedto with
the fastestreactiontimes (M=554ms),targetswere respondedto more slowly
(M=598ms), filler words wererespondedto evenmore slowly (M=636ms) and nonwords were respondedto with the longestreactiontimes (M=750ms). Crucially, the
difference betweendistractersandtargetsherewas significant t=(43)-2.6,p=.013, as in
the analysisfor the overall sample.Therewas also a main effect of load
F(1,36)=5.I8, p=.029, suchthat participantin the high load condition (M = 673 ms)
respondedmore slowly than participantsin the low load condition (M = 596 ms).
In addition, an interaction between type of word and target thought was also significant
F(3,108)=3.68, p=.014, eta-squared=. 09. The target in the room (chair) was responded

to faster (M=579ms) than the targetoutsidethe room (oceanM=621ms).Noneof the
other interactionswere significant (F<I)
In contrast, the only significant effect that emerged when the similar analysis was
conducted on the data of action oriented participants was a main effect of type of word
F(1,93)=45.7, p<001, eta-squared =. 6. However, distracters were responded to with the
fastest reaction times (M=589ms), targets were responded to more slowly (M=601ms),
filler words were responded to still more slowly (M=646ms) and non-words had the
longest reaction times of all words (M=760ms). However, the difference in reaction time
to targets and distracters was not significantly different here t<I (for means see Figure
6.2 below).
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The final analysis examined the correlations between buzzing in period I and later
indicated
This
for
analysis
reaction times to targets
and
expressers.
separately
suppressers
C,
that there was no correlation between the number of buzzer pressesduring suppression
and reaction times to targets (r = -. 13 p=.38). There was also no correlation between
buzzing during expression and later reaction times to targets (r = 245 p=. 13).
.
Zn
IV. Discussion

The results of the current study in terms of the main effect of type of word are in line
Thus,
Tasks.
Decision
in
Lexical
reaction times
overall
with previous findings
on
priming
Z!,
4r,
to targets and distracters were reliably faster than to filler words and the mean reaction
times to filter words were in turn reliably faster than reaction time to non-words.

In addition, the current study was designed to demonstrate the heightened accessibility of
formerly suppressedthoughts when compared to formerly expressedthoughts during the
post suppression or expression period. In order to assessconstruct activation in the post
suppression period participants completed a lexical decision task immediately after a
period of thought suppression or expression. The lexical decision task contained the
previously suppressedor expressedtarget word (repeated 6 times) a matched distracter
word (also repeated 6 times), 24 unrepeatedfiller words and 48 non-words.
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The results showed that contrary to expectations, there was no effect of previous
suppression or expression on reaction time to target words. Surprisingly, the results also
indicated that the matched distracter words were responded to consistently faster than
target words. Not only do these results conflict with the previous results of Macrae et al.
(1994) but also with the theoretical premise that previously suppressedor expressed
targets should have shown faster reaction times than previously un-manipulated and
unseen words.

However, the current results were not necessarily unexpected as the non-words were
finding
in
lexical
to
than
classes
a
common
word
other
all
reacted significantly slower
decision research (Marsh et al., 1998). In addition, unrepeated filler words although
yielding significantly faster reaction times than non-words were responded to
significantly slower than the targets or distracters. Once again this pattern was expected.

The resultsof the current study did not provide supportfor the model of Macraeet al.
(1994) thus, althoughthere was no correlationbetweenthe numberof buzzerpressesand
reactiontimes to targetsin suppressiongroup (aspredicted)therewas also no positive
correlation betweenthesevariablesin the expressiongroup (contraryto predictions).
Most importantly, the currentresultsdo not seemto supportthe intentional model of the
reboundeffect asthis model would havepredictedsignificantly faster reactiontimes to
targetsthan to distractersin stateorientedpeople,but not in action orientedindividuals.
However, distracterswere respondedto fastest,a finding that no currentmodel would
have predicted.In view of this unexpectedfinding, alternativeexplanationswill be
discussedbelow.

One possibleexplanationfor the finding that distracterswere respondedto fastestof all
other word typesconcernsthe effectsof consciousinterferenceon encounteringa
previously manipulatedtargetin a subsequentlexical decisiontask. For example,when
participantswho had beensuppressingor expressing"chair" had to rate whether"chair"
is a word in the lexical decisiontask it may havecapturedtheir attentionas a result of its
previoususeand causedthem to pausemomentarily.In contrast,the previously unseen
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distracter words which were repeated within the actual lexical decision task should not

have had this effect.
If this hypothesis is correct one way to examine this further is to examine the effects of
load on reaction times to targets and distracters. In the high load condition participants
are completing two concurrent demanding tasks, therefore one could suggest that they
interference
for
have
less
to occur. In
such
conscious
will
residual mental capacity
contrast, the low load group will have residual capacity and therefore possibly show
greater interference on encountering the previously seen target. Unfortunately, the overall
interaction between type of word and load was non-significant. However, if one analyses
the difference between reaction times to targets and distracters separately for the high and
low load conditions one does indeed find greater likelihood of conscious interference
occurring in the low load condition. Thus, the difference between reaction times to
targets and distracters were significant in the low load condition t (41) = -2.45 p= .018,
but insignificant in the high load condition t (41) -1.23 p= 225.
.
It appears that momentary conscious realisation that the target has been manipulated
previously may well be causing the targets to be responded to slower than the matched
distracter words. It is important to realise that even in the event that targets and distracters
are responded to equally quickly it would still represent some degree of conscious
interference. Thus, a simple priming explanation would suggest that previously
manipulated targets (suppressedor expressed) should be responded to faster as a result of
raised activation accrued from previous use, relative to previously unseen distracters.
Therefore, if the mean reaction times to targets and distracters are not different then this
would already indicate some kind of interference occurring in responseto targets.

This interpretation seemsto be supported by the finding that faster reaction times to
distracters than targets was only present in state oriented individuals and not in action
oriented participants. Thus, state oriented participants demonstrate greater interference
when compared to action oriented participants, as demonstrated by their significantly
greater reaction times to distracters. However, it seemsthat in both state and action
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oriented participants this most probably represents conscious interference on
encountering a previously manipulated construct. Overall, these results therefore suggest
that the lexical decision task may not always be a good measure of construct activation as
it is currently conceived.

Interestingly, after conducting a study on prospective memory, McDaniel et al. (2003)
intention
formulated
findings.
In
to press the
that
an
participants
reported similar
study
"Q" key whenever they saw the prospective memory target in the context of a future
imagery task. However in an intervening lexical decision task participants were told to
ignore the prospective memory target. The lexical decision task contained three types of
words, targets (which had an associatedintention - to press the Q key), previously seen
(not
(primed
by
imagery
words
previously seen).
words
ratings) and neutral
making
Results showed that participants were significantly slower to verify the prospective
memory targets than neutral words, but significantly faster to verify previously primed
words than neutral words. This representsfurther evidence that previously encountering a
target can, under some conditions, lead either to a speeding or slowing of reaction times.
In caseswhere the target is surreptitiously activated, for example, by making imagery
ratings it leads to speededreaction time in a subsequentlexical decision task. However,
in caseswhere the target is activated by overt thought suppression or expression or by
having an associated intention linked to it, it leads to a slowing of reaction time in a
subsequent lexical decision task.

In summary,in spite of the negativefindings this study hasdemonstratedimportant
findings for future researchusing implicit methodsof assessingconstructactivation. For
example,theseresultsstrongly suggestthat when assessingconstructactivation using
Lexical DecisionTasksexperimentersneedto be mindful of the possibleinterference
effectsthat can result from previousconstructuse(i. e consciousinterference),this is
especiallyimportant in view of the fact that many researchersassumethat previous
constructusewill usually result in fasterrecognitiontimes (Bargh & Chartrand,2000).
Furthermore,this studyalso demonstratedthat yet again statevs. action orientationseems
to affect the activation levels of certainconstructs,most notably distracterreactiontimes.
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Finally, this study also demonstrated that the environment may have implicit effects on
the activational status of constructs. Thus, the results indicated that items in the
faster
"chair")
(i.
to
with
consistently
responded
were
experimental environment e.
recognition latencies than items not present in the experimental environment (i. e.
function
implicit
69
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this
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constructs
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may represent an
their mere presencein the immediate surroundings.
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CHAPTERSEVEN
Individual

differences and the use of thought suppression in everyday life in a

sampleof young adults
It was pointed out in the generalintroduction(Chapter1) that researchon thought
suppressionhasdevelopedalong two relatively separatelines. One of theselines
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Zanakos,1994).Despitetheseassociations,most typically, in eachof the previousstudies
a limited set of psychopathologicalvariableshasbeenused.Moreover,thesemeasuresof
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A secondaim was to examinethe relation betweenthe WBSI andthe Thought Control
Questionnaire(TCQ). The TCQ was developedby Wells and Davies(1994) and was
designedto assessthe strategiesone usesto control one's thoughts.It comprisesfive
separatesubscalesdesignedto measurethought control by various strategiessuchas
distraction(When I experiencean unpleasant/unwanted
thought - "I call to mind positive
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images instead"), social methods ("I ask my friends if they have similar thoughts"),
worrying ("I dwell on other worries"), self punishment ("I slap or pinch myself to stop
the thought) and reappraisal of the thoughts ("I analyse the thought rationally"). An
overall score is created from the scores on each of the subscales,but it is unclear exactly
by
than
the
this
of
methods
which a person
variety
other
what
overall score measures
attempts to control their thoughts. Currently this scale has remained little used in thought
suppression research relative to the WBSI. Only a few clinically orientated studies have
reported using it to assessrelations between thought control tendencies and
psychopathology (Myers, 1998; Purdon, 1999). Most importantly there is only one study
that has examined the relations between the WBSI and the TCQ (Muris et al. 1996). In
this study, the total score on TCQ positively correlated with the WBSI. Somewhat
surprisingly the correlation was weak (r (172) =. 22 p <. 01) indicating that these two
questionnaires may be measuring somewhat different aspectsof thought suppression.

In order to addressthesetwo aims outlined above,severalmeasuresof psychopathology,
personality,cognitive style andability were obtainedfrom 97 participantsin week I and
2 of the large scalestudy describedin Chapter2. The variablesincluded in the current
study and the rationalebehindusing them is discussedbelow.

(1) Psychopathology and thought suppression
The Speilberger Trait and State Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Speilberger et al. 1983), Beck
Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck, Rush, Shaw, & Emery, 1979), Thought Action Fusion
Questionnaire (TAF; Shafran, Thordarson, and Rachman, 1996), and the Eysenck
Personality Questionnaire (Psychoticism and Neuroticism subscales,EPQ-R; Eysenck,
Eysenck, & Barett, 1985) were all included due to their associations with the tendency to
use thought suppression in everyday life, previously reported in thought suppression
research.
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Two additional previously unexplored measuresthat were included in the present study
Schizotypal
1988)
Scale
(Fordyce,
the
Rating
Unhappiness
The
Fordyce
and
were
Personality Questionnaire (SPQ, Raine, 1991).

The Fordyce Unhappiness Rating Scale is a simple questionnaire asking participants to
life.
This
in
feel
measure was
they
time
everyday
the
sad/unhappy
rate
percentage of
included to examine whether the use of thought suppression in everyday life might relate
positively to greater unhappiness.

The SchizotypalPersonalityQuestionnaireis a 74 item questionnairewhich assesses
different
has
9
aspects
assessing
subscales
one's schizotypaltendenciespersonalityand
having
or
of schizotpalpersonalitysuchas experiencingunusualperceptualphenomena,
few closefriends. An exampleof an item from the scaleis "Have you often mistaken
by
"
for
for
circling either
made
are
answers
objectsor shadows people,or noises voices?
between
investigate
included
This
to
relations
possible
a yes or no response.
measurewas
its
inclusion
behind
The
thought
rationale
to
suppression.
schizotipy and the tendency use
is
that
a greatertendencyto experience
personality
was
one componentof schizotypal
mild hallucinationlike phenomenasuchas mistaking objectsfor peopleat night or mild
delusions.Thesethoughtsmay be candidatesfor suppressionin view of their negative
nature.

(2) Rumination and Thought Suppression
Ruminationhasbeentheoreticallylinked with the useof thought suppressionmany times
(Erber & Wegner, 1996;Martin & Tesser,1996).Erber and Wegner(1996) suggestthat
thought suppressioncan directly leadto ruminationas suppressionoften resultsin a
reboundeffect which can be conceptualisedas a form of rumination. In contrast,Martin
andTesser(1996) prefer to conceptualisethe relationshipbetweenrumination and
thought suppressionfrom the other causaldirection, by suggestingthat rumination often
leadsto thought suppressionin an effort to avoid the discomfort associatedwith
rumination.Thus, accordingto Martin andTesser(1996) rumination may result in
thought suppression,but the primary causeof rumination itself is not thought suppression
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but a failure to attain personal goals or frustration in approaching personal goals.

Although correlational,the currentstudywill be the first to examinethe relation between
rumination and useof thought suppressionin everydaylife.
Another variable closely linked to the tendency to ruminate is Linking. A questionnaire
measure of this construct was also included (McIntosh, Harlow & Martin, 1995). Linking
assessesthe extent to which an individual views their happiness as being dependent on
them attaining their goals. Greater scores on measuresof linking (indicating that the
person views goal attainment as central to happiness) have been shown to be related to
greater rumination and thought intrusion (McIntosh & Martin, 1992).

Although not relatedto ruminationin the literaturethis study also includeda
questionnairemeasureof the NeedFor Cognition (Cacioppo& Petty, 1982).This
the amounta personlikes to engagein thinking in general.This was
measureassesses
included due to possiblerelationswith both thoughtsuppressionand rumination.
(3) Personality, ability and the tendency to suppress thoughts
The present study also wanted to examine how the tendency to use thought suppression
was related to personality and ability. In view of its relevance to our own intentional
model of thought suppression (see page 43, Chapter 1) the first measure of personality
used in the present study will be the State / Action Orientation Questionnaire (Kuhl,
1993), which assessesthe global personality attributes of state and action orientation.
This questionnaire contains three separatesubscales,each assessinga different
component of state vs. action orientation. The three subscalesare : (a) Action orientation
subsequentto failure vs. preoccupation (AOF), (b) Prospective and decision-related
action orientation vs. hesitation (AOD), (c) Action orientation during (successful)
performance of activities (intrinsic orientation) vs. volatility (AOP). It is expected that
state oriented participants will report using thought suppression much more than action
oriented participants.
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The EysenckEPQ-R(Eysenck,Eysenck,& Barett, 1985)was also usedin the current
introversion/extraversion,psychotocism,neuroticism
study. This questionnaireassesses
and includesa lie scale.The rationalebehindthis measuresinclusion was to examine
relations betweenpersonality(in particular introversion/extraversion)and the useof
thought suppressionin everydaylife. Previously,only one study (Bourdon et al., 2001)
has specifically investigatedpossiblerelationsbetweenextraversionand thought
suppression,but this study examinedthe reboundeffect and its occurrencein introverts
and extroverts.In addition this studyfailed to demonstratea thought reboundin either
group. The current study will examinewhetherthe tendencyto usethought suppression
in everydaylife is relatedto introversion/extraversion.
The Marlowe Crowne scalewas also includedas a measureof social desirability (Crowne
& Marlowe, 1964).This measurehasbeenshownto assessthe extentto which
participantswant to portray themselvesin a favourablelight when answering
questionnaires.It is also a key measurein identifying what hasbeentermeda repressive
coping style. This will be investigatedmorefully in Chapter9.
Finally, in order to investigatewhetherthe tendencyto usethought suppressionis related
to Fluid intelligence,the Culture Fair IntelligenceTest was also administeredto
participants(Cattell & Cattell, 1960).
(4) Summary
The current study will extend the analysis of the previously reported associations between
thought suppression and psychopathology by measuring both previously reported and
previously un-investigated variables. In addition, a further aim is to investigate how
personality and ability impact on the use of thought suppression in everyday life. A final
aim is to investigate relations between two currently available inventories measuring the
tendency to use mental control in everyday life - the WBSI and the TCQ.
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11.Method
(1) Participants
97 University of Hertfordshire undergraduates(77 Females and 20 Males) volunteered to
take part in return for course credit. The age range was from 18 to 60 years. The mean
age was 23 years.

(2) Procedure
These97 participantstook part in a large scalestudy the designof which was described
in Chapter2. In this study participantstook part in two I hour long experimental
sessions.At the end of eachexperimentalsessionparticipantscompleteda set of
questionnairesand ability inventories.The questionnairesusedwere asfollows:

(1) Questionnaires used in previous thought suppressionstudies
The following scaleswere usedin an effort to replicatethe previously found relationships
between the tendency to suppressthoughts in everyday life (as assessedby the WBSI and

the TCQ) and variousmeasuresof psychopathology.
I. The SpeilbergerTrait and StateAnxiety Inventory STAI - (Speilbergeret al., 1983)
2.The Beck DepressionInventory BDI - (Beck, Rush,Shaw,& Emery, 1979)
3.The Thought Action FusionQuestionnaireTAF - (Shafran,Thordarson,and Rachman,
1996)
4.The EysenckEPQ-R- (Eysenck,Eysenck,& Barett, 1985)
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(2) Questionnaires and ability measuresnot previously used in thought
suppression research
The following scales were used due to their theoretical relevance to thought suppression

in everydaylife. None of thesescaleshavebeenusedin previousstudies.
I. Culture Fair Intelligence Test - (Cattell & Cattell, 1960)
2. Rumination Inventory (McIntosh & Martin, 1992)
3. The State / Action Orientation Questionnaire - (Kuhl, 1993)
4. The Linking Questionnaire - (McIntosh, Harlow & Martin, 1995)
5. Fordyce Unhappiness Scale (Fordyce, 1988)
6. The Need For Cognition Scale (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982)
7. The Marlowe Crowne Scale - (Crowne & Marlowe, 1964)
8. The Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire SPQ - (Raine, 1991)

Note, that the SchizotpalPersonalityQuestionnairewas completedby participantsin their
own time and mailed back to the experimenter.The rate of return for this scalewas much
lower than expected.Therefore,the samplethat successfullycompletedthis scalewas
just 57 comparedto 97 participantsfor most of the other scales.
111.Results

All of the variablesusedin the analysespresentedbelow were first screenedfor outliers
and extremecaseswhich could haveartificially affectedthe correlationsfound. Two
participantswere excludedfrom theseanalysesas their scoreswere too extremeon the
White Bear SuppressionInventory and severalother inventories.
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Since there were a large number of variables that were correlated with the scores on the
WBSI and TCQ, a Bonferroni correction was computed to avoid capitalising on chance
(0.05/18 = 0.003). Therefore only correlations with p values equal to or below 003 were
.
accepted as statistically significant.

The results will be presented below in three sub-sections. In the first section the
relationship between the scores of the WBSI and all other variables will be assessed.This
will include the examination of pairwise correlations followed by running a regression
analysis using significant predictors revealed by the initial correlational analysis. In the
second section, similar correlations will be computed for the TCQ. Finally, the
be
TCQ
5
between
WBSI
the
the
the
will
explored.
of
subscales
relationship
and each of
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(1) Variables correlating with the WBSI
Table 7.1 showsthat scoreson the WBSI correlatepositively with trait anxiety,
neuroticism,BDI, linking, rumination,unhappiness,and schizotypalpersonality.All
thesecorrelationsare highly significant (all p's equivalentor lessthan 005), the
.
relationshipwith linking was marginally significant after Bonferroni correction(p=.004).
In addition, the WBSI correlatesnegativelywith the AOD subscaleof statevs. action
orientation and needfor cognition. Higher valueson the AOD scaleindicate greater
action orientation.The negativecorrelationbetweenneedfor cognition and the WBSI
suggeststhat the more one likes to think the lessthey report using thought suppressionin
everydaylife. The negativecorrelationbetweenAOD and the WBSI indicatesthat state
oriented participantsare more likely to report engagingin thought suppressionin
everydaylife.
All the variablesthat significantly correlatedwith the WBSI were then enteredas
predictorsinto a multiple regressionmodel with WBSI scoresasthe dependentvariable.
The SPQwas not included in this regressionmodel due to its lower responserate.
The model was significant F (1,83) 4.43 p <. 001. (R2=. 32 adjustedR2= 248).
.
However, of all the predictorsin the model only McIntosh and Martin Rumination
Inventory andTrait Anxiety significantly and independentlypredictedWBSI scores.This
suggeststhat the propensityto usethoughtsuppressionin everydaylife is bestpredicted
by anxiety (asa trait) and the tendencyto ruminate(i. e. experiencefrequentthought
intrusions).

(2) Variables correlating with the Thought Control Questionnaire
Examinationof the correlationswith the TCQ in Figure 7.1 revealsa very different
picture from thoseobtainedfor the YVBSI.Thus, the TCQ correlatesonly with the Lie
Scaleand Rumination.However,thesecorrelationsare very weak and after applying the
Bonferroni correction,can no longer be acceptedassignificant.

(3) The relation of the WBSI with the TCQ and its subscales
As pointed out in the introductiontheTCQ hasfive subscaleswhich assessmental
control strategiesvia distraction,socialinteraction,worry, self-punishmentandmental
5
is
based
these
The
TCQ
the
subscales.
total
on
on
sumof scores
reappraisal.
score
Contrary to predictionstable 7.1 showsthat thereis no reliable correlationbetweenthe
WBSI andTCQ (r =. 08, p =. 44). In view of this absenceof correlationthe relationship
betweenthe WBSI and eachof the five subscalesof the TCQ was examined.
TABLE 7.2
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Table 7.2 above shows that the WBSI reliably correlates with three of the TCQ subscales,
namely worry, punishment and reappraisal. The first two correlations are positive. Thus,
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the higher one's tendency to suppressthoughts in everyday life the more likely the person
is to report worry and punishment as their mental control strategy. In contrast, the
correlation with reappraisal is negative indicating that the more frequently one reports
reappraisal as a mental control strategy the less likely they are to suppress unwanted
thoughts in everyday life.

Finally, participants scores on these subscalesof punishment, worry and reappraisal were
entered into a multiple regression model with WBSI scores as the dependent variable.
The model was significant, F (3,94) = 14.04 p<001, (R' of 32, adjusted R2 =. 29) and
.
had only two significant predictors. These were the punishment and reappraisal subscales
of the TCQ. Therefore, 30% of the variance in WBSI scores can be explained by the use
of punishment and reappraisal mental control strategies.

IV. Discussion
The resultsof this study clearly supportspreviousresearchon the WBSI by replicating
the often found patternof clear relationsbetweenvariouspsychopathologicalindicesand
the propensityto usethought suppressionin everydaylife. Thus, the more one reports
using thought suppressionin everydaylife the higher one scoreson variousmeasuresof
psychopathologysuchastrait anxiety,neuroticism,BDI, linking, rumination,
unhappiness,and schizotypalpersonality.Evenjust a cursoryglanceat thesevariables
indicatesthat the WBSI correlateswith anythingnegative,so that onecould almost
substitutethesevariableswith a latent variablesuchas negativeaffectivity. This was
supportedby the resultsof a factor analysiswhich indicatedonly one latentfactor was
extractedwhen all of the psychopathologicalmeasureswere enteredinto the model.This
latent variable explained54% of the varianceoverall. Theseresultsalso extendthe
analysisof the relationshipbetweenthe useof thought suppressionand psychopathology
by showingthat the useof thoughtsuppressionis also positively relatedto previously uninvestigatedvariablessuchas unhappiness,rumination, schizotypalpersonalityand
linking.
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One of the most important findings however was a negative correlation with action vs.
state orientation and the results of the regression analyses.For example, the results
clearly show that it is the state oriented individuals that suppressmost in everyday life
However, research conducted by Kuhl (1994) has shown that state orientation is a
relatively stable global personality attribute, that on its own is related to psychopathology
and thought intrusion. Therefore, the results seem to suggest that state oriented
individuals begin with a predisposition to experience rumination and thought intrusion
particularly relating to future intentions and worries. Therefore, they may instigate
thought suppression as a coping strategy. However, this may result in paradoxical effects
(Chapter 3 suggeststhat state oriented individuals show greater thought rebounds) which
then results in greater distress, psychopathology and intrusions.

It is important however that in the regression analysis it was only trait anxiety and

WBSI
independent
scores.
that
of
predictors
rumination
cameout as significantand
Therefore any possiblerelation existing betweenuseof thought suppressionin everyday
life and stateorientationseemsto be mediatedby anxiety and rumination,both of which
are known to occur much more frequently in stateorientedindividuals.
This study also clearly indicatesthat the tendencyto usethought suppressionin everyday
life is bestpredictedby rumination.Therefore,it seemswe may haveidentified one of
the main factors in the instigation of thoughtsuppression,asindicatedby the resultsof
the multiple regression,or to look at it the other way it may be that thought suppressionis
a main causalfactor in rumination.In addition, thereis alwaysthe possibility that some
other yet unknown variableindependentlypredictsboth thought suppressionand
rumination. However,this seemslesslikely sincethe presentstudy attemptedto
investigatea wide variety of variablesthat havepreviously beenrelatedto thought
suppressionboth theoreticallyand empirically. In addition, both Martin andTesser
(1996) and Erber and Wegner(1996) conceivemodelsof intentional thought suppression
wherebyrumination and thought suppressionoperatecyclically with one being a causeof
the other and visa versa.Martin andTesser(1996) seerumination as the causeof thought
suppressionwhich then leadsto more rumination when the reboundeffect occurs.In
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contrast Erber and Wegner (1996) seethought suppression as the cause of rumination
which then leads to more thought suppression.The data reported here can not untangle
which of these theories is the more likely to be correct, but represents the first empirical
demonstration of a strong relationship between the use of thought suppression in
everyday life and rumination, and verifies the theoretical relationships previously
specified.

Finally, the resultsof the presentstudyalso shedsomelight on the possiblerelationship
betweenthe WBSI and the TCQ. Contraryto expectationsthere was no correlation
betweenWBSI and total TCQ. However,it is interestingthat when the subscalesof the
TCQ were examinedseparatelyand via a regressionmodel,clear relationsbetweenthe
punishmentand reappraisalsubscalesand the WBSI emerged.Participantsusing
punishmentas a mentalcontrol strategyreportedgreateruseof thought suppression
whereasparticipantsusing reappraisalasa mentalcontrol strategyusedthought
suppressionless.The oppositedirectionality of thesesubscalescan explain why the
overall correlationmay be insignificant. In addition,this oppositedirectionality suggests
that using an overall TCQ scoremay not be warranted.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Individual

differences and the use of thought suppression in everyday life in a
sample of old adults

Although there is a growing body of researchexamining the reliability and factor
structure of the WBSI as well as its relationship with various measuresof
psychopathology there are virtually no studies that have examined the tendency to
suppressthoughts in older people. The main purpose of this study was to see if the
pattern of correlations found in Chapter 7 between measuresof thought suppression (such
as the White Bear Suppression Inventory and Thought Control Questionnaire) and
various indices of personality and psychopathology could be replicated in a sample of
older adults. There are reasonsto believe they might not be. For example, Schacter
(1996) has argued that aging has a great impact on the frontal lobes, with older adults
having impaired frontal lobe functioning. In line with this idea it is known that the frontal
lobes play a role in behavioural inhibition (Stuss & Benson 1987). They may also play a
role in thought inhibition. Thus, Hasher and Zaks (1979) have shown that older adults
have reduced inhibitory function. One could therefore suggest the older adults may well
be less able at a suppression task than younger people.

In addition, thereis much to suggestthat older adultsmay havemore to suppressthan
youngeradults. Lynch and George(2002) refer to the well-known growth in depressive
symptomologywith aging.This is in line with the prevalentview that mentalhealth
problemsrise as ageincreases.However,Krishnanet al. (2002) point out that perhapsit
is problemswith physical health(known to occur with aging) that prompt depressionin
older people.In line with this suggestionNelson (2001) hasfound that the ratesof
depressionare higher in older peoplefrom nursinghomesor medicalinpatientsin
comparisonto community dwelling non-institutionalisedolder people.In addition,
Robertset al. (1997) in their studyattributedagerelatedeffects on depressionto physical
disabilities ratherthan participantschronologicalageper se.
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Therefore, on a purely theoretical level, one could argue that with increasing age there is
no doubt that one's health starts to fail and additionally others around may start to die
(friends and family) resulting in one's increased awarenessof mortality. Therefore, it
seems logical to suggest that older people may have more worries than younger people
with regards to their health and life coming to an end. One could therefore suggest that
the elderly may attempt to suppressthese thoughts. If one then couples this idea with the
findings of reduced inhibitory function with an increased one can see a problem. Older
intrusive
have
thoughts about these
to
and
experience
people may
more worry about
intrusions
due
less
have
to their
these
the
time
they
over
control
may
worries, yet at
same
ideas
light
inhibitory
function.
In
these
the aim of the present study was to
of
reduced
investigate overall well being in a sample of healthy community dwelling older adults
and examining the frequency with which they report using thought suppression and
attempting mental control.

The current Chapterreportsthe resultsof a correlationalquestionnairestudy using 65
older community dwelling adults.In line with the methodsusedon the sampleof younger
in
(Chapter
different
7)
tendencies
thought
two
everyday
suppression
adults
measuresof
life were used.Thesewere,The White Bear SuppressionInventory (Wegner& Zanakos,
1994)and the Thought Control Questionnaire(Wells & Davies, 1994).Using this
in
how
it
is
thought
the
to
suppression
to
propensity
use
methodology
possible examine
everydaylife is linked to variousindicesof psychopathologysuchas depression,anxiety
and neuroticismin older adults.As with the youngersample(Chapter7) the resultsof
this study will shedfurther light on the previouswork of WegnerandZanakos1994,
Muris et al., 1996;Rassinet al., 1999,2000,2001),all of whom havefound significant
correlationsbetweenthe propensityto suppressthoughtsand psychopathology,albeit
using young samples.
The aim of the current study was largely exploratoryin its nature.Thus, specific
predictions regarding the relations between the individual difference measuresand the
tendency to suppressthoughts were not explicitly made a priori. However, there were two
specific predictions made regarding the older samples' scores on the WBSI and TCQ, it
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was expected that the older adults would demonstrate significantly higher scores on both
inventories assessingtendency to suppressthoughts.

One previousstudy which hasexaminedthe effectsof mental control on older adultsis
the study of Champion(1998).In this study45 participantscompleteda laboratory
thought suppressionexperimentwherein period 1 all participantswere suppressing
thoughtsof a white bearand in period 2 all participantswere told to continuethought
verbalisationbut that they could think aboutanythingthey liked in addition they were
askedto pressa buzzerif they happenedto think abouta white bear.Crucially in this
experimentthe 45 participantswere divided into 3 distinct agegroups.Thus 15
participantswere agedbetween20 and40 years.15 participantswere agedbetween41 to
60 yearsand 15 participantswere agedbetween61 and 80 years.The resultsindicated
that irrespectiveof verbalisationperiod (I vs. 2) older participantsalwaysbuzzedless.
Thus, they appearedto be betterat thought suppressionand experiencelittle intrusion
following thought suppression.Despitethe usefulnessof this study it did not directly
examinea participantspropensityto usethought suppressionin everydaylife asthe
current study aimedto. However,theseresultssuggestan alternativeprediction,that
older participantsmay well either experiencelessthought intrusion or be more successful
at controlling intrusionspossiblyresulting in lessuseof thought suppressionin everyday
life.

Finally, the current study will also comparethe young and older participantson their
meanscoreson the individual differencevariables.As many of theseindividual
differencevariablesmeasurepsychopathologiesone can conceptualisethesescoresas
giving a generalindex of mentalhealth.This will enablean examinationof the general
mental healthof a sampleof young adultscontrastedwith a sampleof older adults.
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II. Method
(1) Participants
Questionnaire packets were sent out to 122 adults all of whom were members of an
existing pool of healthy and community dwelling older adults maintained at the
Department of Psycholog All of the older participants were retired, healthy adults. They
.
did not report any vision, hearing or physical mobility problems nor any of the following:
serious head injury, stroke, mental health and/or memory problems that had been
diagnosed by their physician. Of these 122 participants contacted 65 participants
completed the questionnaires and 57 participants returned the questionnaires
uncompleted. Thus 54 % of those contacted took part in this questionnaire based study.
The age range was from 64 to 84 years old (M = 73, SD = 5.5); out of the 65 participants,
30 of the older adult sample were male, 30 were female and 5 did not report their gender.

(2) Design and procedure
This study was conductedentirely by postalquestionnaire,the following inventorieswere
sentout with a covering letter to participants.All participantswere askedto fill in the
questionnairesin the order they appeared(as below). It was madeclear to participants
that there was no time limit to themfilling in the questionnairesand that they were to be
completedin sparemomentsand sentbackto the experimenterin a pre-paidenvelope.

(1) Questionnairesused
1. SpeilbergerTrait and StateAnxiety Inventory STAI - (Speilbergeret al. 1983)
2. White Bear SuppressionInventory WBSI - (Wegner& Zanakos,1994)
3. Marlowe Crowne Scale (Crowne& Marlowe, 1964)
4. Thought Control QuestionnaireTCQ - (Wells & Davies, 1994)
5. EysenckEPQ-R- (Eysenck,Eysenck,& Barett, 1985)
6. Beck DepressionInventory BDI

(Beck,
Rush,
Shaw,
&
Emery,
1979)
7. Needfor Cognition Scale (Cacioppo& Petty, 1982)
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8. State/ Action OrientationQuestionnaire- (Kuhl, 1993)
9. Linking Questionnaire- (McIntosh, Harlow & Martin, 1995)
10. Thought Action FusionTAF - (Shafran,Thordarson& Rachman,1996)
11. RuminationInventory - (McIntosh & Martin, 1992)
12. FordyceUnhappinessRating Scale- (Fordyce,1988)
13. SchizotypalPersonalityInventory SPQ- (Raine, 1991)

111.Results

All of the variablesusedin the following analyseswere screenedfor outliers and extreme
values.Six participantswere excludedastheir scoresas somevariableswere extreme
values.The first analysiswill examinehow the individual differencevariablescorrelated
with the participantsscoreson the WBSI. Table 8.1 below showsthesecorrelations.
A Bonferroni correctionwas computedfor all theseanalysesto avoid capitalisingon
chance by calculating so many correlations (Bonferoni correction = 0.05/17 = 0.003),
therefore only correlations with p values of 003 or below will be examined.
.
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(1) Variables correlating with the WBSI
Table 8.1 shows that the scores on the WBSI correlate positively and significantly with:
Trait Anxiety, total TCQ, and schizotypal personality. Additionally, the WBSI correlates
negatively with the Marlowe Crowne Scale, the Eysenck lie scale, state vs. action
orientation, need for cognition. All of these correlations were highly significant, but the
relationships between the WBSI , lie scale and need for cognition were only marginally
significant p=.006. All of the variables significantly correlating with the WBSI scores
were entered as predictors into a multiple regression model with WBSI scores as the
dependent variable. The model was significant F (7,49) = 3.96 p= 002 (W = 40,
.
.
adjusted R2 = .30). However, only TCQ total significantly predicted WBSI scores in this
model. This suggeststhat the tendency to suppressthoughts in older adults is best
predicted by TCQ scores.This variable explains 27% of the variance in WBSI scores.

(2) Variables correlating with the TCQ
Examinationof the correlationswith TCQ in figure 8.1 revealsthat it correlates
positively with WBSI andTrait Anxiety. Furthermore,TCQ scorescorrelatesnegatively
only marginally with the Needfor Cognition p =. 008. All of thesesignificant correlates
of the TCQ were enteredinto a regressionmodel with the TCQ scoreasthe dependent
W
This
F(3,52)=6.74,
00l
29,
(R'
variable.
model was significant
adjusted =. 25)
p=.
=.
and indicatedthat TCQ scoreswere only significantly predictedby WBSI scores.

(3) The relation of the TCQ subscaleswith the WBSI
The resultshaveshownthat the TCQ correlateswith the WBSI in the older adult sample
strongly and positively (r=. 44) but in addition the current study can also examine which
of the TCQ subscalesare contributing to the overall relationship between TCQ and WBSI
(See Table 8.2 below).
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TABLE 8.2

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE WBS1 AND THE TCQ
-

WBSI
WBSI

R
Sig2 tailed
N
TCQ
R
distraction Sig2 tailed
N
TCQ
R
Social
Sig2 tailed
N
TCQ
R
Worry
Sig2 tailed
N
TCQ
R
Punishment Sig2 tailed
N
1
TCQ
R
Reappraisal Sig2 tailed
N

57
25
.
06
.
57
19
.
16
.
57
31*
.
02
.
57
22
.
10
.
57
006
.
57

TCQ TCQ
TCQ
distraction Social Worry
9
31*
25
.Y
.
.
02
16
06
.
.
.
57
57
57
11
31*
1
-.
.
42
02
.
.
57
57
57
1
001
11
-.
-.
99
42
.
.
57
57
57
001
1
31*
-.
.
99
02
.
.
57
57
57
42**
11
26
.
.
.
001
41
05
.
.
.
57
57
57
35**
05
.
'38**
.
007
71
004
.
.
.
57
57
57

SUBSCALES.

TCQ
TCQ
Punishment Reappraisal
22
36**
.
.
006
10
.
.
57
57
38**
26
.
.
004
05
.
.
57
57
11
05
.
.
41
71
.
.
57
57
42**
35**
.
.
007
001
.
.
57
57
1
38**
.
004
57
57
38**
1
.
004
.
57
57

Table 8.2 above shows that all correlations are positive but most of the impact comes
through worry and reappraisal. As with the young sample a regression model was now

createdpredicting WBSI scoresfrom the TCQ subscales.The final model accepted
containsno significant predictorsbut overall is still significant, mainly dueto TCQ
reappraisal being close to significance. Thus, the model is significant F (5,56) = 2.69
p=. 03 1. The R' is .21, the adjusted R' is. 13. This model explains 13% of the variance in

WBSI scores.Indeed,if the model is re-run with only TCQ reappraisalas the predictorit
is now significant within the model and explains I I% of the variance in WBSI scores.
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(4) The Differences betweenthe young and old sampleson their mean scoreson the
individual difference variables
Finally, in order to examine the psychological well-being of order adults in comparison to
young people their mean scores on the individual difference variables were directly

comparedin a seriesof t-tests(seetable 8.3 below for meansand significancevalues).
TABLE 8.3

MEAN SCORES ON THE INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCE VARIABLES AS A FUNCTION OF
-

AGE. EFFECTS FOR EACH VARIABLE WERE TESTED FOR SIGNIFICANCE WITH T-TESTS.
SIGNIFICANT VALUES AFTER A BONFERONI CORRECTION WAS MADE ARE INDICATED BY A
DOUBLE ASTERISK.

State Anxiety
Trait Anxiety
WBSI
Social Desirability (Marlowe Crowne)
TCQ total
TCQ distraction
TCQ social
TCQ worry
TCQ Punishment
TCQ reappraisal
Psychoticism
Extraversion
Neuroticism
Lie
BDI
AOF
AOD
AOP
Linking
Need for Coqnition
TAF moral
McIntosh & Martin Rumination Scale
Fordyce unhappy
Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire

old
Mean
32.65
34.61
44.63
19.19
57.42
16.42
9.58
9.82
9.28
12.21
1.81
5.88
4.16
6.33
3.56
7.44
7.89
8.29
9.28
22.18
30.56
43.43
12.76
13.09

Younq
Mean
39.41
43.29
51.82
14.95
65.29
15.29
13.46
10.87
10.62
15.33
2.57
8.76
6.97
4.16
5.65
5.2
5.45
8.48
9.03
29.66
19.89
50.08
18.88
19.93

t-value

Significance

4.39
5.6
4.091

P<. 0001
P<. 0001
P<. 0001
0<. 0001
P<. 0001
p=. 068
P<. 0001 **
p=. 047
P=. 009
P<. 0001
p=. 021
P<. 0001
P<. 0001
P<. 0001
P=. 004
P<. 0001
P<. 0001
p=. 934
P=. 679
P=. 23
P<. 0001
P<. 0001
P=. 001
J
p=, 001

-5.88
5.09
-1.84
6.31
2
2.66
5.12
2.33
5.499
5.36
-5.57
2.8
-4.12
4.5
0,083
0.415
1.2

1

-6
5.1
3.2
3.58
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The above figure shows that overall the older adults seem to show significantly lower
scores on virtually all indices of psychopathology when compared to young participants.
Thus the older adults show significantly lower levels of anxiety (State and Trait),

neuroticism,depression,rumination,unhappiness,schizotypalpersonalityand many of
its subscales.Overall the picture is that the older adultsappearto be betteradjustedthan
the younger participants.Interestinglythe subscalesof the TCQ aboveshow that older
adults are lesslikely to usesocial methodsof mentalcontrol or reappraisal.
IV. Discussion

The aim of this studywas to explorethe personalitycorrelatesof the tendencyto use
thought suppressionin everydaylife in a sampleof older adults.In addition, this study
found
in
in
the
to
a sampleof
to
results
the
adults
aimed compare patternof results older
younger adults (Chapter 7).

As describedin Chapter7, in the sampleof young adults,WBSI scoreswere related
positively to trait anxiety, neuroticism,BDI, linking, rumination, unhappiness,
schizotypalpersonality.In addition the WBSI correlatednegativelywith AOF & AOD
(Statevs Action orientation).In contrast,in the sampleof older adults,testedin the
presentstudy WBSI scoreswere positively relatedto Trait Anxiety, total TCQ, and
SchizotypalPersonalityand negativelyto the Marlowe Crowne Scale,the EysenckLie
Scale, AOD (Statevs. Action orientation)and needfor cognition.
However, when enteredinto a regressionmodel only TCQ total scoressignificantly
predictedWBSI scores.
Thus, thereis somecommonalityin young and older adults in that, WBSI scoresare
relatedto elevatedTrait Anxiety and SchizotypalPersonalityin both young and older
people.In addition, both youngerand older adultsdemonstratenegativecorrelationswith
statevs. action orientation,suggestingthat in both age groupsit is stateoriented
individuals who suppresstheir thoughtsthe most. However, it seemsthat in young people
WBSI scoresare additionally relatedto other psychopathologies,althoughthis may be
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due to the elderly showing less psychopathology overall (See Table 8.3). Interestingly, in
the elderly the TCQ and WBSI are highly related, something which is completely absent
in the young sample. Additionally, in both the young and old sample it appearsthat State
importance
is
in
key
Of
individuals
that
the
the
oriented
are
ones suppressingmost.
elderly sample the WBSI scores correlate strongly and negatively with the Marlowe
Crowne scores. This cautions us to be wary of the older adults data as it is clear they are
attempting to answer the questions in a manner which shows them in a favourable light.
Interestingly, the younger sample are not answering in a socially desirable manner and
may therefore represent a more accurate picture of the relationships between individual
differences and psychopathology.

The current datashowsthat the mentalcontrol strategiesand indeedtheir very
deploymentis different in a sampleof older adultswhen comparedto a sampleof
younger adults.When examiningthe findings in relation to the meandifferenceson the
scalesthemselves,the older adultsreport usingthought suppressionmuch lessthan the
There
youngeradultsand indeedthey report much lower levels of all psychopathologies.
are two possibleexplanationsfor this discrepancy.First, perhapsthe older adultsare
genuinelymore mentally healthythan the youngeradultsand as a result of their reduced
anxiety, depression,rumination andneuroticismhaveno needto suppresstheir unwanted
thoughtsasthey havelessof them to startwith. The secondexplanationconsidersthe fact
that the older adultsmay in fact be similar to the youngeradults in their levels of
psychopathologybut may under-reporttheselevels when answeringthesequestionnaires.
This latter argumentwill be exploredin detail in the next Chapteron Repression.
Finally, onefinding of interestis that this study suggeststhe strategiesof mentalcontrol
usedby young and old adultsare different.The TCQ was designedto measurea person's
useof various strategiesof control, thus it assesses
control by distraction,social methods,
worry, punishmentand reappraisal.Table 8.3 examinedthe meanscoresof older and
youngerparticipantson thesesub scalesand showedthat whilst young and old make
similar useof distraction,worry and punishmentthe older adults make significantly less
useof social and re-appraisivemethodsof mentalcontrol.
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CHAPTER NINE
Psychological well-being and repressive coping style in young and old adults

Two previous studies described in Chapters 7 and 8 examined the relationship between
the tendency to use thought suppressionin everyday life and a variety of individual
difference variables in a sample of young and older adults. The results showed that the
variables predicting the use of thought suppression in the older sample were different
from the variables predicting the use of thought suppression in younger adults. One
demonstrated
from
finding
the
that
the
older
sample
was
chapter
previous
unexpected
by
lower
being
(as
levels
scores on
assessed
of emotional well
significantly greater
At
indices
the same time,
than
the
sample.
younger
of
psychopathology)
all
virtually
Social
Crowne
Marlowe
higher
the
scores
on
older adults showed significantly
Desirability Scale that measuresthe extent to which people try to present themselves in a
favourable light.

However,high scoreson the Marlow Crownescalehavebeenshownto be one of the
(Weinberger
Repressive
in
et al.
defining
style
coping
crucial components
a personwith a
1979).Another featurenecessaryto be classedas a repressoris the presenceof low
scoreson a measureof trait anxiety. It would appearthat the majority of older adults
Crowne
Marlow
high
the
low
on
trait
scores
this
anxiety and
show
scoreson
very pattern,
scale.Thereforethe questionaroseasto whetherthe older adultswere genuinely
reporting their true level of mental health or were repressors.

In addition, the previousstudy (Chapter8) also demonstratedthat older adultshavemuch
the extent
higher scoreson TAF moral. This subscaleof Thought Action Fusionassesses
to which one believesthinking aboutan act is as badas engagingin the actualact. For
bad
is
if
being
this
to
their
as
asactually
thinks
partner
example, one
unfaithful
about
being unfaithful? Or if one thinks about shoutingat a friend for no reasonis this as bad as
actually shoutingat the friend? With this in mind the resultsof Chapter8 indicatethat
older adultshavea greatertendencyto believethat thinking aboutsomethingnegativeis
as bad asactually engagingin the act. In contrastyoungeradultsdo not show this
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tendency, viewing thought as less negative than actual action. Therefore, it seemsfor an
older person to have a negative thought about a possible action may be more worrying
and threatening if they truly believe that merely having the thought is bad. One could
suggest that older participants may therefore be motivated to avoid having such thoughts
and this could be achieved through either conscious thought suppression or an
unconscious automatic repression.

One further finding which supports the interpretation that older adults may be more
repressive is that in the older sample the use of thought suppression was negatively
correlated with the participants scores on Marlowe Crowne scale. This negative
relationship in the older sample suggeststhat as the Marlowe Crowne scores rise the use
if
be
falls.
This
thought
expected
one were trying
suppression
exact relationship would
of
to present oneself in an overly favourable light. Thus, the greater ones scores on Social
Desirability scalesthe more one may deny having negative intrusive thoughts. This
finding also suggeststhat repressorsmay make less use of intentional thought
suppression, this will be investigated in the present study. One previous study by
Champion (1998) has investigated repression and thought suppression in a laboratory
experiment and found that repressorswere consistently better at laboratory thought
suppression tasks. However, this data needsto be viewed with caution, as it is subject to
two alternative explanations. It could be that repressorsare genuinely better at
suppressive forms of mental control, or perhaps more likely they deliberately underreport thought intrusion to appear better at the task of thought suppression.

The presentstudy thereforehad two main aims.The first aim was to assessthe ratesof
repressionin both the young and older adult sampleson the basisof the method
developedby Weinbergeret al. (1979). Using this methodrepressorsare classifiedas
by
peoplewho scoreabovethe upperquartile on measuresof defensiveness(as assessed
the Marlowe Crowne scale,Crowne & Marlowe, 1964)and below the medianon an
anxiety inventory (the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Inventory or the Speilbergeret al. (1983)
STAI - Trait anxiety inventory). In the currentstudy the Speilbergeret al. (1983) measure
of trait anxiety was usedto classify repressorsand non-repressorsas it is more often used
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in studiesof anxiety. In addition severalstudiesin the repressionliteraturehavereported
using the STAI for classification of repressive coping style (Derakshan and Eysenck,
1998; Tornarken and Davidson, 1994).

The secondaim was to examinewhich individual differencevariableswere relatedto
being a repressoror non-repressorin both youngerand older adults.Thus, the repressors
and non-repressorsin both the youngerand older adult sampleswill be comparedon the
basisof their meanscoreson the individual differencemeasurescollected.
11.Method

(1) Participants
The sampleof young participantsconsistedof 97 participantswho took part in the large
from
in
Chapter
2.
Two
excluded
the
were
scalestudy outlined
of
youngerparticipants
this study due to very extremevalueson someof the individual differencemeasures.
Therefore,the final sampleof young adultsconsistedof 95 participants.The sampleof
older participantsconsistedof 65 older adultswho took part in a questionnairestudy
describedin Chapter8. However,9 participantswere excludedfrom the older sampleas
they filled the questionnairesin incorrectly or hadextremescoreson the individual
differencemeasures.Therefore,the final samplefor the older adultscomprisesof 56
difference
individual
ýamples
Both
several
completed
participants.
young and older
questionnairesincluding the WBSI, Marlowe-CrowneScaleandTrait Anxiety Inventory
(SeeChapter8 methodsectionpl6l).

(2) Assessmentof the repressivecoping style in young and old samples
The first task was to identify the repressorsand non-repressors
within thesesamples.This
was doneusing a methodpreviouslydevelopedby Weinbergeret al (1979).The sample
of young adults(N = 95) wasfirst dichotomisedaccordingto the normativevaluesfrom
the original scales.Thus, participantsscoringbelow the normativemedianfor the
Speilbergeret al. (1983) trait anxiety inventory (35.82) and abovethe upperquartile on
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the Marlowe Crowne scale(19.5) were classedas repressors.The rest of the samplewere
classedas non-repressors.
The sample of older adults (N = 56) was dichotomised once again according to the
normative values from the original scales. Regarding the Marlowe Crowne scale quartile,
there is no normative data on an elderly sample, and therefore the cut off remains 19.5.
However, there is normative information for an older sample on the Speilberger trait
dichotomise
is
32.82.
This
inventory
to
the
used
score
value
was
median
where
anxiety
the older adults into a high and low anxiety group. Therefore, repressorsin the older
Inventory
Trait
Anxiety
below
32.82
be
the
and above
on
scoring
participants
sample will
19.5 on the Marlowe Crowne scale. The rest of the older adult sample were classified as
non-repressors.

111.Results

(1) The prevalence of repression in young and old sample
As a result of proceduresdescribedin the previoussection,in a sampleof young adults,9
%
9.5
Thus,
95,
of the samplewere
only
were classifiedas repressors.
participantsout of
findings
is
in
line
This
%
the
90.5
of previous
with
percentage,
repressorsand
were not.
%
20
between
10
to
of the general
that
studieswhich suggest
repressorsrepresent
56
20
in
In
2000).
(Myers,
out
of
of
older
adults
a
sample
contrast,
population
participantswere classifiedas repressors.Thus, 36% of the samplewere repressorsand
64% were not. Therefore,in the presentstudy the rateof repressionis four times higher
in the older samplein comparisonto the young sample.
(2) Comparison of repressors and non-repressors in the young sample
Next, it was interesting to compare the mean scores on the individual difference variables
separately for young repressorsand young non-repressors.Table 9.1 shows the means
and the results of statistical analyses in the young sample. When examining the means of
repressorsand non-repressors in Table 9.1 it is clear that some differences exist in several
of the individual difference variables used. For example, in addition to Trait Anxiety,
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young repressors have lower scores than non-repressorson State Anxiety, depression,
neuroticism, Fordyce Unhappiness Rating, schizotipy, AOF scale of state vs. action
orientation and linking. On the other hand, they have higher scores not only on Social
Desirability (which is expected given that they were classed as repressors partly on the
basis of high scores on this scale), but also on the Eysenck Lie Scale. Their scores on
Need For Cognition as well as Thought Action Fusion (TAF) are also markedly higher
than those for non-repressors, however, these differences are not significant possibly due
to lack of power. Moreover, if one usesthe Bonferroni correction to control for multiple
comparisons made, young repressorsscore significantly lower than young non-repressors
only on Linking.

TABLE 9.1

THE
MEAN SCORESON INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCEVARIABLES AS A FUNCTIONOF
-

GROUP (NON-REPRESSORS VS. REPRESSORS) IN A SAMPLE OF YOUNG ADULTS. THE
SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS MARKED WITH TWO ASTERISKS REPRESENT THE VALUES REMAINING
SIGNIFICANT AT. 05 LEVEL AFFER A BONFERONI CORRECTION. TRAIT ANXIETY AND
MARLOWE CROWNE SCORES DO NOT APPEAR BELOW AS THESE WOULD BE DIFFERENT BY
DESIGN.

Young

sample

non repressor

non repressor

N

Mean

repressor

repressor

N

value

Sio

ificance

Mean

STATEANX

86

40.02

(sd 9.43)

9

WBSI

86

52.45

(scl 9.31)

9

TCO total

86

65.24

(sd 9.67)

9

65.78

Psychoticism

86

2.62 (sd 1.86)

9

Extraversion

86

8.65

(sd 3.49)

9

Neuroticism

86

7.2 (sd 3.02)

t-

33.56

(sd 7.95)

1.98

P=. 05

1.96

P=. 05

(sd 8.01)

-0.16

P=. 875

2.11

(sd 1.54)

0.78

P-. 437

9.78

(scl 3.38)

-0.92

P-. 358

46 (sd 11.06)

9

4.67(2.45)

2.43

P=. 01

6.22(1,92)

-2.73

P=. 007

2.34

P-. 01

Lie

86

3.94

(scl 2.41)

9

BDI

86

6.05

(sd 5.16)

9

1.89 (sd 2.02)

AOF

84

4.93

(scl 3.02)

9

7.78

(scl 4.18)

ý2658

P=. 01

AOD

84

5.26 (scl 3.06)

9

6.33

fsd 3.16)

-0.85

P-. 40

AOP

84

8.45

(sd 2.04)

9

(sd 1.8)

-0.459

D-. 64

NEED4COG

88

27.73

(sd 36.71)

9

(sd 30.82)

-1.53

p=. 13

SPQ

so

21.2 (scl 11.73)

5

8 (scl 5.43)

2.46

D-. 01

5.44 (sd 4.69)

3.2

8.78
47.22

LINKING

75

9.44

(scl 3.35)

9

taf moral

75

19.47

(sd 9.27)

9

24.56

(sd 9.79)

-1.56

o-. 16

76

50.29

(sd 6.76)

9

48.33

(sd 4.8)

0.841

p-. 40

76

19.67

(sd 11.82)

9

12.22

(scl 9.39)

1.82

p-. 072

(14.28)

a

-1.14

p=. 259

Rumination
Fordyce

scale

unhappy
IQ

70

106.75

113.12

(20.7)

P=. 002
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(3) Comparison of repressorsand non-repressorsin the older sample
The aboveanalysiscomparingyoungernon-repressorsand repressorson their mean
scoreson the individual differencemeasurescollectedin this study was also calculated
for the older adult sample.
When examining the means of repressorsand non-repressors in table 9.2 it is clear that
differences exist on several of the individual difference variables used. Thus, older
repressors score lower than older non-repressors on WBSI, TCQ, neuroticism,
depression, linking, rumination, unhappiness and SPQ. Furthermore, older repressors
have higher scores than older non-repressorson Eysenck Lie Scale, State vs. action
orientation (AOF, AOD, AOP) and need for cognition.

If one uses a Bonferoni correction to adjust for the high number of comparisons being
made older repressors score significantly lower than non-repressors on neuroticism and
depression. In addition, older repressorsscore significantly higher than non-repressorson
Eysenck Lie Scale, State vs. action orientation (AOD). Finally, older repressorshave
lower scores on the WBSI, TCQ and SPQ which are of borderline statistical significance.
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TABLE 9.2 - THE MEAN SCORES ON THE INDIVIDUAL

DIFFERENCE MEASURES AS A

FUNCTION OF GROUP (NON REPRESSORSVS. REPRESSORS) IN A SAMPLE OF OLDER ADULTS.
SIGNIFICANCE VALUES MARKED WITH A DOUBLE ASTERISK REPRESENT VALUES REMAINING
SIGNIFICANT AT. 05 LEVEL AFTER A BONFERONI CORRECTION. TRAIT ANXIETY AND
MARLOWE CROWNE SCORES DO NOT APPEAR BELOW AS THESE WOULD BE DIFFERENT BY
DESIGN.

g
Sicinificance

It - value

repressor

non repressor

non repressor

repressor

N

Mean

N

STATEANX

36

35.61 (sd 8.59)

20

26.8 (sd 5.51)

4.11

WBSI

36

46.36 (sd 7.56)

20

40.2 (sd 9.03)

2.72

TCQ total

36

59.33 (sd 7.1)

19

53.21 (sd 9.53)

2.7

D-. 009

Psychoticism

36

1.74 (sd 2.3)

1.9 (sd 1.52)

-0.276

D-. 78

Extraversion

35

5.51 (sd 3.02)

20

6.8 (sd 3.71)

-1.39

p=. 168

Neuroticism

35

5.17 (sd 3.26)

20

2.15 (sd 2.03)

4.23

Lie

35

5.49 (sd 2.64)

20

8.1 (sd 2.17)

-3.7

t)-. 001

BDI

35

4.17 (sd 2.8)

20

2.05 (sd 1.67)

3.52

P=. 001

AOF

34

6.76 (sd 3.05)

19

8.84 (sd 2)

-2.66

AOD

34

6.85 (sd 2.63)

19

10.21 (sd 1.51)

-5.57

AOP

34

7.71 (sd 2.29)

19

9.15 (sd 1.77)

-2.39

p-. 021

NEED4COG

35

15.6 sd 37.05)

19

34.74 (sd 26-22)

-2.28

p-. 027

LINKING

35

9.48 (sd 9.49)

20

7.25 (sd 4.19)

1.99

p-. 05

taf moral

36

30.38 (sd 12.11)

18

32.67 (sd 11.96)

-0.65

p-. 51

32

44.82 (sd 8.62)

20

41.05 (sd 6.39)

1.69

-. 097

36

1 61 (sd 11.07)
.
14.78 (sd 7.63)

20

9.6 sd 7.65)

19

8.79 (sd 5.22)

Older sample

scale

-Rumination
Fordyce unhappy
E=SPQ
-=

I

36

-

Mean

---LO-

-

-. .001

-

.. .009

-

-

-

P=. 001

-

-

1
1

P-. 01
P-. 001

-

-

1.8

1

3.06

p-. 078
p-. 004

-

In comparisonto the young sample,the resultsof the old sampleare strongerand more
higher
in
fact
there
the
This
are
a
the
that
older sample
straightforward.
may reflect
In
higher
this sample,repressorsseemto
therefore
power.
proportion of repressorsand
State,
(anxiety
less
having
themselves
neuroticism
psychopathogy
significantly
rate
as
higher
depression.
than nonIn
and
addition, older repressorsscore significantly

borderline
(AOD).
The
State
Lie
Scale,
Eysenck
vs.
action
orientation
repressorson
significant differencesfound betweenthe WBSI scoresandTCQ scoresof repressorsand
who endorseusing suppressive
non-repressorsboth indicatethat it is the non-repressors
forms of mental control.
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Overall, it would appear that repressorsdo have different scores on the individual
difference variables in both young and old samples when compared to non-repressors.
Therefore the final analysis was designed to compare the scores of young and old

participantsscoreson theseindividual differencemeasureswith the repressorsfrom both
samplesremoved.If the presenceof the large numberof repressorsis the factor reducing
the older samples scores on the various measuresof psychopathology one would expect
that the previous significant differences existing between the scores of young and older
participants should be reduced by removing the repressors(See Table 9.3 below).

TABLE 9.3

MEAN SCORES ON THE INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCE MEASURES AS A FUNCTION OF
-

AGE (YOUNG NON-REPRESSORS VS. OLDER NON-REPRESSORS). SIGNIFICANCE VALUES
MARKED WITH A DOUBLE ASTERISK REPRESENT VALUES REMAINING SIGNIFICANT AT. 05
LEVEL AFrER A BONFERONI coRREcriON.
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7.71 (sd 2.29)
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P-. 14
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27.73 (sd 36.71)
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15.6 (sd 37.05)

P-. 12
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21.2 (sd 11.73)
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However, Table 9.3 shows that even when the repressorsare removed from the older and
younger samples the older sample still scores significantly lower than the young sample
on Trait Anxiety, Extraversion, Neuroticism and Rumination. But the older sample scores
higher than the younger sample on the Marlowe Crowne scale, Eysenck lie scale and
TAF moral. This pattern argues against repression being entirely responsible for the
differences between young and older participants on the indices of psychopathology.

IV. Discussion

To our knowledgeno publishedstudy hasyet investigatedthe prevalenceof repressionin
a sampleof older adults.The aim of the presentstudywasto directly comparethe
to compare
adults,
and
prevalenceof repressionin a sampleof younger
older
and
In
in both sampleson a numberof individual difference
repressorsand non-repressors
measures.The resultsdemonstratethat whereas9.5% of the youngersamplewere classed
asrepressors36% of the older sampleare classedas repressors.Thus accordingto the
in
higher
4
data
is
times
the
older
present
prevalenceof repression as many as
participants.
It could be argued that as a result of this finding the older participants may well be being
avoidant when one examines their significantly lower scores on the psychopathology
indices in comparison with the younger participants (See Chapter 8). However, in order
to investigate this question the current study directly compared the younger nonrepressorswith the older non-repressors and found that the older adult group still
displayed significantly lower scores on most of the psychopathological indices (see Table
9.3). Thus, after repressorsare removed the older participants still show significantly
lower scores on Trait anxiety, Extraversion, Neuroticism and Rumination. In addition, the
older participants show higher scores on Marlowe Crowne scale, Eysenck lie scale and
TAF moral. Once again the higher scores in the older participants on the Marlowe
Crowne scale and lie scale suggest that the older participants may well be deliberately
distorting their values on these psychopathology scales to appear more healthy than may
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be warranted,althoughdue to repressorremovalone could discountthe effectsof
repression.
In the literature on the elderly and Lie scales (Eysenck lie scale and Marlowe Crowne
Scale) one previous study has reported that significant positive correlations exist between
scores on lie scales and age (Ray, 1988). Importantly, Ray (1998) examined the
correlation between lie scales and age in seven different samples, six of the seven
samples found significant positive correlations. This positive correlation suggeststhat
one may become more defensive (conscious use of lying and/or unconscious use of
repression) with increasing age. The current study cannot systematically evaluate the
effects of increasing age as here two separatesamples of older and younger participants
As
bounds.
fall
defined
both
to
a result the current study
age
were chosen
within clearly
had virtually no participants falling between the ages of 35 and 65. Therefore an
interesting avenue for future research is to determine whether the tendency to use a
repressive coping style increaseswith age.
The current study however does provide preliminary evidence suggesting that repression
For
from
in
Many
this
analysis.
stem
questions
may occur more older adult samples.
example, if older participants do genuinely have greater rates of repression, one would
need to ascertain whether repression rises with increasing age or whether there is
something about the current generation of older adults that makes them more repressive
when compared to the current generation of younger adults. One unpublished study by
Champion (1998) on repression and aging can give some insight into this question. In this
study there were 45 participants belonging to three discrete age groups, 15 young
60
15
(41
15
40
(20
years),
and
older
aged
participants
middle
participants
years),
participants (61 - 80 years), they found that repression increased with age. Thus, there
were fewest repressors in the young participants, more in the middle aged participants
and still more in the oldest participants. This is therefore preliminary evidence that
repression may increase with aging.

The current study also found that TAF scores were higher in the older adult sample even
after removal of the repressors.This finding suggeststhat older adults view thinking
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aboutan act asbeing almostasbadas actually engagingin that act. This finding may
explain someof the discrepanciesfound betweenyoungerand older participantsin their
scoreson the individual differencemeasurescollected.Thus, youngerparticipantshave
low scoreson TAF moral suggestingthat they rarely view thinking of an act as bad in
itself, in contrastthe older sample(eventhe older non-repressors)seemto view thinking
of unpleasantactsas being tantamountto actually carrying out the suggestedacts.With
this distinction in mind it is thereforenot surprisingthat-giventhis propensitythe older
adultsmay well choseto deny having thesethoughtsat all.
In summary the current study suggeststhat older adults score significantly lower than
younger adults on many psychopathological indices even after repression has been taken
into account. However, the fact that the older adults still show significantly greater scores
Marlowe
Crowne
Eysenck
lie
(when
to
the
the
and
scale
compared
on
young sample)
scale even after repressor removal suggeststhat one must remain cautious in interpreting
this result as indicating genuinely greater levels of mental well being in older adults.
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CHAPTER TEN'
The role of thought suppression/ expressionin the perception of intentionality of
completed actions

The final two studiesrepresenta departurefrom the mentalcontrol literatureand were
conductedto broadenthe field of thoughtsuppressionby moving the researchinto
previously unexploreddirections.One centraltenetof the new intentionaltheory of the
reboundeffect that hasbeenoutlined in this thesisis that mentalcontrol is an intentional
act. Therefore,the final two studieshavebeendesignedto examinethe impact of thought
suppressionor expressionon the perceptionof intentionality ascribedto voluntary actions
and on the timely executionof one's future intentions(i. e. prospectivememory).
In everydaylife peopleoften try to suppresstheir thoughtsin an effort to avoid acting in
a certain way. For example,one might suppressthoughtsof having an extra drink in
order to avoid actually having the extra drink. In a similar vein, one may try to avoid
thoughtsof smokingwhen trying to stop.However,it is also the casethat many times in
life theseself-regulatoryefforts do not work (Baumeister,HeathertonandTice, 1994).
Frequently,the result is that one doesend up having hadthe extra drink or smoking
despitetheir bestefforts to the contrary.In addition, on finding that they haveengagedin
a counterintentionalact peopleoften tend to claim it was not them who did it. For
example,a personwho is on a diet and hasbeensuppressingthoughtsof eatingchocolate
but neverthelessdoesend up eatingchocolatewill often assertthat it was unintentional
and 'just happened'.The centralquestionthen becomeswhetherthis is how the person
really feels, (i. e. doesit really feel like the act of eatingthe chocolatewas unwilled) or is
the personjust lying to themselvesand othersin an effort to reducecognitive dissonance
(Festinger,1957).

'The research reported in this chapter represents
published work (Wegner & Erskine,
2003) see appendix N for the original article.
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The current study aimedto explorethesevery questions,by examininghow the control of
mentalcontentsmay affect the perceptionof intentionality of supposedlyvoluntary
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Erskine (2003) havelabelledthis phenomenon"voluntary involuntariness".The idea of
"voluntary involuntariness," then,turns on two different definitions of voluntary.The
exertionof mental control that occurswhen a personattemptsto influencethe availability
of thoughtsaboutaction may be voluntary in the sensethat it is goal-directed.This goal-
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directedactivity could potentially underminethe person'sexperienceof voluntariness
during subsequentaction.To the extentthat a personmight be able to inhibit awareness
of the elementsunderlyingthe inferenceof consciouswill-awareness of the thought,the
action, or their interrelation- the person might voluntarily create a senseof

involuntariness.

The current study exploresthe effectsof variousmentalcontrol instructionson
perceptionof intentionality of a variety simple actionscarried out in the laboratory.
Thus, participantswere askedto carry out a seriesof simple taskswhile following mental
control instructions. They were askedin advanceof eachtask either to suppressthoughts
of their intention to perform the task,to concentrateon suchthoughts,or to monitor their
thoughtswithout trying to changethem. Following eachtask, participantsratedtheir
experienceof will for the action (on a scalefrom "it just happened"to "I did it on
purpose,intentionally"). They subsequentlywere led to perform the actionsagain
without instructions,againreportingexperiencedwill.
The predictionsare that actscompletedwhilst suppressingthe intention to act shouldbe
ratedas significantly lessintentionalthan actscompletedunderno mentalcontrol
instructions(baselinecontrol condition). Furthermore,actscompletedwhilst holding in
mind the intention to act shouldbe ratedas significantly more intentionally completed
than actsundertakenwith no mentalcontrol instructions.

11.Method
(1) Participants
Twenty-four Harvard University undergraduates(16 female and 8 male) volunteered to

participatein return for coursecredit or $6. All participantscompletedthe experiment
correctly and no one was excludedfrom the sample.
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(2) Tasks
Ten tasks were used, one for practice and nine for the experiment. The tasks were
adapted from studies in the Zeigarnik effect literature (Lewis & Franklin, 1944; Reeve,
Cole, & Olson, 1986; Rickers-Ovsiankina, 1935) and involved relatively simple actions.
The practice task was copying a shopping list, and the experimental tasks included:
copying a geometric figure; circling the vowels in a short paragraph; completing a
wooden puzzle for children; lifting a brick to a height of 10 inches and setting it down
again; alphabetizing 10 letters on index cards; spiraling a pipe cleaner around a pencil
and taking it off; rolling an elongated piece of clay into a ball; winding loose thread on to
a spool; and completing a set of 5 simple anagrams. Participants performed these tasks in
one of 3 possible fixed orders.

(3) Procedure
All participantswere testedindividually. At the beginningof the experimenteach
participantwas informed that the aim of the studywas to find out how thinking about
tasksaffects perceptionsof one's role in performingthesetasks.The experimenter
explainedthat the main dimensionof interestwashow sometasksfeel more intentional
than others,andthen went on to say: "Some everydaytasksfeel fully intentional,like
writing a difficult essay(onedoesthesethings), whereasothersfeel as if they just happen
or "run off" with little feeling of intentionality (e.g., driving or brushingone's teeth)."
To make sureparticipantsunderstoodthe distinction they were askedto ratefour simple
everydayactionsin terms of how intentionalthey usually feel on a 9-point scalewith 1=
itfelt like itjust happened,and9= itfelt like I did it on purpose,intentionally. The four
practiceactionsthey ratedwere eatingpopcornat the cinema,walking down stairs,
watering the plants,and dreaming(cf. Malle & Knobe, 1997). The rating scalefor these
items was the samescaleusedto rate the intentionality of the subsequentexperimental
tasks,and was basedon measuresusedto assessinvoluntarinessin hypnosis(e.g., Lynn,
Nash,Rhue,Frauman,& Sweeney,1984)and the experienceof intention and conscious
will in automatismsand everydayactions(e.g., Malle & Knobe, 1997;Wegner&
Wheatley, 1999).
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If at this juncture it was clear that participants understood the distinction, they were
invited to proceed with the practice task (copying a shopping list). After completing the
practice task they were given the intentionality scale and asked to rate their experience.
Participants were then introduced to the main experimental manipulation as follows:

"In the taskswe will begin in a momentI will be askingyou to either monitor your
thoughtsbeforeand during the task or to suppressor to concentrateon the intention to
perform the act. You will have 10 secondsbeforeeachtask to practicethe mentaltask. If
I askyou to suppressthe intention to perform the action it is vital that you try to suppress
this thought during the few secondsbeforethe act but also during performanceof the
action. Equally, if I ask you to concentrateon the intention to perform the action it is vital
that you try to keepthis thoughtin mind during the few secondsbeforethe act but also
during performanceof the action. For monitoring,you only haveto monitor your
thoughtsand notice what you are thinking without trying to changethem at all."
In addition to thesegeneralinstructions,specific instructionswere given to participants
just before each action. Three tasks were performed with suppression instructions, 3 with
concentration instructions, and 3 with monitoring instructions.

For suppression, the instructions were:

"During performanceof the next action I would like you to try not to think aboutyour
intention to perform the action while doing it. Thus, your task is to suppressany thoughts
aboutthe intendedbehaviorwhile performingif'.
For concentration,the instructionswere:
"During performanceof the next action I would like you to try to think aboutyour
intention to perform the action while doing it. Thus your task is to concentrateon
thoughts about the intended behavior while performing if'.
For monitoring, the instructions were:
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"During performance of the next action I would like you to monitor your thoughts
without trying to change them. Just notice what you are thinking about while performing
the behavior, whatever this may be".

Following eachinstruction,the experimentersaid:
"You will havea few secondsto settleinto this task, at the end of which I will pressthis
buzzertelling you to carry out the action." When approximately10 s had elapsed,the
experimenterpresseda buzzer. All participantsdid successfullyperform all assigned
tasks.
Participants completed the nine experimental tasks in one of three fixed orders. The order
of the thought instructions was fully counterbalanced such that, across participants, each
of the nine tasks was suppressed,expressed,and monitored an equal number of times
across the three task orders. After each task, participants were asked to rate their
further
They
intentionality
for
the
task
the
asked
a
were
experienced
on
rating scale.
for
had
instructions
that task. If
depended
they
the
thought
received
question which
on
they had been suppressing thoughts of the intention they were asked to rate "How hard
were you trying to suppressthe thought given to you?" on a scale from I (not very hard)
to 9 (extremely hard). If they had been concentrating on thoughts of the intention, they
were asked to rate "How hard were you trying to express/ concentrate on the thought
given to you?" Finally, if they had been monitoring their thoughts, they were asked to
rate "What were you thinking about before and during enactment of the task?" on a scale
from 1 (thinking exclusively about something other than the task) to 9 (thinking
exclusively about the task).

After all of the taskshad beencompletedwith the respectivethought instructions,the
experimenterresetall of the tasksso that they could be undertakena secondtime.
Participantswere then askedto run through all of the tasksagain,this time with no
thought instructionsso they could think what they wanted. Participantswere told they
could completethe tasksin any order providing eventuallythey had donethem all. After
eachtask participantsagainratedthe intentionality of their action.
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111.Results

Initial analysesshowedthat participantstook their instructionsseriously. Participants
indicatedtrying fairly hard to concentrateon the thought in concentrationtrials (M = 6.14
on the 9-point scale),andalso trying fairly hard to suppressthe thought in suppression
trials (M = 6.63). They reportedthinking primarily aboutthe action ratherthan other
things on the monitoring trials (M = 6.26). Thesethoughtmanipulationsdid not
influenceaction per se,however,asall participantscarriedout all tasks. Participants'
initial level of intentionality on the practicetask wasnearthe scalemidpoint of 5 (M
5.67) andthe meansfor all the tasksacrossconditionswere nearthis value. Initial
analysesalso indicated,however,that one of the experimentaltasks(anagrams)elicited
high intentionality ratingsoverall, so further analyseswere conductedwith this task
excluded.
Mean intentionality pooledacrosstaskswas examinedin a3 order of tasksx3 instruction
(concentrationvs. monitoring vs. suppression)x2 action (targetaction vs. later action)
analysisof variance(ANOVA) with repeatedmeasureson the latter two variables.
Although there were significant main effectsof action and instruction,and also
interpreted
in
best
interactions
these
these
are
significant
of order with eachof
variables,
light of the significant interactionof instructionand action,F (2,42) = 8.46,p <. 001, eta
squared= .29. Task order did not qualify this effect, so the influenceof order will not be
examinedfurther. The meansare shownin Figure 10.1below.
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The influence of thought instructions on intentionality of the target action was examined
P-1
by simple main effects and contrast analysis. Suppression instructions reduced
Cý

intentionality for the target action (M = 5.03) below the level prompted only by
monitoring (M = 5.83), F (1,21) = 4.63, p <. 05, and also below the level yielded by
concentration (M= 6.28), F (1,21) = 13.07,p< .002. Intentionality levels for the target
action during monitoring and concentration did not differ significantly.
The influence of thought instructions can also be seen in comparisons between
intentionality experienced for the target action, and intentionality for that action
performed later without instructions. Concentration yielded greater intentionality for the
target action (M= 6.28) than the later action (M=4.95),

F(l, 21) = 20.54, p <. 001, and

monitoring also yielded greater intentionality for the target action (M= 5.83) than the
later action (M=4.93), F(l, 21) = 9.66, p<. 005. However, suppression did
not have
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the target action during suppression (M = 5.03) was nominally lower than intentionality
for the same action following suppression (M = 5.50), F (1,21) = 1.82, p <. 18.

Contrastsbetweenintentionality levels experiencedfor the later action did not yield any
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suppressiontendedto be greater(M = 5.50) than the combinedmeanintentionality of the
later action after monitoring andconcentration(M = 4.94), F (1,21) = 2.50,p =. 13.
Finally, correlations were computed to examine relations between the thought reports
during the various task instructions and experienced intentionality. The most telling
finding was that thoughts about the target action in the monitoring condition were
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Reports of how hard people concentrated were similarly related to the experience of
intentionality during concentration, r(24) =39, p<. 01. Reports of trying hard to
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This correlation might be expected to be negative, in that motivation to suppressmight
enhance suppression successand thus undermine apparent mental causation. However,
trying hard to suppressdoes not guarantee successful suppression (Wegner & Zanakos,
1994), and the lack of a link from motivation to reported intentionality may be
understood in this light.

IV. Discussion

The main aim of the current study was to examinewhetherengagingin variousactions
whilst underdifferent mentalcontrol instructionscanaffect one's perceptionof having
"caused"the act. It was predictedthat actscompletedwhilst trying not to think about
them would be ratedas having beenlesswilled andfeeling more as if theyjust happened.
In contrast,it was predictedthat actscompletedwhilst holding the intention in mind
would cometo feel more intentional,and more wilful. The resultsof this study supported
thesepredictions.Acts completedwhilst trying not to think aboutthem were ratedas
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feeling significantly less wilful and as if they were just happening, when compared to the
control group which merely carried out the acts with no specific mental control
instructions. Importantly acts completed whilst holding in mind the intention to perform
the act were rated as feeling more wilful and intentional, when compared to the control

group (no mentalcontrol instructions).
TheseresultssupportWegnerand Wheatley's(1999) theory of apparentmental
causation.According to this theory actsoccurringwithout prior consistentthought and
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they haveindeedacted.As statedin the introductionit seemsone can indeedexperiencea
stateof "voluntary involuntariness".
One issuewhich may weakenthe conclusionsdrawn from the presentstudyis the
influence of experimentaldemand.The participantsin this study were exposedto clear
demandsto control their own thoughts,and given the repeatedmeasuresdesignwere
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the comparisonsthe experimenterwas likely to draw amongeachof the experimental
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linking the thought instructionsto possibleinfluenceson the experienceof intentionality
for eachof the actions,it is reasonableto believeparticipantsmay havebeenable to infer
these.
Despite this possibility there are reasonsto believe this was not the case in the current
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only
study.
post experimental probing revealed
about the experimental hypotheses, but even these participants who guessedthat the
different mental control instructions may effect later intentionality ratings, did not
correctly identify the expected direction of intentionality rating movement. Thus, they
didn't know which mental control processeswould result in enhanced intentionality and
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which would result in reduced intentionality. A second argument against an experimental
demand explanation concerns the nature of the actions undertaken. All of the actions
undertaken in the present study were very simple everyday acts with no associated
in
important
because
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is
This
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engaging
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one
negativity or positivity.
counter intentional negative act in everyday life (e.g. having an affair) makes one
dissonance
feels
intentionality
to
the
to
and
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reduce
reduce
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guilt. In the current experiment there was no such associated negativity and therefore
little reason for people feel a need to change their intentionality ratings.

Another observation on the role of demand in this study centres on the apparent
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mental
actions
when
control
on
of
mental
counterdemand effects
Although the observed effects were not strong, there was a tendency for suppressed
intentions to rebound, yielding enhanced voluntariness for actions once the suppression
instruction was no longer in operation. This ironic effect (Wegner, 1994) cannot as easily
be traced to demand, as it does not follow from the instructions participants were given,
ironic
The
effects
to
them.
possibility of such post-suppression
and even appears oppose
on intentionality deserves scrutiny in further research.

It remains a question for future research whether suppression or concentration prompted
spontaneously, without social pressure, and without any pressure to report consequent
for
like
have
influences
in
those
observed
on
voluntariness
changes voluntariness would

instructedmentalcontrol in this experiment.
The resultsof this study thereforesuggestthat instancesof peopleengagingin counterintentional actsand then proclaiming "it wasn't me" may not simply reflect lying on the
part of the person.If the personwas attemptingnot to undertakethe act via thought
suppressionit is quite possiblethat the phenomenologicalsenseof intentionality is indeed
lessened.

In summary,this study,only beginsto reducethe mysterythat haspreviously surrounded
experiencesof involuntariness.The presentresearchopensthesephenomenato new
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understanding through the idea that people might visit changes in intentionality upon
themselves through the exercise of mental control. In a larger sense,these data also
comprise evidence pertaining to the processesaddressedby the theory of apparent mental
causation (Wegner, 2002; Wegner & Wheatley, 1999). Mental control of thoughts about
action can influence whether thoughts occur in mind relevant to the action, and so can
create significant transformations in the experience of will.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
The role of thought suppression / expression in remembering one's future

intentions

The study described in Chapter 10 examined the effects of thought suppression or
expression on the perception of intentionality for one's own actions. The results of that
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subtle effects on people's perceptions and behaviour. The final study of this thesis was
designed to examine this idea further by investigating the effects of thought suppression
expression on prospective memory i. e. remembering to carry out previously intended
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this effect be used positively to enhance one's prospective memory performance?

It is known that conscious thought raises the activation levels of those thoughts (Higgins
1989). Therefore, consciously thinking about one's future intention during the retention
interval should improve one's prospective memory performance (e.g. Kvavilashvili,
1987; Harris & Wilkins, 1982). However, becausethought suppression often results in
hyperaccessibility so that thoughts can become even more activated than when being
consciously thought about (Wegner & Erber, 1992). One may suggest, that thought
suppression could perhaps result in even better prospective memory performance than
(2000)
Erskine
Kvavilashvili
(i.
tested this
thought
and
expression e. rehersal).
conscious
idea in their study in which participants had to undertake an action (circle a response)
whenever they encountered the target "white beat" in an ongoing sentenceverification
task. During an interval between receiving prospective memory instructions and the onset
of the sentenceverification task, however, all participants had to perform a 5-minute
thought verbalisation task, either suppressing or expressing a certain thought. Half of the
participants in each of two groups had to suppress/ express the prospective memory
target "white bear" and another half - the irrelevant target "brown sugar". Both
conscious thought of the prospective memory target or suppression of the prospective
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memory target resulted in no better prospective memory performance than groups
suppressing or expressing totally irrelevant stimuli (brown sugar).

This counterintuitive finding has experimental support from another study investigating
the effects of reminders on prospective memory performance (Guynn et al., 1998). The
results of this study showed that target only reminders (i. e. reminders including the
prospective memory target but not the associated action) did not enhance prospective
memory performance relative to no reminders. However reminders including the
prospective memory target and associatedaction (i. e. the whole intention) did enhance
prospective memory performance relative to no reminders. Guynn et al. (1998) explain
this finding by suggesting that simply activating the target is insufficient to improve
prospective memory performance. They go on to suggest that for reminders to be
effective they need to contain a representation of both the prospective memory target and
the associated intention.

The aim of the presentstudy was to examinewhethersuppressinga whole intention (i. e.
a prospectivememory targetand associatedaction) during the retentioninterval could
subsequentlyenhanceprospectivememory performanceduring a later ongoingword
associationtask.Thus, in the currentexperimentthe ongoingtask consistedof generating
associatedwords to words presentedon screenat a rate of one word every six seconds.
Six prospectivememorytargets(animal words) were embeddedin this ongoingtask.
Participantshad to rememberto pressthe spacebar every time an animal word cameup
(prospectivememory task).As in the previousstudyof Erskineand Kvavilashvili (2000)
the designwas a2 group (suppressionvs. expression)by 2 intention (relevant,animal vs.
irrelevant,food) betweengroupsANOVA. Thus, one group suppressed
the prospective
memory targetand intention, one group expressedthe prospectivememorytargetand
intention, anothergroup suppressed
an irrelevant intention and targetand the final group
expressingan irrelevant intention and target.
It was thereforehypothesisedthat there would be a main effect of type of manipulated
target(relevantvs. irrelevant intention).Thus, thoseparticipantswho were suppressingor
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expressing the relevant prospective memory intention (remembering to press the space
bar on seeing an animal word) would demonstrate better prospective memory
performance than those who were expressing/suppressingan irrelevant intention (the
intention to eat later on today). Most importantly however, it was expected that, due to
the rebound effect, those participants who were suppressing the prospective memory
intention would demonstrate better prospective memory performance than those
participants who were merely expressing the prospective memory intention (i. e. a group
by intention interaction).

An additional aim of the experiment was to examine the post-suppression rebound effect
via yet another implicit measure.Thus, not only could the effects of thought suppression
or expression on prospective memory performance be examined, but additionally one
could also examine whether rebound effects occurred in the suppression group in the
post-suppression period when participants were engaged in the word association task.
This representsan important question becausethe study of Erskine and Kvavilashvili
(2000) that failed to find a memory enhancing effect of suppression did not directly
measure whether the rebound effect occurred during the sentenceverification task.
Therefore, one could question whether under these new circumstances rebound effects
it
One
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task
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provides a
was
occur
at
advantage
choosing
will
of
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method by which the rebound effect can be implicitly checked. Here the number of food
later
by
intention
to
their
to
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participants
on
produced
previously
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words
can be compared with the number of food words produced by participants expressing the
intention to eat later on. If more food associatesare produced in the suppression period
this would represent a rebound effect. The same comparison cannot be made for the
animal words as with animal words participants had the animal intention to remember as
well which adds another source of possible contamination. Therefore, we chose to
examine only the number of food responsesparticipants made in the word association
task as a function of group.
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(1) Summary
In summary, the current study was designed to ascertain whether suppression or
expression of a prospective memory target and intention during the retention interval
could enhance prospective memory performance relative to a group which suppressedor
expressedan irrelevant intention (to eat later on). In addition, using the current
methodology would allow for an implicit test of the rebound effect in the group which
is
intention
later
(to
If
irrelevant
the
eat
a
rebound
effect
on).
suppressedor expressed
intention
the
to eat would generate more
the
suppressing
group
present one would expect
food related words in the later word association task than the group expressing the
intention to eat later on.

11.Method

(1) Participants
A total of 88 undergraduatesvolunteered to take part in return for; C3 (51 Females, 37
Males). All participants completed the protocol correctly but three participants were
excluded due to being outliers on the number of buzzer pressesduring thought
expression.

(2) Materials and Apparatus
A buzzerwas usedwhich the participantspressedevery time they thought aboutor
A
taperecorderwas used
them
to
the
target
thought
suppress.
or
given
express
mentioned
to record participants'thoughtverbalisations.
The main experimental task consisted of a computer programme written using
SUPERLABTM which displayed words on screen at a rate of I word every 6 seconds.The
computer recorded the time taken from displaying the word to the participants' verbal
responseto this word. Finally a stopwatch was used to time all of the various tasks.
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Six prospective memory targets (animal words) were all chosen to be of similar length,
frequency of use in English language (Toglia and Battig, 1978). In addition, ten words
designed to provoke food related responseswere chosen to be of similar frequency of use
to the animal target words. These food related words were all chosen to not be foods
themselves but to be words with a food associatein the top ten associated words. A
constraint added was that the food associateshould not be the most associated word.
Finally, 104 other words were chosen to be un-associated to foods or animals and to be a
similar frequency of use to the animal and food provoking words. These words were all
chosen using Toglia and Battig (1978), Postman and Keppel (1970), the MRC
Psycholinguistic Databaseand Wordnet.

(3) Design
The experimentaldesignwas a2 group(suppressionvs. expression)x2 intention
(relevantvs. irrelevant)x2 word associationtask (version 1 vs. version2) between
8
design.
There
II
in
the
cells.
resultant
subjects
were
participants each of

(4) Procedure
All participantswere testedindividually. On arrival at the laboratoryparticipantswere
introducedto the aims of the study.They were informed that the main aim of the study
was to investigatetwo separatebut relatedissues.The first issueconcernedexamining
how good the participantwas at mentalcontrol (i. e. their ability to suppressor express
thoughtssuccessfully).The additional interestwasto investigatehow controlling ones
thoughtsimpactedon performanceon subsequentcognitive tasksafter suppressionor
expressionhad beendiscontinued.Participantswere instructedthat in order to test their
ability at mentalcontrol they would haveto try to verbalisetheir thoughtsaloud whilst
simultaneouslysuppressingor expressinga thought that would be given to them.They
were informed that therewould be a3 minute practiceverbalisationperiod, followed by a
further 5 minutesof verbalisationwherethey would also be suppressingor expressinga
given constructdependingon experimentalgroup.
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Next participants were told that after the period of thought verbalisation they would be
required to carry out a fairly simple computerised word association task which consisted
of having participants watch a computer screen that displayed a new word on screen at a
rate of I word every six seconds.When each new word appeared on screen the
participant was asked to verbalise out loud the first word that came to their mind.
Participants were informed that they would have an opportunity to practice all of the
various tasks before completing the real tasks. If it was clear that participants understood
they were asked to sign the consent form. Once signed participants were given a short
item
Most
10
information
This
of the
consisted
of
a
questionnaire.
questionnaire.
subject
information contained in this questionnaire would not be used in the experiment, its main
in
day
later
intention
had
the
to
the
to
that
as
on
eat
all participants
purpose was check
this was to be the irrelevant intention participants could be asked to suppressor express.
If any participant said they did not intend to eat later on today (only 2 participants said
this) they were automatically placed in the relevant intention condition and therefore not
asked to suppressor express the intention to eat later on today.

At this stagethe participantwas introducedto a practiceversionof the word association
task which did not containany of the stimuli from the main test presentedlater in the
experiment.It was explainedthat the task was to saythe first word that cameto mind
wheneverthey saw a new word presentedon the screenand that eachword would remain
stay on screenfor 6 seconds.Participantsweretold that therewere no restrictionson the
be
Specifically,
they
the
they
associated
say
will
might
could say.
someof
words
words
to the word on screenandthis wasfine, but it was equally correctif the associatethey
producehad no relation at all to the word on screen.It was explainedthat what was
important was that the participantsayaloud the first word that cameto mind, evenif they
felt this word was silly or offensive.The computerwas set to recordthe time it took
participantsto producethis first word, thereforeparticipantswere askedto try not to
makeany other soundsasthe microphonewas very sensitiveand any other soundscould
trigger it beforethe verbalisationwasrecorded.
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Once it was clear the participant understood the task, the practice word association task
commenced. This practice task comprised of 10 words appearing in a random order.
After this practice task the experimenter discussed any problems and the participant was
informed that the task they had just practiced would occur later in the course of the
experiment. The experimenter then went on to say:
"by the way, an additional interest of this experiment is to look at how
people remember to do things in the future. In order to study your ability to
remember to do things in the future I want you to remember to press the
space bar whenever you see a word depicting an animal on the screen in the
word association task that you will be doing later on. You may do this
before or after verbalising your associate.Is that ok?"
Once the participant understood the experimenter went on to say:

"however, beforeI can give you this word associationtask I want you
first to do the task in which you will be thinking aloud.Within the next
three minutesyou will be left alonein this room andyou will haveto
speakaloud into this taperecorderdescribingall the thoughtsthat come
to your mind. You may think aboutanythingyou wish andyou do not
haveto explain orjustify the thoughtsat all. Thereare no restrictions,
qualifications,conventionsor expectations.Now I will start the tapeand
leavethe room, you may begin."
After the 3 minute practiceverbalisationtask the experimenterreturnedand gave
instructionsfor the next 5 minute verbalisationtask which varied dependingon
experimentalgroup:
Suppressionof relevantintention group
"Now I would like you to continueexpressingyour thoughtsfor five
more minutes,But this time I would like you to try not to think about
your intention to pressthe spacebar wheneveran animal word comesup
in the word associationtask. So your task is to think aloud and to avoid
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any thoughts about your intention to press the space bar in responseto
animal words in the word association task. If you do happen to think
about this or mention it please could you press this buzzer."

Expressionof relevantintention group
"Now I would like you to continue expressing your thoughts for five
more minutes, But this time I would like you to try to think about
your intention to press the spacebar whenever an animal word comes
up in the word association task. So your task is to think aloud and to
concentrate on thoughts about your intention to press the space bar in
do
If
in
task.
to
the
you
association
response animal words
word
happen to think about this or mention it please could you press this
buzzer."

Suppressionof irrelevantintention group
"Now I would like you to continue expressing your thoughts for five
more minutes, But this time I would like you to try not to think about
your intention to have food later on today. So your task is to think
food
have
intention
to
to
thoughts
about your
aloud and avoid any
later on today. If you do happen to think about this or mention it
please could you press this buzzer."

Expressionof irrelevantintention group
"Now I would like you to continue expressing your thoughts for five
more minutes, But this time I would like you to try to think about
your intention to have food later on today. So your task is to think
aloud and to concentrate on thoughts about your intention to have
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food later on today. If you do happen to think about this or mention
it please could you press this buzzer."

Once it was clear that the participant understood their new instructions the experimenter
On
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the
the
the
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period.
verbalisation
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they understood the computerised word association task commenced.

At the end of the word association task each participant had to answer some questions
depending on whether they forgot or remembered to carry out the prospective memory
forgot
the
to
For
during
space
press
those
task.
the
who
task
participants
association
word
bar on all six occasions the first question was to indicate if there was anything else they
had been asked to do in addition to producing associatedwords in the word association
task. If the participant could not provide an answer they were then asked whether there
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they
to
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intention
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If the participant remembered to press the space bar on at least one occasion the
experimenter asked them whether they thought about this intention only on encountering
an animal word in the actual computerised task, or if they thought about this intention at
other times as well. If the participant indicated that they had thought about the intention
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at other times as well they were asked to indicate how often they had been thinking about
the intention. These ratings were made on a7 point scale (I = not at all, 7= all the time)

At this stage participants were debriefed and the real purpose of the study was fully

explainedto them.
III. Results

The results are presentedin three sections. In the first section the number of buzzer
pressesis examined to assesshow well participants followed the thought suppression
expression instructions. The second section examines prospective memory performance
as a function of the independent variables.

Two versionsof the computerisedword associationtask were used,howeverall analyses
showed that the version employed made no difference to any of the statistical analysis,
therefore all analyses reported are collapsed over version of the word association task.

(1) Performance in suppression and expression tasks
The first analysis examined whether participants had followed the experimental
instructions during the thought suppression or expression period. As it has already been
in
in
buzzes
thought suppression
the
studies,
of
as
a
variable
shown previous
number
experiments is nearly always positively skewed. Therefore following the same procedure
as in the former studies, the number of buzzes was square root transformed. After
transformation boxplots were used to screen for outliers. These boxplots suggestedthat 3
outliers remained even after transformation. These were therefore removed from all
further analyses. For the sake of clarity where means are reported they will be reported in
the untransformed format.

The mean number of buzzer pressesas a function of group and type of intention are
presented in Figure 11.1 below. The mean number of buzzer presseswere entered into a2
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group (suppression vs. expression) by 2 intention (relevant vs. irrelevant) between
subjects ANOVA. This revealed a main effect of in
group F (1,77) = 46.42 p <. 0001, etasquared = .38. Those participants in the suppression group buzzed significantly fewer
times (M = 5.21) than those in the expression group (M = 16.21). There was no main
effect of intention or interaction (F's < I). Thus, the results show that participants did
follow the experimental instructions.
Fi(; URE 11.1

THE MEAN NUMBER OF BUZZER PRESSES IN A 5-MINUTE
-

THOUGHT VERBALISATION

FUNCTION OF GROUP (SUPPRESSION VS. EXPRESSION) AND INTENTION

(RELEVANT

TASK AS A

VS. IRRELEVANT)

(2) Prospective memory performance
Performance on the prospective memory task was measured by the number of times (out
of 6) that participants remembered to press the space bar when encountering the animal
word. The animal words used were: wolf, camel, horse, crow, snake and spider. Overall
there was a quite variable pattern of responding, thus, 21 participants (24.7%) forgot to
repond on all occasions, 53 participants (62.4%) responded to some of the prospective
but not all, and II participants (12.9%) responded to all targets. For the
memory targets
Zý
LI
participants who forgot on all six occasions, 18 remembered when asked the first probing
question "was there anything else you had been asked to do in addition to producing
associated words in the word association task". 2 participants remembered on the second
more specific question "was there anything you had to do if they saw a particular word? "
tý
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and I remembered at level on the fourth question "they were given a description of three
possible actions from which they had to choose the correct action (say the word aloud,
press any letter key or press the space bar)".

A2 group (suppression vs. expression) by 2 intention (relevant vs. irrelevant) ANOVA
was performed on this data. Results indicated no main effect of group F (1,85) = 1.57,
p=.2 1. Thus, overall those who expressed (M = 3.2 1) performed no differently from those
who suppressed(M = 2.72). This was expected as here performance was averaged across
the type of intention (relevant vs. irrelevant). Surprisingly, however, there was no main
effect of construct F (1,85) = 1.72, p=. 19. Those who manipulated (suppressed/
expressed) an intention relevant to the prospective memory task (M = 3.21) were no
better at remembering the prospective memory task than those who suppressed/
expressed an intention that was unrelated to the prospective memory task (i. e. having
food later on M=2.72).

Finally, although the interaction approached significance F

(1,85) = 3.1 p=.08, it was in the opposite to anticipated direction. Thus, the group
food seemsto have performed more poorly relative to all other groups, but
expressing
in
Zn
manipulating (suppressing / expressing) the relevant intention did not result in better
11.2).
Z-- the intention to eat later on (see Figure
eý
performance than a Ingroup suppressing
FmuRE

11.2

-THE

MEAN NUMBER OF PROSPEC71VE MEMORY

(SUPPRESSION VS. EXPRESSION) AND INTENTION

RESPONCES ASA FUNCrION

(RELEVANT
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These results indicate that even actively thinking about the to be performed intention (i. e.
rehersal) in the retention interval between prospective memory instructions and the onset
of the ongoing task (Le word association task) does not improve prospective memory
performance. Interestingly, the current study also took measuresof whether participants
thought about the relevant intention only when they saw an animal word or at other times
as well during the word association task. Therefore it was possible to examine whether
thinking about the relevant intention at some points during the ongoing word-association
task would result in enhanced prospective memory performance.

Those who reported thinking about the relevant intention at other times as well
demonstrated better prospective memory, remembering to respond to 4.27 of the 6
possible animal target words compared to the group which reported only thinking of the
relevant intention when they saw an animal (M = 3.1). This difference was statistically
significant t (60) = -2.56 p =.013.

(3) Assessingthe rebound effect with an implicit measurein the irrelevant intention
condition
The final analysis examined whether the expression or suppression instructions resulted
in the rebound effect or priming. This was done by examining participants frequency of
The
in
food
task.
the
to
the
mean number of
word association
associates
words
producing
food associatesproduced in the word association task was entered into a2 group
(suppression vs. expression) x2 intention (relevant vs. irrelevant) between subjects
ANOVA. This revealed no main effect of group (17<1).However, there was a main effect
intention
in
irrelevant
intention
F(1,81)
5.50,
02.
Those
the
group
of
participants
p =.
=
who manipulated (suppressedor expressed) the intention to eat later on produced more
food words (M = 2.27) in the word association task than those in the relevant intention
condition who manipulated the animal intention (M = 1.47). There was no group by
intention interaction (17<1),indicating that the main effect of intention was equally
present in both suppression and expressing conditions.
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Thus, the results are indicative of simple priming as manipulating the irrelevant intention
resulted in production of more food words, but no rebound in that this effect was no
stronger in the suppression group than in the expression group.

IV. Discussion

The current study showsthat manipulating(suppressingor expressing)an intention
which one soonmust enactduring the retentioninterval doesnot help one to rememberto
or expresseda
enactthe intention any more sucessfullythan if one had suppressed
completelyunrelatedintention.This is a highly counterintuitivefinding, asthe general
expectationis that if a personhadto rememberto buy breadon the way home,then
thinking of this intention whilst at work would help the personto rememberto actually
buy the breadon the way homewith greatersuccess.The resultsof this studysuggestthis
may not be the case.
This finding is evenmore surprisinggiven that therewas an effect of our manipulationon
the frequencywith which peoplementionfood items in the word associationtask.Thus,
thoseparticipantswho suppressed
or expresseda food relatedintention subsequently
generateda significantly greaternumberof food itemsin responseto the word
intention.
had
been
the
than
those
task
animal
participantswho
manipulating
association
Thus, it seemsthe experimentsucceededin demonstratingsomepriming of previously
suppressed
and expressedtargets.If we succeededin heighteningthe activationlevels of
food constructsusing this methodthe suppression/ expressionof the relatedintention
(concerninganimals)shouldhavesimilaraly resultedin heightenedactivationof animal
constructs.Yet, despitethis heightenedactivationprospectivememory performance
remainedpoor. The resultsheresupportthe hypothesisthat remindersmay not always
help one to rememberfuture intentions.
These findings are discrepant with the previous findings of Guynn et al. (1998) who
demonstrated that whilst target only reminders did not enhance prospective memory
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performance, reminders including the intention (target + associated action to be carried
out) did improve prospective memory performance relative to a no reminder condition.

However, these contradictory results could be explained by one important
methodological difference between the present study and that of Guynn et al. (1998).
Thus, in the study of Guynn et al. (1998) the reminders occurred during the ongoing task
where the intention could be enacted whereas in the present study the rehersal occurred
before the onset of the ongoing activity into which the prospective memory targets were
embedded. This suggeststhat the timing of reminders may be the critical variable that
may enhance prospective memory performance.

Taken togetherthe resultsof the Guynn et al. (1998) studyand the current study reported
heresuggestthat in order to be effective remindersneedto include both the prospective
memory targetand the associatedaction but also to occur at a point in time when the
actualintention can potentially be carriedout. Therefore,to think of buying breadwhilst
at work may not improve the likelihood with which one actually buys the bread,but to
think of buying breadwhilst in the car on the way homeshouldenhancethe likelihood of
actually buying the bread.Furthersupportfor the ideathat remindersneedto occur
during the period whenthe intention can be enactedto be effective comesfrom the
resultsreportedhereshowingthat participantswho thoughtaboutthe prospective
memory task during the ongoingword associationtask had betterprospectivememory
performancethan thoseparticipantswho statedthey only thoughtaboutthe prospective
memorytask on encounteringan animal word.
The key findings from this study are asfollows. Thinking aboutor suppressingone's
future intention during the retentioninterval may not alwayshelp one to rememberto
enact the intention. In addition, thought suppression or expression can lead to significant
effects shown in a completely different later task (greater frequency of self generated
food words in the irrelevant intention conditions). This last finding can be conceptualised
as an implicit effect of thought expression or suppression, but does not represent a
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CHAPTER TWELVE
General discussion
What a man needs is simply and solely independent volition, whatever that independence
may cost and wherever it may lead

Fyodor Dostoyevsky 1864 Notesfrom underground

The discussion will start by presenting a summary of the research aims. This will be
followed by several sections discussing the major findings. For the purpose of clarity
findings will be presented in the order in which they were presented in the thesis which
does not necessarily reflect the level of importance of each finding. Some of the broader
issues raised by these findings will be examined and their possible implications for
by
followed
be
be
This
discussed.
then
a short section
mental control research will
will
examining some of the methodological problems that occurred in some of the studies.
Finally, some general conclusions and some of the remaining questions for future
research will be outlined.
1. Aims of the thesis

This thesis aimed to expand the research on intentional thought control in several
directions. One of the major objectives was to attempt to untangle some of the
controversy within the research on thought suppression where some studies have
demonstrated the rebound effect (Clarke et al., 1991; Roemer & Borkovec, 1994;
Salkovskis & Campbell, 1994; Wegner, et al., 1987) and others using similar methods
have failed to obtain it (LoSchiavo & Yurak, 1995; Merckelbach, et al., 1991; Rutledge,
et al., 1993). In order to solve this controversy the thesis specifically focused on
comparing two methods used to index the rebound effect as well as the role of several
important individual difference variables in the rebound effect. Related aims were to
systematically evaluate the factors that could be responsible for individual differences in
thought suppression and expression performance in the laboratory, as well as assessing
the postsuppression rebound effect with implicit measures.
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The second major objective of the thesis was to investigate possible relations between the
propensity to use thought suppressionin everyday life (as assessedby the WBSI) and
various individual differences in a sample of young and older adults. In line with this aim
the phenomenon of repression (here conceptualised as unconscious avoidance) was also
examined with regards to its impact on the propensity to use conscious thought
suppression in everyday life.

A final aim was to examine thought suppression from a broader perspective and ascertain
whether the act of mental control (suppression or expression) can have some other ironic
effects on people's perceptions and behaviour in addition to the rebound effect.

11.Main findings of this thesis

1. The rebound effect: Methodological issuesand individual differences
StudiesI and 3 (Chapters3 and5) aimedto replicatethe reboundeffect with a 15-minute
delay betweenthe verbalisationperiodsin a large sampleusing two different targets
(presentvs. absentfrom the room), and contrastingtwo differencemethodsof indexing
the rebound(original methodvs. modified method).In addition, measuresof individual
differencesin personalityand ability weretaken in order to examineif the reboundeffect
is mediatedby any of thesevariables.
Study I demonstratedthat the reboundeffect found after intentionalthought suppression
can still be detectedevenif a 15-minutedelay is placedbetweenthe two verbalisation
periods.Most importantly, however,the resultsdemonstratedthat the reboundeffect was
dependenton the methodusedto measurethe effect. Using the modified methodof
assessingthe reboundeffect no effect was obtained.However,when using the original
methoda reboundeffect was clearly demonstratedwith both targets.
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This finding may explain some of the controversy reported in the literature where studies
have failed to replicate the effect. It appearsthat the modified method may represent a
in
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result
effect
more conservative method of
rebound
significant rebound effects even when the effect may actually be present. More
importantly, the results from Study I suggest that the modified method may be
inappropriate due to a confound: an increase in the target thought across period I and
period 2 of thought verbalisation (see also Merckelbach et al., 1991). This rise could
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When Study I is viewed in conjunctionwith Study 3 (Chapter5) which attemptedto
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failed to replicatethe findings from Study 1, but this was due to the expressiongroup
demonstratinga significant increasein the numberof targetthoughts(in week 2) as a
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(Study
together,
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result
StudiesI and 3 suggestthat thought expressionis extremelysensitiveto the effectsof
in
buzzer
the
expressioncondition after
presses
number
of
and
using
practice
previous
previousexpressionmay not be the bestcomparisongroup to assessthe reboundeffect.
Therefore,the original (Wegneret al., 1987)methodmay well prove to be a "cleaner"
methodof assessingthe reboundeffect
An additional and perhapsthe most importantfinding of Study I was that the rebound
effect is mediatedby a specific personalityvariable,statevs. action orientation,
irrespectiveof the methodof indexing the reboundeffect (modified vs. original). Thus,
in Study 1, stateorientedparticipantsconsistentlydemonstrateda reboundeffect (eta
squared=. 10,for modified method,and eta squared=. 15,for original method),which
has
discovered
Thus,
detectable
the
research
an
participants.
was not
with action oriented
important individual differencefactor (statevs. action orientation)that may mediatethe
reboundeffect. Moreover,this interestingfinding lendssomesupportto the new
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intentional model of the rebound effect proposed here. In this model, the rebound effect
results from the fact that the decision to suppressa thought representsthe formulation of
an intention to suppress. Since it has been demonstrated that intentions have a privileged
status in memory, called the Intention Superiority Effect (ISE) (Kuhl, 1994; Marsh, Hicks
& Bink, 1998; Marsh, Hicks & Bryan, 1999) this fact alone could be responsible for the
rebound effect.

A possible problem with this new account of the rebound effect, based on the ISE, is that
under this account expressedthoughts would also be subject to an ISF- Thus, the decision
to express (or think about) a certain thought can also be viewed as formulating an
intention to express.Therefore, one would still need to explain why suppressedthoughts
may come to be more accessible than expressedthoughts. One explanation comes from
the goal directed nature of mental control. For example, participants attempting
suppression formulate an intention to suppressand then experience some intrusion of the
thought even during active suppression. Since this intrusion representsfailure to fulfil the
goal of thought suppression one does not see a deactivation of this intention after thought
suppression. Therefore, the intention persists at a heightened activation level akin to a
Zeigarnik effect (Zeigarnik, 1927). In contrast, the intention to express a thought is
fulfilled during thought expression. So the intention may be deactivated, as has been
demonstrated for completed intentions (Marsh et al., 1998). In line with this argument
Martin et al. (1993) demonstrated that participants suppressing thoughts of a white bear,
but subsequently given feedback suggesting that they had done well at this task
(succeeded) did not demonstrate a rebound effect, whereas participants suppressing the
white bear but not given successfeedback did show a thought rebound.

The importanceof the mediatingrole of statevs. action orientationin the reboundeffect
is also underscoredby the fact that noneof the other individual differencevariables(such
asfluid intelligence,anxiety, depressionor needfor cognition) had any effect on the
rebound.Contraryto the suggestionsof Rutledgeet al. (1993,1996)fluid intelligencedid
not havean impact on the occurrenceof the reboundeffect. The mediational.effect of
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2. Mechanisms of Thought Suppression and Thought Expression

In addition to assessingthe rebound effect the thesis explored the question of whether
suppression and expression performance, as demonstrated in the laboratory, can be
viewed as an ability that varies intra-individually. This is an important question with
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general. Therefore, Study 2 (Chapter 4) was designed to investigate which individual
differences relate to suppression and expression performance in the laboratory. The main
finding from Study 2 was that thought intrusion during suppression (as assessedby
buzzer pressing) was positively correlated with later thought intrusion during expression.
This finding is important as it suggeststhat the two main forms of mental control
(thought suppression and thought expression) are not underpinned by a unitary
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performance in a laboratory suppression task was shown to be predicted by state vs.
action orientation and extraversion, and performance in an expression task was predicted
by fluid intelligence. When one examines the factors predicting successful suppression
performance in more depth it becomes apparent that being state oriented is a hindrance to
successful suppression whereas being action oriented helps one to suppresstheir thoughts
with greater success.Once again this is in line with Kuhl's (1994) theory of state vs.
action orientation which proposes that state oriented individuals experience greater
thought intrusions, have a problem with perseverating thoughts, and find it difficult to
deactivate intentions. The results of Study 2 suggest that state oriented participants may
also find the "deactivation" (or suppression) of thought in general to be difficult, as seen
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in their worseperformanceon the suppressiontask. In conjunctionwith the findings from
Study I it would seemthat stateorientedindividuals are both more proneto experience
difficulty with thoughtsuppressionduring active suppressionand also more likely to
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Interestingly,the tendencyto usethought suppressionin everydaylife, asassessed
WBSI, was not shownto relateto a person'ssuppressionperformancein the laboratory.
Even when the level of analysiswas takento the item level, noneof the items comprising
the WBSI were shownto relateto actualsuppressionin the laboratory.This suggests
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three possibilities. Firstly, the use of thought suppression in everyday life may be
unrelated to thought suppression ability in the laboratory (i. e. thought suppression does
not improve with practice). Secondly, the WBSI may not assessaccurately the tendency
to use thought suppression in everyday life. A third possibility is that the measuresof
thought suppression taken in the laboratory are unreliable. The second possibility is
discussed later in this section. All three explanations may operate, as they are not
mutually exclusive.

3. The tendency to use thought suppression in everyday life and individual

differences in young and older participants.
Studies4 and 5 (Chapters6& 7) weredesignedto examinewhich individual difference
variables(psychopathologyand personality)relateto the useof thought suppressionin
everydaylife, as measuredby the White Bear SuppressionInventory (WBSI), in samples
of youngerand older adults.The hypothesiswasthat the useof thought suppressionin
everydaylife would be relatedto variouspsychopathologies,
most notably trait anxiety,
depressionand neuroticism,asfound in previousstudies(Muris et al. 1996;Rassinet al.
1999,2000,2001; WegnerandZanakos1994).However,the aim was not merely to
replicatepreviousfindings in this area,but also to investigatethe effectsof other
individual differences(not previouslyinvestigated)suchas schizotypalpersonality,
extroversion/ introversion,rumination,linking and needfor cognition.A further
important aim was to investigatethe relation betweenthe WBSI andanothersimilar
instrumentdesignedto measurethe strategiesof thoughtsuppressionin everydaylife, the
Thought Control Questionnaire(TCQ).

Study 5 is one of the first explorationsof the propensityto usethought suppressionin an
older adult sample.As a result,the hypotheseswere mainly exploratoryalthoughit was
expectedthat the tendencyto usethought suppressionwould also be relatedmost
strongly to variouspsychopathologies
as it hasbeenshownin youngerparticipants.
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(1) The Younger Adult Sample
In line with the above hypotheses, Study 5 showed that in young participants the use of
thought suppression in everyday life was indeed related positively to several
psychopathological variables. Thus, the frequent use of thought suppression (as assessed
by the WBSI) was related to increased trait anxiety, neuroticism, depression,
unhappiness, and schizotypal personality. Furthermore, the use of thought suppression
was also related to the personality dimensions of linking, rumination, and state
orientation. However, when WBSI scores were predicted from all of the variables
collected, only rumination and anxiety were significant predictors, explaining 30% of the
variance in WBSI scores.This suggeststhat it is mainly trait anxiety and rumination
which mediate relations between psychopathologies and the use of thought suppression.

The finding relating to rumination is particularly important,as both Martin andTesser
(1996) and Erber and Wegner(1996) proposemodelsof intentionalthought suppression
wherebyruminationand thoughtsuppressionoperatecyclically, with one being a cause
of the other and visa versa.Martin andTesser(1996) seeruminationasthe causeof
thought suppressionwhich then leadsto more ruminationwhen the reboundeffect
occurs.In contrast,Erber and Wegner(1996) seethoughtsuppressionasthe causeof
rumination which then leadsto morethought suppression.The datareportedherecannot
untanglethe directionality of any possiblecausation,but doesserveto validatethese
modelswherethought suppressionand ruminationreinforce eachother.
Study 5 showedthat the two measuresof the tendencyto usethought suppressionin
everydaylife (WBSI andTCQ) were uncorrelated.Although at first surprising,this
finding can be explainedin two ways. First thereis somedoubt over whetherWBSI only
measuresthe tendencyto suppressthought in everydaylife. Two studiesthat usedfactor
analysishavesuggestedthat, in addition to the tendencyto suppressthoughts,the WBSI
assesses
a tendencyto experienceintrusive thoughts(Blumberg,2000; 116pingandJongMeyer, 2002). In contrast,the TCQ appearsto measureprimarily the frequencywith
which peopleusevariousstrategiesto control their thoughtssomeof which do not
involve suppressionat all (e.g., social methodsand reappraisal).Due to thesedifferences
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betweenthe WBSI and the TCQ only two subscalesof the TCQ reliably correlatedwith
the WBSI scores (worry and punishment). This is an important finding as currently there
is a tendency to believe that these two measuresassesssimilar constructs.

(2) The Older Adult Sample
Study 6 (Chapter7) attemptedto replicatethe patternof correlationsfound in the young
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desirability scores(Marlowe Crowne),but low anxiety scores(Spielberger).The results
showedthat the older adult samplecontaineda higher proportion of repressors(36.0%)
than the youngersample(9.5%). Sinceboth sampleshad narrowly definedagebands,the
correlationbetweenageand repressiveness
acrossthe agespancould not be investigated.
One possibility is that as peopleagethey becomemore repressive.Suchan increasein
repressiveness
with ageis an interestingidea becausethe older adultswerefound to
display significantly lower levels of virtually all psychopathologiesthan the younger
sample.Ray (1988) found that ageand Marlowe Crowne social desirability were
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positively correlated in eight separatestudies, suggesting indeed that defensivenessmay
increase with age. These findings therefore deserve much greater emphasis in future
studies.

In Study 7 the WBSI scores of young repressorswere not significantly different from
those of the young non-repressors; although there was a trend for them to be lower. There
is a problem of power in this quasi-experiment, as the young sample contained only 9
repressors. In the older adult sample, the YVBSI scores of repressorswere significantly
lower than the scores of non-repressors.Thus, it would seem older adults who are
repressorsreport using thought suppression significantly less than non-repressors. One
possible explanation for this finding is that the older repressorsare underreporting their
"true" use of thought suppression. Alternatively, being a repressor may protect one from
thoughts that would otherwise need to be intentionally suppressed.Provisional support
for this idea comes from a study by Schlagman et al. (2003) in which older adults (over
65 years) reported very few negative involuntary autobiographical memories (5%) in
comparison to younger adults (35%) during a one week long diary study in which
participants had to record all those autobiographical memories that occurred involuntarily
in the course of everyday life. In summary, it seemsrepressorsshow an inclination to use
conscious thought suppression less than non-repressors and that repressive tendencies are
more prevalent in older samples.

5. Other effects of mental control
A final aim was to examinewhethermentalcontrol can havesomeother effectsapart
from the reboundeffect on the perceptionof intentionality and on the ability to
successfullyenactfuture intentions.In line with this aim Study 8 (Chapter10) was
conductedto examinethe effectsof suppressingor expressingthoughtsof an action on
one's perceptionof willing the action after its completion.This study relied heavily on
recentmodelsof how humansinfer causalityin their own actions(Wegner,2001,2003;
Wegner& Wheatley, 1999).All of thesemodelssuggestthat prior consistentthoughtsof
the upcomingaction (i. e. action previews)are necessaryfor one to feel that actionshave
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been willed. If these thoughts are lacking one may feel as if the action was less
intentionally completed. The idea behind Study 8 was to discover whether participants'
own senseof intentionality could be changed by undertaking actions whilst under
different mental control instructions. The hypothesis was that actions completed whilst
trying to suppressthoughts of the upcoming action (suppression condition) would
subsequently be rated as less intentional than actions undertaken with no mental control
instructions. In contrast, actions completed whilst holding in mind the intention to
complete the action (expression condition) should come to feel more intentional.

The results of Study 8 were exactly in line with the hypothesis. Acts completed whilst
suppressing thoughts of the intention to engage in the act were subsequently rated as less
intentional. Acts completed when holding this intention in mind were rated as more
intentional, relative to the baseline (no mental control instructions) condition. This
finding can potentially explain some of the numerous everyday examples of people
engaging in counter intentional behaviour and subsequently proclaiming that it was not
them, that the action just happened.The actions may indeed come to feel unintentional
due to the effort expanded on mental control whilst trying not to act in that way (e.g.,
having an extra drink in the bar).

In line with the overall aim of broadening the scope of mental control research, Study 9
(Chapter 11) attempted to investigate whether the rebound effect could be used positively
to help people remember their intentions. Study 9 tested the hypothesis that if suppressed
intentions subsequently rebound, then this rebound may well help people to remember to
act on their intentions. However, contrary to expectations, neither suppression and
conscious expression of the upcoming intention served to enhance the prospective
memory performance relative to suppression or expression of an irrelevant intention. As
thought expression can be conceptualised as a reminder of the intention it seemscounter
intuitive that prospective memory was not improved.

One problem often encountered with prospective memory experiments is ceiling effects,
which prevent the detection of statistically reliable differences. However, the failure to
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find significant group differences cannot be explained by ceiling effects, since all
participants had 6 opportunities to respond to the prospective memory target, yet the
mean responseacross the groups was 3. Therefore, opportunity for increasing prospective
memory performance clearly existed.

The fact that expressionor suppressionof the relevantintention did not enhance
prospectivememory performanceis puzzling.However,previousresearchhasalsofound
similar results(Guynn et al., 1998).It may be that in order for remindersto be effective
they needto occur at the 'right' time. It seemsthe right time may needto be during the
period when the intention can actually be actedon. In the Guynn et al. (1998) study
reminders(comprisingof the prospectivememorytargetand the action) that occurred
during the period whenthe intention could havebeenactedon provedto be effective at
enhancingprospectivememory performance.The fact that in Study9 thinking
(expressing)aboutthe to be enactedintention did not improve prospectivememory
performancemay be becauseactive expression(i. e. rehersal)of intentionshappened
during the retentioninterval and not during the critical period when the intention could be
enacted(i. e. during the word-associationtask).
The lack of rehearsal effects prior to the critical period has major implications for
prospective memory research. Indeed, Study 9 is one of the first studies to demonstrate
that even highly specific reminders presentedduring the retention interval may be
completely ineffective at improving prospective memory performance. Study 9 therefore
has further implications for more naturalistic research attempting to find simple means by
which people can enhancetheir prospective memory performance suggesting that
reminders need to occur in the right circumstances to be effective.

111.Global Issuesin Mental Control Research

Having reviewedthe major findings aboveand discussedsomeof the implicationsfor
mental control research, this section discussesthe implications of the findings from a
more global perspective.
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1. Robustness of the Rebound Effect
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Interestingly,stateversusaction orientationalonecan accountfor someof the studiesthat
have failed to replicate the basic rebound effect. Thus, if one assumesthat state and
action oriented individuals are equally represented in the general population (something
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which is unclear from Kuhl & Beckmanns 1994 theory) one is lead to the possibility that
rebound effects are weak or non-existent where samples have high proportions of action
oriented people. As is the case in Study 1, when examining the whole sample using the
modified method of assessmentno rebound effect was demonstrated. However, when the
sample was dichotomised into state and action oriented participants and the analysis rerun, a medium effect was present in state oriented and none was present in action
oriented. It is therefore possible that differences in the proprotions of state and action
oriented participants account for whether rebound effect is found, or not.

In summary,the review in ChapterI andthe experimentalfindings in Chapters3-8 show
that the reboundeffect is not as robustasoften suggested(Wegneret al., 1987;Wenzlaff
& Wegner,2000).This researchshowsthat the reboundeffect dependson the methodof
individual differencesin personality,and practiceeffects.The effect sizes
assessment,
were, at best,medium.

2. Implications for Psychopathology

After the first demonstration of the rebound effect in 1987, Wegner and his colleagues
were keen to develop a programme of research to further explore this interesting
phenomenon. In the course of the ensuing research and the subsequentupsurge of interest
in mental control, one of the areasto receive intensive attention was psychopathology
(Purdon, 1999; Purdon & Clark 1999; Wegner, 1997; Wenzlaff & Bates, 1998). If the
rebound effect is a regular occurrence in people who suppresstheir thoughts then one
could ask whether this could be used in cognitive models of psychopathologies. Several
researchershave now begun to include the rebound effect in their cognitive models of
various psychopathologies, most notably anxiety, depression, post-traumatic stress
disorder and obsessive-compulsive disorder (Purdon, 1999; Rachman, 1997; 1998). It has
been proposed that the use of thought suppression may be an aetiological factor in
various psychopathologies, or that it can exacerbate already present disorders. The results
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3. What doesthe WBSI measure?
Another important issueraisedby the resultsof the thesisis the questionaboutwhat
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factors (Blumberg,2000). It would appearthereis confusionover exactly what the
inventory measures.In the two previousstudiesthat reporteda multi-factor solution, an
additional factor identified was unwantedintrusive thoughts.This is important becauseif
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one examines the face validity of the items it does indeed seem that some of the items
may be more accurately construed as measuring thought intrusion rather than a tendency
to suppress.This idea is further supported by the results of Study 5 which demonstrated
that WBSI scores were predicted by rumination that often represents intrusive and
unwanted thoughts.

Another problemwith the WBSI revealedby the resultsof the studiesis the lack of
validity of this inventory.Thus, performancein the laboratorysuppressiontask did not
correlatewith the WBSI scores.There is a lack of researchinvestigatingany relations
betweenthe tendencyto usethoughtsuppressionin everydaylife and actualsuppression
performancedemonstratedin a laboratorytask. Furthermore,when developingthe WBSI
WegnerandZanakos(1994) did not validatetheir measurewith actuallaboratory
suppressionperformance.

4. How Much Control Do We Have Over Our Thoughts?

One global issue,raisedby the resultsof the currentthesis,is the degreeto which people
havecontrol over their thoughts,if at all. To put it anotherway, the questionis whether
peoplecan elicit and/ or extinguishthoughtsfrom their mind at will, or whetherpeople
are doomedto experiencethoughtsover which they haveno control.
Taken together, the results that were obtained here suggest that people's actual degree of
mental control may be somewhat limited. Study I demonstrated that suppressedthoughts
are likely to rebound. If short-term suppression successis bought at the price of later
preoccupation it can hardly be termed successat mental control. Furthermore, Study 2
indicated that virtually all participants reported some thought intrusion, even during
active suppression. This could be conceptualised as task failure. Of key importance was
the finding in Studies I and 2 that both the propensity to experience rebound effects and
one's performance on an actual suppression task in the laboratory were strongly affected
by the personality dimension of state vs. action orientation. State oriented
participants
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were more likely to experience greater thought intrusion during active suppression, and
also more likely to experience the rebound effect when compared to action oriented
participants. This finding suggeststhat state oriented people may be predisposed to
experience ironic effects, and so overall experience less control over their thoughts than
action oriented people. This intriguing finding deserves much greater emphasis in future
thought control research, as it implies that certain individuals may be liable to have more
problems with mental control than others.

When examiningexpression,mentalcontrol was onceagainfar from complete.For
example,there was a large variancein performancebetweenindividuals during a 5minute thought expressionperiod. Oneparticipantin the expressiongroup buzzed104
times during the 5-minute verbalisationperiod and anotherbuzzedjust 3 times during the
same5-minute period. In addition, the only correlateof expressionperformancewasfluid
intelligence,with higherfluid intelligencepredictingbetterthoughtexpression
performance.This may suggestthat fluid intelligenceis assessinga constructthat
partially measuresthe easewith which a personcan activatethoughtsand maintainthese
in working memory.However,this finding againsuggeststhat expressionof thought is a
task over which peoplehaveonly limited control.
The results of the final two studies also seem to suggest that people may have less control
over their thoughts and other mental processes.Study 8 (Chapter 10) illustrated that if a
behaviour is carried out whilst thinking of something completely different (by
suppressing thoughts about the action), the act subsequently feels as if it were less
intentionally performed. In addition, if the behaviour is carried out whilst holding in mind
the intention to perform it, the act subsequently feels more intentional. This finding
suggeststhat either form of mental control may have a subtle effect on one's subsequent
perception of intentionality. The interesting feature of this is that most often in everyday
life this mechanism would operate with little conscious awareness.Thus, in everyday life,
one acts (not really concentrating on what is in mind at the time), one then experiences
thoughts relating to the act that suggest the act was either intentionally completed or just
happened automatically. Because the "true" source of the feeling of will remains to
an
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extent unknown (i. e. what was in mind at the time of enactment), this suggeststhat
thought control can lead to later perceptions and thoughts which are to some extent
mysterious and perceived as un-caused.

Study 9 (Chapter11) providesfurther supportfor this interpretationby demonstrating
that consciousthought or thoughtsuppressionof an upcomingintention did not help one
to rememberto perform the intentionany more successfullythan two other groupsof
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for completed and inhibited words. These findings were taken as evidence that thoughts
are "ballistic" continuing to completion even in caseswhere the associated action is
successfully inhibited. These findings representfurther evidence of a dichotomy between
thought and action with control of thought being much more capricious than control of
action.

In summary, it would seem the present thesis challenges the view that thought is a
domain over which one has a large degree of control. The present analysis suggeststhat
the very act of mental control is both difficult and often unsuccessful. Furthermore, even
when mental control is partially successful, it often results in paradoxical effects that
seem to undermine the notion that we are indeed in control of our thoughts.

IV. Potential Problems of Methdology and Interpretation
One potential problemis the relianceon self-reportdataasthe dependentvariablein most
of the studies.In an attemptto addressthis criticism, Study4 (Chapter6) soughtto assess
the activation of previously suppressed
or expressedthoughtsusing an implicit measure,
the reactiontime to recognisestimuli as words or non-wordsin a Lexical DecisionTask.
It was hypothesisedthat previously manipulated(suppressedor expressed)targetwords
would show faster recognitionlatenciesdue to the heightenedactivation accruedfrom
previoususe.Unfortunatelythis studydid not yield statistically significant results.Both
previously suppressed
and expressedtargetsproduceda slowing relative to distracters.
This slowing in responseto previously manipulatedtargets(suppressedor expressed)
most likely representsconsciousinterferenceasthe participantmay notice the targetas
previously manipulatedcausingthe slowing. This result thereforecautionsagainstusing
Lexical DecisionTasksto assessconstructactivation in caseswherethere is a possibility
that the associationbetweenthe previoustask and the Lexical DecisionTask will be
noticed.
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A further problem related to the use of self-report data as a dependent variable is that
performance on suppression and expression tasks examined in Study 2 has not been
tested for reliability. Performance on the suppression task in Study 2 was only
investigated in one five-minute period of suppression. It is therefore an open question as
to whether there is a reliable suppressionperformance that varies between individuals.
However, the design of the large scale investigation, as described in Chapter 2, permits
exploration of the reliability of expression performance. This is becauseparticipants
expressed a different target on two separateweeks, therefore if there is a reliable measure
of expression performance which varies between individuals this should be detected in
this study. Importantly, the correlation between expression performance across the two
weeks was .54. This implies substantial stability, and hence reliability, in a measure of
expression performance over two weeks. The correlation between two periods of
suppression, using different targets and weeks needsto be examined in future research.

V. Final Conclusionsand Future Directions
This thesis has produced a set of interesting findings that have important implications for
thought suppression research. It has also raised several questions that merit further
investigation, these will now be discussed.

The resultssuggestthat someof the controversyin the thought suppressionliterature may
be explainedby the methodsusedfor indexing the reboundeffect. The modified method
appearsto be flawed by having a comparisongroup that expressestwice. The original
methodof Wegneret al. (1987) may representa "cleaner" methodof assessment.
However,eventhe original Wegneret al. (1987) methodis not without its problems.
Thus, the main reasonfor the developmentof the modified methodwas the criticism that
in the original methodthe reboundeffect is assessed
by comparingan expressiongroup
in period I and anotherexpressiongroupin period2 (after prior suppression),thus these
two groupshavehad differential practicewith the task of thought verbalisation.One
group hasverbalisedtwice and the other group only once.One methodof assessment
that
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may overcome some of the problems inherent in all current paradigms is as follows.
During period I one group suppressesand the other group merely verbalises all their
thoughts out loud as in the previous practice period. In period 2 both groups express and
are compared to index the rebound effect. Using this method, both groups have equal
practice with the verbalisation task and one also avoids the problems inherent in
expressing thoughts twice.

However, it is clear that all of these assessmentmethods still share the reliance on self
reported thought as the dependent variable. Future research needs to make much greater
use of implicit methods of rebound effect assessment.The key study demonstrating the
rebound effect with implicit measuresduring the post suppression period still awaits
investigation. The current thesis suggeststhat in designing this study the implicit task
chosen is of paramount importance. Thus, here a Lexical Decision Task proved to be a
poor choice for assessingconstruct activation after previous suppression or expression.

The studiesexaminingthe effectsof individual differencesclearly show that state
orientedindividuals are more likely to display reboundeffects.In addition, action
orientedparticipantswere reliably more successfulat laboratorysuppressionthan state
orientedparticipants.This dimensionneedsto receivemuch greaterattentionin thought
suppressionresearchasthe resultsof this thesissuggestit may be a key mediational
variable with the potentialto explain severalthought control phenomena.
Future studies also need to examine in depth whether there is indeed a consistent
suppression and expression performance that varies between individuals. Furthermore,
research is necessaryto delineate which personality variables are related to suppression
and expression ability. Interestingly the current studies found no relationship between
suppression performance in the laboratory and the use of thought suppression in everyday
life. If thought suppression is an ability that improves with practice, future research will
need to demonstrate such relationships. In line with this it is clear that more precise
measuresof the tendency to suppressthoughts in everyday life need to be developed
which are not contaminated by a tendency to experience intrusive thoughts.
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One further important direction for future researchis to examinein detail the relationship
betweenthought suppressionand aging. Currentlythere are no publishedstudies
examiningmentalcontrol and thoughtsuppressionin older adults.In view of the
interestingfinding that older adultsscoresignificantly lower on the WBSI but showa
much greaterproportionof repressionthis researchis clearly needed.
Perhapsthe most exciting idea stemmingfrom this researchis the possibility that the
effects of mentalcontrol investigatedin this thesismay generaliseto overt behaviour.
The idea is simply that the likelihood of enactinga behaviourmay becomegreaterif one
tries not to carry out the act by suppressingit. In short, can there be reboundeffectsin
intentional behaviour?Although not part of the currentthesisthesequestionsand other
similar ideasrepresentimportantquestionsfor the future.
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State / Trait Anxiety Inventory

DIRECHONS: A number of statementswhich people have used to describe themselves
are given below. Read each statement and then blacken in the appropriate circle to the
right of
the statement to indicate how you feel right now, that is, at this moment. There are no
right or wrong answers. Do not spend too much time on any one statement but give the
answer which seemsto describe your present feelings best.

1.1 feel calm

QI

02 Q3 Q4

2.1 feel secure

1

2

3

4

3.1 amtense

1

2

3

4

4.1 amregretful

1

2

3

4

5.1 feel at ease

1

2

3

4

6.1 feel upset

1

2

3

4

7.1 ampresentlyworryingoverpossiblemisfortunes

1

2

3

4 8.

9.1 feel anxious

1

2

3

4

10.1 feel comfortable

1

2

3

4

11.1 feel self-confident

1

2

3

4

12.1 feel nervous

1

2

3

4

13.1 amjittery

1

2

3

4

14.1 feel "highstrung"

1

2

3

4

15.1 amrelaxed

1

2

3

4

16.1 feel content

1

2

3

4

17.1amworried

1

2

3

4

18.1 feel over-excited
and"rattled"

1

2

3

4

19.1 feeljoyful

1

2

3

4

20.1 feel pleasant

1

2

3

4
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STAI FORM X-2

DIRECTIONS: A number of statementswhich people have used to describe themselves
a.re given below. Read each statement and then blacken in the appropriate circle to the
right of
the statement to indicate how you generally feel. There are no right or wrong answers. Do
but
too
time
one
statement
give the answer which seemsto
on
any
not spend
much
describe
how you generally feel.
3

4

211 feel pleasant

1

2

22.1 tire quickly

1

2

3

4

23.1 feel like crying

1

2

3

4

25.1 am loosing out on things becauseI can't make up my mind soon enough

1

2

3

4

26. If feel rested

1

2

3

4

27.1 am "calm cool, and collected"

1

2

3

4

28.1 feel that difficulties are piling up so that I cannot overcome them

1

2

3

4

29.1 worry too much over something that really doesn't matter

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

33. If feel secure

1

2

3

4

34.1 try to avoid facing a crisis or difficulty

1

2

3

4

35.1 feel blue

1

2

3

4

36.1 am content

1

2

3

4

37. Some unimportant thought runs through my mind and bothers me

1

2

3

4

3$. 1 take disappointments so keenly that I can't put them out of my mind

1

2

3

4

39.1 am a steady person

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

30.1 am happy
3 1.1 am inclined to take things hard
32.1 lack self confidence

40.1 get in a state of tension or turmoil as I think over my recent concerns and
interests
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White Bear SuppressionInventory
This survey is about thoughts. There are no right or wrong answers, so please respond honestly to
each of the items below. Be sure to answer every item by circling the appropriate letter beside
each.
A
Strongly
Disagree

BCDE
Dis agree

ABCDE

1.

There are things I prefer not to think about.

ABCDE

2.

Sometimes I wonder why I have the thoughts I do.

ABCDE

3.

1 have thoughts that I cannot stop.

ABCDE

4.

There are images that come to mind that I cannot

Neutral or
Don't Know

Agree

Strongly
Agree

erase.
My thoughts frequently return to one idea.

ABCDE

5.

ABCDE

6.1

ABCDE

7.

Sometimesmy mind racesso fast I wish I could
stop it.

ABCDE

8.

1 always try to put problems out of mind.

ABCDE

9.

There are thoughts that keep jumping into my
head.

ABCDE

10. There are things that I try not to think about.

ABCDE

11. Sometimes I really wish I could stop thinking.

ABCDE

12. 1 often do things to distract myself from my

wish I could stop thinking of certainthings.

thoughts.
ABCDE

13.

1 have thoughts that I try to avoid.

ABCDE

14.

There are many thoughts that I have that I don't
tell anyone.

ABCDB

15.

Sometimes I stay busy just to keep thoughts from
intruding on my rrýnd
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Marlowe Crowne Scale

Listed below are a number of statements concerning personal attitudes and traits. Read
each item and decide whether the statement is true offasle as it pertains to you
personally

True False

I. Before voting I thoroughly investigatethe qualificationsof all the
candidates:

T

F

2.1 neverhesitateto go out of my way to help someonein trouble.

T

F

encouraged.

T

F

4.1 haveneverintenselydisliked someone.

T

F

5. On occasionI havehad doubtsaboutmy ability to succeedin life.

T

F

6.1 sometimesfeel resentfulwhen I don't get my way.

T

F

7.1 am always careful aboutmy mannerof dress.

T

F

8. My table mannersat homeare as good as when I eat out in a

T

F

T

F

3. It is sometimeshard for me to go on with my work if I am not

restaurant.
9. If I could get into a movie without paying and be sureI wasnot
seenI would probablydo it.
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10. On a few occasions,I have given up doing somethingbecause
thoughttoo little of my ability.

TF

11.1 like to gossipat times.

TF

12. There have been times when I felt like rebelling against people in
authority even though I knew they were right.

TF

13. No matter who I'm talking to, I'm always a good listener.

TF

14.1 can remember 'playing sick'to get out of something.

TF

15. There have been occasions when I took advantage of someone.

TF

16. I'm always willing to admit it when I make a mistatake.

TF

17.1 always try to practise what I preach.

TF

18.1 don't find it particularly difficult to get along with loud-mouthed,

TF

obnoxious people.

19.1 sometimes try to get even rather than forgive and forget.

TF

20. When I dontt know something I don't at all mind admitting it.

TF

21.1 am always courteous, even to people who are disagreeable.

TF

22. At times I have really insisted on having things my own way.

TF

23. There have been occasions when I felt like smashing things.

TF

24.1 would never think of letting someone else be punished for my
wrong-doing.

TF
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T

F

different from my own.

T

F

27.1 never makea long trip without checkingthe safety of my car.

T

F

28. Therehavebeentimes when I was quitejealous of the good

T

F

29.1 havealmostneverfelt the urge to tell someoneoff.

T

F

30.1 am sometimesirritated by peoplewho ask favours of me.

T

F

3 1.1 haveneverfelt that I was punishedwithout cause.

T

F

32.1 sometimesthink whenpeoplehavea misfortunethey only

T

F

T

F

25.1 neverresentbeing askedto return a favour.
26.1 havenever beenirked whenpeopleexpressedideasvery

fortune of others.

get what they deserve.
33.1 haveneverdeliberatelysaid somethingthat hurt someone's
feelings.
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Thought Control Questionnaire
Most

people

verbal

and/or

We are

interested

control

these

the

1=NEVER

are

thinking

the

WHEN I

you

a number

how often

or

each

are

Please

you

to

use

things

each

use

control.

generally

of

read

to

that

people

statement
technique

each

by

number:

2=SOMETIMES

about

that

(in

thoughts

unwanted

be difficult

can

techniques

thoughts.

appropriate

no right

and/or

which

Below

indicate

and

circling

There

in

thoughts.

control

carefully,

form),

picture

such

do to

unpleasant,

experience

4=ALMOST ALWAYS

3=OFTEN

wrong

Do not

answers.

too

spend

much time

one.

EXPERIENCE

2

3

4

1.1

call

to

2

3

4

2.1

tell

myself

2

3

4

3.1

focus

2

3

4

4.

mind

bad

1 don't

2

3

4

5.

2

3

4

6.1

punish

2

3

4

7.1

dwell

2

3

4

8.1

keep

be so stupid.

to

not

instead.

images

positive

on the

thought.

the

thought

1 replace

THOUGHT:

AN UNPLEASANT/UNWANTED

with

a more

trivial

thought.

talk

about

myself

on other

the

thought

for

the

thought

thinking

the

to

anyone.

thought.

worries.

to

myself.
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2

3

4

9.1

2

3

4

10.1

2

3

4

with

myself

occupy

11. 1 get

thought's

the

challenge

instead.

work

validity.
having

for

at

myself

discussing

the

thought.

for

having

angry

the

thought.

12.1

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

14.1

analyze

2

3

4

15.1

slap

2

3

4

16.1

think

2

3

4

17.1

find

13.1

avoid

at

shout

myself

thought

the

or

pinch

out

thought.

rationally.

to

myself

5top

the

thought.

with

these

instead

thoughts

pleasant

the

deal

how my friends

thoughts.

2

3

4

18.1

worry

about

more

2

3

4

19.1

do something

that

2

3

4

20.1

try

2

3

4

21.1

think

about

2

3

4

22.1

think

more

to

things

minor

I

enjoy.

the

reinterpret

something

about

instead.

the

thought.

elsee

more

minor

problems

have.

2

3

4

23.1

try

a different

way of

thinking

about

it.
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2

3

4

24.1

think

about

2

3

4

25.1

ask

my friends

past

instead.

worries
if

have

they

similar

thoughts.

2

3

4

26.1

focus

2

3

4

27.1

question

on different

negative

the

for

reasons

thoughts.

having

the

thought.

28.1

1234

tell

happen

if

I think

29.1

talk

to

134

30.1

keep

myself

What

else

thoughts?

unwanted
answer.

do you

something

the

do in

bad will

thought.

a friend

1234

31.

that

myself

about

the

thought.

rid

of

busy.

order

(Please

to
use

get
the

space

or

unpleasant

below

for

your

)
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Eysenck Personality Questionnaire

Directions -A number of statementsappear below. Read each statement
best
the
that
then
the
right
applies to yourselL There
and
circle
responseon
are no correct answers.

1. Does your mood often go up and down?

YES NO

2. Do you take much notice of what people think?

YES NO

3. Are you a talkative person?

YES NO

4. If you say you will do something, do you

YES NO

keep
always
your promise no matter how
inconvenient it might be?

5. Do you ever feel "just miserable" for no reason?

YES NO

6. Would being in debt worry you?

YES NO

7. Are you rather lively?

YES NO

8. Were you ever greedy by helping yourself

YES NO

to more than your share of anything?

9. Are you an irritable person?

YES NO

282

10.Would you take drugs which may have

YES NO

strange or dangerouseffects?

11.Do you enjoy meeting new people?

YES NO

12.Have you ever blamed someonefor doing

YES NO

fault?
knew
your
was really
something you

13.Are your feelings easily hurt?

YES NO

14.Do you prefer to go your own way rather

YES NO

than act by the rules?

15.Can you usually let yourself go and

YES NO

enjoy yourself at a lively party?

16.Are all your habits good and desirable ones?

YES NO

17.Do you often feel "fed-up"?

YES NO

18.Do good manners and cleanliness matter much to you?

YES NO

19.Do you usually take the initiative in making new friends?

YES NO

20.Have you ever taken anything (even a pin or button)

YES NO

that belongs to someone else ?
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21.Would you call yourself a nervous person ?

YES NO

22. Do you think marriage is old-fashioned and

YES NO

?
be
done
should
away with

23. Can you easily get some life into a rather dull party ?

YES NO

24. Have you ever broken or lost something

YES NO

belonging to someoneelse?

25.Are you a worrier?

YES NO

26.Do you enjoy co-operating with others?

YES NO

27.Do you tend to keep in the background on social occasions? YES NO

28. Does it worry you if you know there are mistakes in you
work?

YES NO

29.Have you ever said anything bad or nasty to anyone?

YES NO

30.Would you call yourself tense or "highly strung"?

YES NO

3 I. Do you think people spend too much time safeguarding

YES NO

their future with savings and insurances ?

32.Do you like mixing with people?

YES NO
284

33.As a child were you ever cheeky to your parents?

YES NO

34.Do you worry too long after an embarrassing experience?

YES NO

35.Do you try not to be rude to people?

YES NO

36.Do you like plenty of bustle and excitement around you?

YES NO

37.Have you ever cheated at a game?

YES NO

38.Do you suffer from "nerves"?

YES NO

39.Would you like other people to be afraid of you?

YES NO

40. Have you ever taken advantage of someone?

YES NO

41.Are you mostly quiet when you are with other people?

YES NO

42. Do you often feel lonely?

YES NO

43.1s it better to follow society's rules than go your own way? YES NO

44. Do other people think of you as being very lively?

45. Do you always practice what you preach?

YES NO

YES NO
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46.Are you often troubled about feelings of guilt?

YES NO

47. Do you sometimes put off until tomorrow what you

YES NO

do
today?
to
ought

48. Can you get a party going?

YES NO
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Beck DepressionInventory

Instructions : This is a questionnaire. On the questionnaire are groups of statements.
Please read the. entire group of statements in each category. Then pick out the one
feel
describes
best
in
the
today, that is, right now!
that
way
you
statement
group which
Circle the number beside the statement you have chosen. If several statements in the
group seem to apply equally well, circle each one.

Be sure to read all the statementsin each group before making your choice.

A
3.

I am so sador unhappythat I can't standit.
I am blue or sadall the time and I can't snapout of it.
I feel sador blue.
I do not feel sad.

B.
3.

I feel that the future is hopelessand that things cannotimprove.
I feel I havenothing to look forward to.
I feel discouragedaboutthe future.
I am not particularly pessimisticor discouragedaboutthe future.

C.
3.

I feel I am a completefailure asa person(parent,husband,wife).
As I look back on my life, all I can seeis a lot of failures.
I feel I havefailed more than the averageperson.
I do not feel like a failure.
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D.
3.1

am dissatisfied with everything.

2.1

don't get satisfaction out of anything anymore.

1.1

don't enjoy things the way I used to.

0.1

dissatisfied.
particularly
am not

E.
3.1

feel asthought I am very bad or worthless.

2.1

feel quite guilty.

1.1

feel bad or unworthy a good part of the time.

0.1

don't feel particularly guilty.

F.
3.

1 hatemyself.

2.

1am disgustedwith myself.

1.

1 am disappointedin myself.

0.

1 don't feel disappointedin myself.

G.
3.1
2.
1.1
0.1

would kill myself if I hadthe chance.
havedefinite plansaboutcommitting suicide.
feel I would be betteroff dead.
don't haveany thoughtsof harmingmyself.

H.
3.1

havelost all of my interestin other peopleand don't careaboutthem at all.

2.1

havelost most of my interestin other peopleand havelittle feeling for them.

I.
0.1

I am lessinterestedin other peoplethan I usedto be.
havenot lost interestin other people.
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I.
3.

I can't make any decisions at all anymore.
I have great difficulty in making decisions.
I try to put off making decisions.
I make decisions about as well as ever.

J.
3.

I feel that I am ugly or repulsive looking.

2.

I feel that there are permanent changes in my appearanceand they make me look
unattractive.

1.

I am worried that I am looking old or unattractive.
I don't feel that I look any worse than I used to.

K.
3.

I can't do any work at all.
I have to push myself very hard to do anything.
it takes extra effort to get started at doing something.
I can work about as well as before.

L.
3.

get too tired to do anything.
I get tired from doing anything.
I get tired more easily than I usedto.
I don't get any more tired than usual.

M.
3.

I haveno appetiteat all anymore.
My appetiteis much worsehow.
My appetiteis not as good as it usedto be.
My appetiteis no worsethan usual.
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Need For Cognition

Directions -A number of statementsappear below. Read each statement
carefully and then circle the appropriate number on the right. There are no
correct or incorrect answers.

CIS
0
C13
c,3

to
2

CQ
m

to
r

20
1.1 really enjoy a task that involves

=

FA

.=

"0
0

ýý rn >

2
CZ

'

>

01
-4 -3 -2 -1

coming up with new solutions to
problems.
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-4 -3 -2

01
-1

2.1 would prefer a task that is
intellectual, difficult, and
important to one that is somewhat
important but does not require
much thought.
3.1 tend to set goals that can be

01
-4 -3 -2 -1

accomplished only by expending
considerable mental effort.

4.1 am usually tempted to put more

01
-4 -3 -2 -1

thought into a task than the job
minimally requires.

5. Learning new ways to think

01
-4 -3 -2 -1

doesn't excite me very much.

6.1 am hesitant about making

01
-4 -3 -2 -1

important decision after thinking
about them.

7.1 usually end up deliberating about
-4 -3 -2
issues even when they do not

01234
-1

affect me personally.
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8.1 preferjust to let things happen

-4

-3 -2

01
-1

rather than try to understand why
they turned out that way.

9.1 have difficulty thinking in new

-4 -3 -2 -1

01

and unfamiliar situations.

IO.The idea of relying on thought to

-4 -3 -2

01
-1

make my way to the top does not
appeal to me.

I l. The notion of thinking abstractly

01
-4 -3 -2 -1

is not appealing to me.

12.1am an intellectual

13.1only think as hard as I have to.

01
-4 -3 -2 -1

-3 -2

01
-1

14.1don't reason well under pressure.
-4

-3 -2

01234
-1

15.1like tasksthat requirelittle

01
-3 -2 -1

-4

-4

thoughtonceI've learnedthem.
16.1prefer to think about small, daily

-4

-3 -2 -1

01234

projects to long-term ones.
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17.1would rather do something that

01

-4 -3 -2

-1

-4 -3 -2

01
-1

requires little thought than
something that is sure to challenge
my thinking abilities.

I&I find little satisfaction in
deliberating hard and for long
hours.

19.1more often talk with other people
-4 -3 -2
about the reasonsfor and possible

01234
-1

solutions to international problems
than about gossip or titbits of what
famous people are doing

20.. These days, I see little chance for

-4

-3 -2

01234
-1

performing well, even in
"intellectual" jobs, unless one
knows the right people

2 1.More often than not, more

01
-4 -3 -2 -1

thinking just leads to more errors.
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22.1 don't like to have the

-4

-3 -2

-1

responsibility of handling a
situation that requires a lot of
thinking.

23.1 appreciate opportunities to

-4 -3 -2 -1

01234

discover the strengths and
weaknessesof my own reasoning.

24.1 feel relief rather than satisfaction

-4

01234
-3 -2 -1

after completing a task that
requires a lot of mental effort.

25.Thinking is not my idea of fun.

26.1 try to anticipate and avoid

01
-4 -3 -2 -1

-4

01
-3 -2 -1

situations where there is a likely
chance I will have to think in
depth about something.

27.1 prefer watching educational to

01
-4 -3 -2 -1

entertainment programmes

28.1think bestwhen thosearoundme
01234
-4 -3 -2 -1
are very intelligent.
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29.1 prefer my life to be filled with

01

-4 -3 -2

-1

-4 -3 -2

01
-1

puzzles that I must solve.

30.1 would prefer complex to simple
problems.

3 1.Simply knowing the answer rather

-4

-3 -2 -1

0

1

than understanding the reasonsfor
the answer to a problem is fine
with me.

32.It's enough for me that something

-4 -3 -2

01234
-1

gets the job done, I don't care how
it
or why works.

33.Ignorance is bliss.

34.1 enjoy thinking about an issue

-4

01
-3 -2 -1

01
-4 -3 -2 -1

even when the results of my
thoughts will have no effect on the
outcome of the issue.
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StateAction OrientationQuestionnaire
Directions - below are a list of statements,with two possible responseslabelled B and A.
Circle the responsethat is most like yourselL

1. When I have lost something that is very valuable tome and I can't find it anywhere:
A. I have a hard time concentrating on something else.
B. I put it out of my mind after a little while.

2. When I know I must finish somethingsoon:
A. I haveto pushmyself to get started.
B. I find it easyto get it doneand over with.
3. When I havelearnedanew and interestinggame:
A. I quickly get tired of it and do somethingelse.
B. I can really get into it for a long time.
4. If I've worked for weekson one project andthen everythinggoescompletelywrong
with the project :
A. It takes me a long time to adjust myself to it.
B. It bothers me for a while, but then I don't think about it anymore.

5. When I don't haveanything in particularto do and I am getting bored:
A. I havetrouble getting up enoughenergyto do anythingat all.
B. I quickly find somethingto do.
6. When I'm working on somethingthat's importanttome:
A. I still like to do other things in between working on it.
B. I get into it so much that I can work on it for a long time.
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7. When I'm in a competition and have lost every time:
I can soon put losing out of my mind.
B. The thought that I lost keeps running through my mind.

8. When I am getting readyto tackle a difficult problem:
A. It feels like I am facing a big mountainthat I don't think I can climb.
B. I look for a way that the problemcan be approachedin a suitablemanner.
9. When I'm watching a really good movie:
A. I get so involved in the film that I don't even think of doing anything else.
B. I often want to get something else to do while I'm watching the movie.

10. If I hadjust boughta new pieceof equipment(for example,a tapedeck) and it
accidentallyfell on the floor and was damagedbeyondrepair:
A. I would manage to get over it quickly.
B. It would take me a long time to get over it.

11. When I haveto solve a difficult problem:
A. I usually don't have a problem getting started on it.
B. I have trouble sorting out things in my head so that I can get down to working

on the problem.
12. When I have been busy for a long time doing something interesting (for example

readinga book or working on a project) :
I sometimesthink aboutwhetherwhat I'm doing is really worthwhile.
B. I usually get so involved in what I'm doing that I neverthink to ask about
whether it's worthwhile.
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13. If I have to talk to someone about something important and, repeatedly, can't find
him/her at home:
A. I can't stop thinking about it, even while I'm doing something else.
B. I easily forget about it until I can see the person again.

14.When I haveto makeup my mind aboutwhat I am going to do when I get some
unexpectedfree time :
A. It takes me a long time to decide what I should do during this free time.
B. I can usually decide on something to do without having to think it over very
much.

15. When I readan article in the newspaperthat interestsme :
A. I usually remainso interestedin the article that I readthe entire article.
B. I still often skip to anotherarticle beforeI've finished the first one.
16.When I've boughta lot of stuff at a storeand realisewhen I get homethat I paid too
much - but I can't get my moneyback:
I can't concentrate on anything else
B. I easily forget about it.

17. When I havework to do at home:
A. It is often hardfor me to get the work done.
B. I usually get it done right away.

18. When I'm on vacationand I'm having a good time:
A. After a while, I really feel like doing somethingcompletelydifferent.
B. I don't even think about doing anything else until the end of my vacation.

19. When I am told that my work hasbeencompletelyunsatisfactory:
A. I don't let it bother me for too long.
B. I feel paralysed.
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20. When I have a lot of important things to do and they must all be done soon :
A. I often don't know where to begin.

B. I find it easyto makea plan and stick with it.
21. When one of my co-workersbrings up an interestingtopic for discussion:
A. It can easily develop into a long conversation.
B. I soon lose interest and want to go do something else.

22. If I'm stuck in traffic and miss an important appointment:
A. At first, it's difficult for me to start doing anything else at all

B. I quickly forget aboutit and do somethingelse
23. When thereare two things that I really want to do, but I can't do both of them:
A. I quickly begin one thing and forget about the other thing I couldn't do.

B. It's not easyfor me to put the thing that I couldn't do out of my mind.
24. When I am busy working on an interesting project:
A. I need to take frequent breaks and work on other projects.
B. I can keep working on the same project for a long time.

25. When somethingis very importantto me, but I can't seemto get it right:
A. I gradually loose heart.

B. I just forget aboutit and go do somethingelse.
26. When I haveto take careof somethingimportant but which is also unpleasant:
A. I do it and get it over with.
B. It can take a while before I bring myself to do it.
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27. When I am having an interesting conversation with someone at a party:
A. I can talk to him or her the entire evening.
I prefer to go do something else after a while.

28. When somethingreally getsme down:
A. I havetrouble doing anything at all
B. I find it easy to distract myself by doing other things.

29. When I am facing a big project that has to be done :

A. I often spendtoo long thinking aboutwhereI shouldbegin.
B. I don't have any problems getting started.

30. When it turns out that I am much betterat a gamethan the other players:
A. I usually feel like doing something else
I really like to keep playing

3 1. When severalthings go wrong on the sameday:
A. I usually don't know how to deal with it.
B. I just keep on going as though nothing happened.

32. When I havea boring assignment:
A. I usually don't have any problems getting through it.
B. I sometimes just can't get moving on it.

33. When I readsomethingI find interesting:
A. I sometimesstill want to put the article down and do somethingelse.
B. I will sit and readthe article for a long time
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34. When I have put all my effort into doing a really good job on something and the
whole thing doesn't work out:
AJ don't have too much difficulty starting something else.
B. 1 have trouble doing anything else at all.

35. When I havean obligation to do somethingthat is boring and uninteresting:
AI do it and get it over with
B.It usually takesa while beforeI get aroundto doing it.
36. When I am trying to learn somethingnew that I want to learn:
AXII keep at it for a long time.
B. I often feel like I need to take a break and go do something else for a while.
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Linking Questionnaire
INSTRUMONS:

Which of the following two possible reactions more closely describes

how you feel about the preceding statement? Pleasechoose one or the other. Indicate

your choiceby checkingthe spacenext to that choice.

1. You've won $10,000in a contest.
A) Now that I canafford many of the things I've alwayswanted,I will be much
happier.

B) I'm glad that I won the money,althoughI don't think it will influencehow
happyI am overall.

2. Doesyour weight influencesyour happiness?
A) I am only happywhen I am at my ideal weight.
B) It would be nice to be at my ideal weight, but I would bejust as happyif I

werenot.

3. Do you get more happinessout of pursuingyour goalsor as a result of reachingthem?
A) I get more happinessout of striving for my goals;reachingthem is just icing
on the cake.
B) My happinesscomesprimarily from reachingmy goal.
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4. How critical for your happinessis it for you to be in a romantic relationship?
A) It is diff icult for me to be truly happy if I do not have someone in my life.

B) I prefer to havesomeonein my life, but I can bejust as happywithout a
boyfriend/girlfriend.

5. Imaginethat over the next six monthsthe following things happen:Someonegivesyou
a new car, then you fail two classes,then you go on a great vacation to Hawaii, then
someone steals your car.

A) My happinesswill swing up and down aseventsin my life change.
B) Thesearejust naturaleventsin my life and they won't necessarilyinfluence
my happiness
6. One day you realizethat you haveall the things you want -- thejob you want, the
spouseyou want, the free time you want.
A) This will not directly influencehow happyI am, becausehappinessis
somethingI determine,regardlessof what happensto me.
B) If I have all the things I want, then I will be very happy.

7. How importantis having moneyto your happiness?
A) Being able to buy the things I want definitely makesme happier.
B) Once I have enough money for the basic necessities of life (like food,
clothing, and shelter), more money will not make me happier.
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8. Your roommate is one of the most annoying, unpleasant people you have ever known.

A) I am probably going to be unhappywheneverI'm aroundmy roommate.
B) I can be happywhen I'm aroundmy roommateif I really want to be.

9. What would it take for you to be happy right now?

A) How I respondto good and bad eventsin my life is more importantthan the
good and bad eventsthemselves.
B) The bestway for me to keepfrom being unhappyis to keepbadthings from
happeningto me.The bestway for me to be happieris to make good
things happento me.

10. What would it take for you to be happyright now?
A) There are certainthings that must happenin my life for me to be truly happy.
B) The only thing that is keepingme from being happy right now is myself.

11. You just lost thejob which you've had for 5 yearsand enjoyedvery much.
A) I'll only be happyagainif I find anothergoodjob.
B) I can be happy whether I get another good job or not.
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12. Does being outgoing affect your happiness?

A) I would be happier if I was more outgoing.

B) I would be aboutas happyas I am now if I was more outgoing.

13. Think about the things in your life that you really want, but just can't get. Maybe you
be
but
be
doctor,
to
that
to
going
good
are
not
your grades
you realize
want
a good
enough to get into medical school. Or maybe you want to go out with a certain person,
but that person won't go out with you. How does this affect your happiness.

A) The more things I want but can't get, the less happy I am.

B) Wanting things I can't get does not make me less happy.

14. If something bad happens in my life:

A) I could conceivablybecomehappierduring the bad experience.
B) It is highly unlikely that I could become happier during the bad experience.

15.Think aboutthe importantthings in your life.
A) There are a lot of things that I have in my life that, if I were to lose them, I

would be very unhappy.
B) There are very few things in my life that, if I were to lose them, I would be
very unhappy.
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16. My overall life plan to be happy is better described as:

A) Try to be happyright now, regardlessof what my life is like.
B) Strive to get my life to be so goodthat I will be happywithout eventrying.

17. What is happiness to you?

A) Happinessis somethingI get closerto eachtime I succeedin reachingan
important goal.
B) Happinessis a stateof mind. I can be happyregardlessof whetheror not I
reachmy goals.

18. Suppose you go blind or lose a limb, what do you think your reaction would be?

A) Obviously, my life would not be the sameas before,but I imagineI could
still find ways to be happy.
B) I would be severelydepressedand my life would neverbe the same.
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19. Get an image in your mind of your dream car. Suppose one day you get to own it.

A) I would feel that I had it made and it would make me happy for a long time.

B) I would probablyenjoy it for a while, but then, as it is with mostthings, I'd
get usedto having it, and it would not makeme happyany more.

20. Which of the following statements seem most likely to be true?

A) Rich people are probably happier than poor people.

B) Rich peopleare not necessarilyany happierthan poor people.

21. When I reachan important goal:
A) I am pleasedand savorthe achievement,but I wouldn't saythat my overall
happiness is directly affected.

B) My overall happinessis usually boosted.

22. If I were to reachthe pinnacleof successin my chosenprofession:
A) I would be happyfrom then on.
B) I would not necessarilybe happyall the time from then on.
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Appendix J

Thought Action Fusion Questionnaire

Directions -A number of statementsappear below. Read each statement and then
circle the appropriate number on the right. 0 refers to disagree strongly and 4
refers to agree strongly.

Disagree
strongly

1. Thinking of making an extremelycritical remark

Agree
strongly

01234

to a friend is almost as unacceptableto me as actually
saying it.
(a) Having a blasphemousthoughtis almostas sinful to 01234
me as a blasphemousaction.
(b) Thinking about swearing at someone else is almost 01234
as unacceptable to me as actually swearing.

(c) When I have a nasty thought about someone else, 01234
it is almost as bad as carrying out a nasty action.

(d) Having violent thoughtsis almostas unacceptable 01234
to me as violent acts.
(e) When I think aboutmaking an obsceneremarkor 01234
gesturein church,it is almostas sinful as actually.
doing it
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(f) If I wish harm on someone,it is almost as bad as

01234

doing harm.

(g) If I think about making an obscene gesture to

01234

someone else, it is almost as bad as doing it.

(h) When I think unkindly about a friend, it is almost

01234

as disloyal as doing an unkind act.

(i) If I havea jealous thought,it is almostthe same

01234

as making a jealous remark.
) Thinking of cheating in a personal relationship is

01234

almost as immoral to me as actually cheating.

(k) Having obscenethoughtsin a church is

01234

unacceptableto me.

1. If I think of a relative / friend losing their job, this

01234

increasesthe risk that they will lose theirjob.
2. If I think of a relative / friend being in a car

01234

accident,this increasesthe risk that he / shewill
havea car accident.
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3. If I think of a relative / friend being injured in

01234

a fall this increasesthe risk that he / she will have
a fall and be injured.

4. If I think of a relative friend falling ill this

01234

increasesthe risk that he shewill fall ill.

in
fall
being
injured
If
I
think
of
a
myself
a.

0123

this increasesthe risk that I will havea fall.
and be injured.
b. If I think of myself being in a car accident,

01234

this increasesthe risk that I will havea car accident.
falling
ill,
increases
If
I
this
think
of
myself
c.
the risk that I will fall ill.

01234
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Rumination Inventory

Directions: Indicate how well each of the statementsbelow describes you by
line.
the
corresponding
placing a checkmark on

1.1 seldomthink aboutthings that happenedin the past.
Doesnot
describe

Describes

me well

me well

2.1 often get distractedfrom what I am doing with thoughts
about something else.

Doesnot
describe

Describes

me well

me well

3. If I don't want to think about something,I'm ableto just
stop thinking aboutit.
Doesnot
describe

Describes

me well

me well
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4.1 often think about what my life will be like in the future.

Does not

describe

Describes

me well

me well

5. When I havea problem,I tend to think aboutit a lot of the
time.
Doesnot
describe

Describes

me well

me well

6.1 rarely become "lost in thought. "

Doesnot
describe

Describes

me well

me well

7. When I know that I am going to havean important talk or an
argumentwith someonein the nearfuture, I rehearsein my
mind what I will sayand what they will probably say in
response.
Does not

describe

Describes

me well

me well
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8. Sometimes I feel like I have no control over my thoughts.

Does not

describe

Describes

me well

me well

9.1 haveno trouble focusing all of my attentionon one thing.
Doesnot
describe

Describes

me well

me well

10. When I don't understandsomethingthat happens,I tend to run
it over in my mind until I can make senseout of it.
like in the future.

Doesnot
describe

Describes

me well

me well
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Fordyce Unhappiness Ratings

On the average, what percent of the time do you feel happy, what
percent of the time do you feel unhappy, and what percent of the
time do you feel neutral? Your percentages should add up to
100%.

Happy

Unhappy

%

Neutral

Total

100
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Schizotypal Personality Questionnaire
PLEASE ANSWER EACH ITEM BY CIRCLING Y (YES) OR N (NO). ANSWER
ALL ITEMS EVEN IF UNSURE OF YOUR ANSWER. WHEN YOU HAVE
FINISHED, CHECK OVER EACH ONE TO MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED
THEM.

Do you sometimesfeel that things you seeon the TV or readin the
YN
newspaperhavea specialmeaningfor you?
2.1

be
there
to
where
will
sometimes avoid going places
many people becauseI will get anxious.

YN
YN

3.

Have you had experiences with the supernatural?

YN

4.

Have you often mistakenobjectsor shadowsfor
people,or noisesfor voices?

YN

Other peopleseeme as slightly eccentric(odd).

YN

5.
6.1

havelittle interestin getting to know other people.

YN

7.

Peoplesometimesfind it hard to understandwhat I am
saying.

YN

8.

Peoplesometimesfind me aloof and distant.

YN

9.1
10.1

behind
back.
being
I
talked
about
my
am
am sure

YN

am awarethat peoplenotice me when I go out for
a meal or to seea film.

YN

I get very nervouswhen I haveto makepolite
conversation.

YN

12. Do you believe in telepathy(mind reading)?

YN

13. Have you ever had the sensethat somepersonor force is aroundyou, eventhough
YN
you cannotseeanyone?
14. Peoplesometimescommenton my unusualmannerisms
and habits.

YN

15.1

YN

prefer to keep to myself.
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16.1

17.1

sometimesjump quickly from onetopic to another
when speaking.

YN

am poor at expressingmy true feelings by
the way I talk and look.

YN

18. Do you often feel that other peoplehave got it in
for you?
19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

YN

Do somepeopledrop hints aboutyou or saythings
with a double meaning?

YN

Do you ever get nervous when someone is walking
behind you?

YN

Are you sometimessurethat other peoplecan tell
what you are thinking?

YN

When you look at a person,or yourself in a mirror,
haveyou ever seenthe face changeright before
your eyes?

YN

Sometimesother peoplethink that I am a little
strange.

YN

24.1

am mostly quiet when with other people.

YN

25.1

sometimes forget what I am trying to say.

YN

26.1

rarely laugh and smile.

YN

27.

28.

29.1
30.

31.1

Do you sometimes get concerned that friends or
co-workers are not really loyal or trustworthy?

YN

Have you ever noticed a common event or object
that seemedto be a special sign for you?

YN

get anxious when meeting people for the first time.

YN

Do you believe in clairvoyanay (psychic forces,
fortune telling)?

YN

often hear a voice speaking my thoughts aloud.

YN
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32.

Somepeoplethink that I am a very bizarreperson.

YN

33.1

find it hard to be emotionallycloseto other people.

YN

34.1

often rambleon too much when speaking.

YN

35.

My "non-verbal"communication(smiling and nodding
during a conversation)is poor.

YN

36.1

feel I haveto be on my guardevenwith friends.

YN

37.

Do you sometimesseespecialmeaningsin
advertisements,shopwindows, or in the way things
are arrangedaroundyou?

YN

38.

Do you often feel nervouswhen you are in a group
of unfamiliar people?

YN

39.

Can other peoplefeel your feelings when they arenot there?

YN

40.

Have you ever seenthings invisible to other people?

YN

41.

Do you feel that thereis no-oneyou are really close
to outsideof your immediatefamily, or peopleyou
can confide in or talk to aboutpersonalproblems?

YN

Somepeoplefind me a bit vagueand elusive during
a conversation.

YN

42.

YN

43.1

am poor at returning social courtesiesand gestures.

44.

Do you often pick up hiddenthreatsor put-downsfrom
what people sayor do?

YN

When shoppingdo you get the feeling that other
peopleare taking notice of you?

YN

feel very uncomfortablein social situations
involving unfamiliar people.

YN

Have you had experienceswith astrology,seeingthe
future, UFOs,ESPor a sixth sense?

YN

Do everyday things seem unusually large or small?

YN

45.

46.1

47.

48.
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49.

50.1

51.1

52.

53.

54.1

55.

56.

57.1
58.

59.1

Writing letters to friends is more trouble than it
is worth.

YN
YN

sometimes use words in unusual ways.

tend to avoid eye contactwhen conversingwith
others.

YN

Have you found that it is bestnot to let other
peopleknow too much aboutyou?

YN

When you seepeopletalking to eachother, do you
often wonder if they are talking aboutyou?

YN

would feel very anxiousif I hadto give a speech
in front of a large group of people.

YN

Have you ever felt that you are communicatingwith
anotherpersontelepathically(by mind reading)?

YN

Doesyour senseof smell sometimesbecomeunusually
strong?

YN

tend to keepin the backgroundin social situations.

YN

Do you tend to wanderoff the topic when having a
conversation?

YN

often feel that othershaveit in for me.

YN

60. Do you sometimesfeel that other peopleare watching
you?

YN

61. Do you ever suddenlyfeel distractedby distant
soundsthat you are not normally awareoff?

YN

62.1
63.

64.

65.

attachlittle importanceto having closefriends.

YN

Do you sometimesfeel that peopleare talking about
you?

YN

Are your thoughtssometimesso strongthat you can
almost hearthem?

YN

Do you often have to keep an eye out to stop people
from taking advantage of you?

YN
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66.

Do you feel that you are unable to get "close" to
people?

YN

67.1

am an odd, unusual person.

YN

68.1

do not havean expressiveand lively way of speaking.

YN

69.1

70.1
71.1
72.

73.1

74.

find it hard to communicateclearly what I want to
sayto people.

YN

havesomeeccentric(odd) habits.

YN

feel very uneasy talking to people I do not know
well.
People occasionally comment that my conversation is
confusing.

YN
YN

tend to keep my feelings to myself.

YN

Peoplesometimesstareat me becauseof my odd
appearance.

YN

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION!
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Abstract
Participantswere askedto carry out a seriesof simpletaskswhile following mental
control instructions. In advanceof eachtask, they either suppressedthoughtsof their
intention to perform the task, concentratedon suchthoughts,or monitoredtheir thoughts
in
intentionality
Suppression
to
them.
trying
resulted
reduced
reports
of
without
change
as comparedto monitoring, and as comparedto concentration.There was a weak trend
for suppressionto enhancereportedintentionality for a repetition of the action carriedout
after suppressioninstructionshad beendiscontinued.
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Voluntary Involuntariness:Thought Suppressionand the Regulationof the Experienceof
Will

Can we intend not to intend? Try not to try? Voluntarily behaveinvoluntarily?
At first blush, thesepossibilitiessoundparadoxicalif not absurd,more like philosophers'
it
is
However,
to
than
possibleto
scientific
psychology.
of
relevance
questions
puzzles
frame thesequestionsin a way that doesmake sense,and further, in a way that promises
to explain somepreviously puzzling phenomena.The capacityof the will to cancelitseýf
for
despite
involuntariness
in
actions
people
experience
may underlie phenomena which
To
has
indications
test this possibility, the
that
the
arisen
voluntarily.
action
external
induce
intention
trying
to
think
can
an
not
aboutone's
presentstudy examinedwhether
experienceof involuntarinessfor the intendedaction.
ExperiencedInvoluntariness
The feeling that an action is "happening"ratherthan that one is "doing if' can
involuntariness
People
can
experience
such
when
occur undera variety of conditions.
they are performing complicated,lengthy, goal-directedactions,and evenwhen they are
fully able to report the consciousgoal of the action. Experiencesof involuntarinessoccur
1988;
1985;
Kirsch
Kihlstrom,
&
Lynn,
in
hypnosis
(Gorassini
&
Perlini,
regularly
1999),for example,and havebeenconsidereda signal characteristicof the hypnotic state
(Lynn, Rhue,& Weekes,1990). Hypnosismay not alwaysprompt the occurrenceof a
suggestedbehavior(e.g., the person'sarm rising), but it regularly yields experiencesof
involuntarinesswhen suchbehavioroccurs(i. e., the personfeels the arm rising without
consciouswill).
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Involuntarinessis also characteristicof severalunusualphenomenaclassedas
automatisms.Peoplereport reducedor absentexperiencesof consciouswill in trance
channeling(Brown, 1997),spirit possession(Boddy, 1994),automaticwriting (Koutstaal,
1992;Zusne& Jones,1989),table-turning(Carpenter,1875),water dowsing (Vogt &
Hyman, 1959),and other autornatismssuchas Ouija-boardspelling and pendulum
divining (Ansfield & Wegner, 1996;Spitz, 1997). There are also circumstancesleading
peopleto experienceenhancedconsciouswill for eventsor actionsover which they have
no demonstrablecontrol (Langer, 1975;Thompson,Armstrong, & Thomas,1998;
Wegner& Wheatley, 1999). Suchcircumstantialvariation in experiencedvoluntariness,
both its reductionand its enhancement,suggeststhat the experienceof consciouswill is
not an infallible indicator of the consciouscausationof the action. Rather,experiencesof
involuntarinessor voluntarinessmay be better understoodasthe outputsof a mental
processthat estimatesdegreesof apparentmental causation.
What then drives theseestimates?The early insight of Hume in A Treatiseon
HumanNature (Hume, 1888)was that the "constantunion" and "inferenceof the mind"
that underliesthe perceptionof causalitybetweenphysical eventsmust also give rise to
perceivedcausalityin "actions of the mind." Drawing on this idea,the theory of
apparentmental causation(Wegner,2002; Wegner& Wheatley, 1999)suggeststhat the
experiencewe haveof causingour own actionsariseswheneverwe draw a causal
inferencelinking our thoughtto our action. When thought seemsto causeaction, we
experiencewill. Principlesguiding suchinferencescan be drawn from principles of
attribution and inferencethat govem causeperceptionmore generally(Gilbert, 1995;
Heider, 1958;Kelley, 1972;Michotte, 1963).
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just prior to an
According to this theory,when a thoughtappearsin consciousness
action, is consistentwith the action, and is not accompaniedby salientalternativecauses
of the action, we experienceconsciouswill and ascribeauthorshipto ourselvesfor the
action. In contrast,when thoughtsdo not arisewith suchpriorii)4 consistency,and
exclusivity,we experiencethe ensuingactionsaslesswilled or voluntary. In essence,this
theory suggeststhat voluntarinessis experiencedprimarily when thought aboutaction is
the primary candidatefor having causedthe action that is observed.
In commonplaceactions,we often do havethoughtsof action that are consistent,
prior, and exclusive. We may think of going into the bedroombeforewe do so, for
it.
did
indeed
If we were not
that
example,so when we
go, we quickly conclude
we
thinking of going into that room but nonethelessfound ourselvesstandingthere looking
at the bed, the lack of consistencybetweenour thought and action would undermineour
feeling of consciouswill for the action. If we thought of going to the room only after the
action, in turn, we would havethe requisiteconsistentthought-but its lack of
appropriatepriority would yield little senseof will for the action. And of course,if we
were conveyedinto the room by someoneelse(say, a pushy lover), evenif we had
thought of going and had beenquite happywith the idea, we might find our experienceof
will underminedbecausethe thoughtwas not an exclusivecause.
The applicationof theseprinciples of inferencesuggeststhat experiencesof
voluntarinessor involuntarinessare guidedby perceptionsof mental causation,not by
actualmental causation.There is considerableevidencesuggestingthat the manipulation
of accessto information about consistency,priority, and exclusivity is indeedwhat
underliesthe experienceof involuntarinessin hypnosisand in many of the automatisms
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(Wegner,2002). When thoughtsaremadeto seeminconsistentwith an action, when the
order of thoughtand action is somehowobscured,or when plausiblecausesof action
other than thought are introducedto the person'sawareness,experiencesof
involuntarinessensue. Thesedistortionscan be createdthrough interpretivesets(e.g.,
Lynn et al., 1990;Spanos& Katsanis,1989)and through direct manipulationsof
information availability (e.g., Wegner,Fuller, & Sparrow,2003).
This insight suggests,then,how it might be that a personcould experience
voluntary involuntariness.If the personactively attemptedto control the circumstances
surroundingan action to influenceown perceptionof the action's causalorigins, the
experienceof will might thus be influencedby active,voluntary processes.The idea of
involuntariness," then, turns on two different definitions of voluntary. The
64voluntary
exertion of mental control that occurswhen a personattemptsto influencethe availability
of thoughtsaboutaction may be voluntary in the sensethat it is goal-directed. This goaldirectedactivity could potentially underminethe person'sexperienceof voluntariness
during subsequentaction. To the extentthat a personmight be able to inhibit awareness
of the elementsunderlying the inferenceof consciouswill-awareness of the thought, the
action, or their interrelation-the personmight voluntarily createa senseof
involuntariness.
SuppressionofIntention
The ideathat peoplecould attemptto influence their own experienceof actions
has surfacedbefore in the literatureon involuntariness. Hilgard (1986) proposedthat
"selectiveinattention" might be active in producingthe experienceof involuntarinessin
hypnosis,and severalother analysesof hypnosishavedrawn on the idea that people
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behavior
be
involved
in
interpreting
their
asunwilled (Comey & Kirsch,
might actively
1999;Gorassini& Perlini, 1988;Kirsch & Lynn, 1999;Lynn, 1997;Ruehle&
Zamansky,1997). The role of active interpretationof cuesto involuntarinesshasalso
beennoted in commentarieson spirit possessionand mediumistic trance(Halperin, 1995;
Hughes,1991). How could peoplecontrol their minds in this way?
Perhapsthe most direct form of mentalcontrol is thought suppression-trying not
to think aboutsomething. Whenpeoplesuppressa simple thought, they are able to do so
in someways but not in others. Peoplewho are instructedto suppressthe thought of a
aloud tend to mention white
white bearwhile reporting their streamof consciousness
bearsaboutonceper minute (Wegner,Schneider,Carter,& White, 1987)-which is, of
course,more than they would do so without any suchinstruction. There is evidencethat
intentional suppressionironically enhancesthe accessibilityof the unwantedthoughtby a
is
is
likely
do
the
to
this
person
undermental
variety of measures,and particularly
when
load (Wegner, 1994;Wegner& Erber, 1992;Wegner,Erber, & Zanakos,1993). This
effect is not as clear, however,when it comesto consciouslyreportedthinking (Wegner
& Smart; 1997). Suppressioninstructionsactually reduceself-reportedthinking as
comparedto instructionsto concentrateon a thought, and they can also reducethinking
as comparedto instructionsto monitor the thought(seereviews by Abramowitz, Tolin, &
Street,2000; Wegner, 1992;Wenzlaff & Wegner,2000). Perhapspeoplewho try to
suppressthoughtsof an intendedaction might reducethosethoughtsbelow normal levels
(evenwhile not eradicatingthem completely).
There is a further possibility raisedby the literatureon thought suppression.A
frequentfinding in this researchis that thoughtsoncesuppressedtend to reboundafter
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suppressionis discontinued(Wegneret al., 1987). It may be that the suppressionof an
intention could result in the reboundof intention-relatedthoughtswhen suppressionis no
longer in mind. Sucha reboundcould function, then, to enhancethe experienceof will
for any occurrencesof the associatedaction during this post-suppressionperiod. The
for
thought
could
reduce
experienced
voluntariness
action
voluntary suppressionof
initially, then, but perhapsincreasethe senseof voluntarinessfor subsequentinstancesof
the action. The presentstudy examinedthe influenceof suppressionof intention on the
experienceof will for a currentaction, and on this experiencefor an action undertaken
when suppressionwas discontinued.
Previousresearchon thoughtsof action hasnot examinedhow suchthoughts
impinge on the experienceof will. The generalfinding in this areais simply that
intentionsare difficult to put out of mind oncethey are formed. This phenomenon,
known in the history of psychologyasthe Zeigamik effect, involves a tendencyfor
interruptedor uncompletedactionsto engendera strongmotivation to completethe
action (Ovsiankina, 1928;Zeigarnik, 1927). In addition, currentresearchon prospective
memory showsthat intentionsmay havea privileged statusin memory by being storedat
heightenedlevels of activation. This intention superiority effect (Goschke& Kuhl, 1993;
Marsh, Hicks, & Bink, 1998)providesfurther evidencethat intentionsmay be hard to
suppress.It is an openquestion,then,whetherpeoplecan suppressthoughtsof actionsas
they perform them, so asto influencetheir experienceof will. This experimentwas
designedas a first stepin addressingthis question.
Method
Overviewand Design
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Participants were asked to carry out a series of simple tasks while following

in
instructions.
They
were
asked
advanceof eachtask either to suppress
mental control
thoughtsof their intention to perform the task,to concentrateon suchthoughts,or to
Following
to
them.
their
trying
thoughts
change
eachtask, participants
without
monitor
from
just
for
(on
happened"to I did it
"it
the
their
action
a
scale
rated
experienceof will
on purpose, intentionally").

They subsequently were led to perform the actions again

without instructions, again reporting experienced will.
Participants

(16 femaleand 8 male) volunteeredto
HarvardUniversity undergraduates
participatein return for coursecredit or $6. All participantscompletedthe experiment
correctly and no one was excludedfrom the sample.
Tasks
Ten taskswere used, I for practiceand 9 for the experiment.The taskswere
adaptedfrom studiesin the Zeigarnik effect literature (Lewis & Franklin, 1944;Reeve,
Cole, & Olson, 1986;Rickers-Ovsiankina,1935)and involved relatively simple actions.
The practicetask was copying a shoppinglist, andthe experimentaltasksincluded:
copying a geometricfigure; circling the vowels in a short paragraph;completinga
woodenpuzzle for children; lifting a brick to a height of 10 inchesand setting it down
again;alphabetizing10 letterson index cards;spiraling a pipe cleanerarounda pencil
and taking it off, rolling an elongatedpieceof clay into a ball; winding loosethreadon to
a spool; and completinga set of 5 simple anagrams.Participantsperformedthesetasksin
one of 3 possiblefixed orders.
Procedure

All participantswere testedindividually. At the beginning of the experimenteach
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participant was informed that the aim of the studywas to find out how thinking about
tasksaffects perceptionsof one's role in performing thesetasks.The experimenter
explainedthat the main dimensionof interestwashow sometasksfeel more intentional
than others,and then went on to say: "Some everydaytasksfeel fully intentional,like
writing a difficult essay(one doesthesethings), whereasothersfeel as if theyjust happen
or "run off' with little feeling of intentionality (e.g., driving or brushingone's teeth)."
To make sureparticipantsunderstoodthe distinction they were askedto rate four simple
everydayactionsin termsof how intentionalthey usually feel on a 9-point scalewith I
itfelt like itjust happened,and 9= itfelt like I did it on purpose, intentionally. The 4
actionsthey ratedwere: eatingpopcornat the cinema,walking down stairs,watering the
plants, and dreaming(cf Malle & Knobe, 1997). The rating scalefor theseitems was the
samescaleusedto rate the intentionality of the subsequentexperimentaltasks,and was
basedon measuresusedto assessinvoluntarinessin hypnosis(e.g., Lynn, Nash, Rhue,
Frauman,& Sweeney,1984)andthe experienceof intention and consciouswill in
automatismsand everydayactions(e.g., Malle & Knobe, 1997;Wegner& Wheatley,
1999).
If at this juncture it was clear that participantsunderstoodthe distinction, they
were invited to proceedwith the practicetask (copying a shoppinglist). After
completingthe practicetask they were given the intentionality scaleand askedto rate
their experience.Participantswere then introducedto the main experimental
manipulationas follows:
In the taskswe will begin in a momentI will be askingyou to either monitor your
thoughtsbefore and during the task or to suppressor to concentrateon the
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intention to perform the act. You will have 10 secondsbefore eachtask to practice
the mental task. If I askyou to suppressthe intention to perform the action it is
vital that you try to suppressthis thoughtduring the few secondsbeforethe act
but also during performanceof the action. Equally, if I ask you to concentrateon
the intention to perform the action it is vital that you try to keepthis thought in
mind during the few secondsbeforethe act but also during performanceof the
action. For monitoring, you only haveto monitor your thoughtsand notice what
you are thinking without trying to changethem at all.
In addition to thesegeneralinstructions,specific instructionswere given to
participantsjust before eachaction. Threetaskswere performedwith suppression
instructions,3 with concentrationinstructions,and 3 with monitoring instructions. For
suppression,the instructionswere:
During performanceof the next action I would like you to try not to think about
your intention to perform the action while doing it. Thus,your task is to suppress
any thoughtsaboutthe intendedbehaviorwhile performing it.
For concentration,the instructionswere:
During performanceof the next action I would like you to try to think aboutyour
intention to perform the action while doing it. Thusyour task is to concentrateon
thoughtsaboutthe intendedbehaviorwhile performing it.
For monitoring, the instructionswere:
During performanceof the next action I would like you to monitor your thoughts
without trying to changethem. Justnotice what you are thinking aboutwhile
performing the behavior,whateverthis may be.
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Following eachinstruction,the experimentersaid:"You will have a few secondsto settle
into this task, at the end of which I will pressthis buzzertelling you to carry out the
action." When approximately10 s had elapsed,the experimenterpresseda buzzer. All
participantsdid successfullyperform all assignedtasks.
Participantsthen completedthe 9 experimentaltasksin one of 3 fixed orders.The
order of the thought instructionswas fully counterbalancedsuchthat, acrossparticipants,
expressed,andmonitored an equalnumberof times
eachof the 9 taskswas suppressed,
acrossthe three task orders.After eachtask, participantswere askedto rate their
further
They
for
intentionality
the
the
task
were
asked
a
on
scale.
rating
experienced
for
instructions
had
depended
that task. If
they
the
thought
received
questionwhich
on
they had beensuppressingthoughtsof the intention they were askedto rate "How hard
were you trying to suppressthe thought given to you?" on a scalefrom I (not very hard)
to 9 (extremelyhard). If they had beenconcentratingon thoughtsof the intention, they
were askedto rate "How hard were you trying to express/concentrateon the thought
given to you?" Finally, if they hadbeenmonitoring their thoughts,they were askedto
rate "What were you thinking aboutbefore and during enactmentof the task?" on a scale
from I (thinking exclusively aboutsomethingother than the task) to 9 (thinking
exclusively aboutthe task).
After all of the taskshad beencompletedwith the respectivethought instructions,
the experimenterresetall of the tasksto their original states.Participantswere then asked
to run through all of the tasksagain,this time with no thought instructionsso they could
think what they wanted. Participantswere told they could completethe tasksin any order
providing eventuallythey had donethem all. After eachtask participantsagainratedthe
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intentionality of their action.
Results

Initial analysesshowedthat participantstook their instructionsseriously.
Participantsindicatedtrying fairly hard to concentrateon the thought in concentration
trials W= 6.14 on the 9-point scale),and alsotrying fairly hard to suppressthe thought
in suppressiontrials W=6.63).

They reportedthinking primarily aboutthe action rather

than other things on the monitoring trials W=6.26).

Thesethoughtmanipulationsdid

Participants'
tasks.
however,
influence
carried
out
all
asall participants
action per se,
not
initial level of intentionality on the practicetask was nearthe scalemidpoint of 5 W=
5.67) and the meansfor all the tasksacrossconditionswere nearthis value. Initial
(anagrams)
however,
tasks
indicated,
the
that
elicited
experimental
one of
analysesalso
high intentionality ratings overall, so further analyseswere conductedwith this task
excluded.
Mean intentionality pooled acrosstaskswas examinedin a3 (order of tasks)X3
(instruction: concentration, monitoring, or suppression) X2 (action: target action vs. later
latter
two
(ANOVA)
the
on
with repeated measures
action) analysis of variance
instruction,
Although
there
and
action
and
main
effects
of
variables.
were significant
best
interactions
these
these
are
of
variables,
with
each
of order
also significant
interpreted in light of the significant interaction of instruction and action, F (2,42)
8.46, p <. 001,02 = 29. Task order did not qualify this effect, so the influence of order
.
in
Figure 1.
further.
be
The
are
shown
means
will not
examined
The influence of thought instructions on intentionality of the target action was
examined by simple main effects and contrast analysis. Suppression instructions reduced
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intentionality for the target action (M = 5.03) below the level promptedonly by
below
4.63,
(M=
5.83),
F(l,
21)
05,
the level yielded by
<.
=
and
also
monitoring
p
concentration(M = 6.28),F (1,2 1) = 13.07,p< .002. Intentionality levels for the target
action during monitoring and concentrationdid not differ significantly.
The influence of thoughtinstructionscan also be seenin comparisonsbetween
intentionality experiencedfor the targetaction, and intentionality for that action
performedlater without instructions. Concentrationyielded greaterintentionality for the
target action (M = 6.28) than the later action (M = 4.95), F (1,2 1) = 20.54,p< .001, and
for
(M=
5.83)
intentionality
target
than the
the
action
monitoring also yielded greater
later action (M = 4.93), F (1,2 1) = 9.66,p< 005. However, suppressiondid not have
.
suchan effect, and evenproduceda tendencyin the oppositedirection. Intentionality for
the target action during suppression(M = 5.03) was nominally lower than intentionality
for the sameaction following suppression(M = 5.50), F (1,2 1) = 1.82,p<. 18.
Contrastsbetweenintentionality levels experiencedfor the later action did not
yield any reliable effects. However,it is noteworthythat intentionality of the later action
intentionality
(M
5.5
0)
be
than
the
tended
to
mean
after suppression
combined
greater =
of the later action after monitoring and concentration(M = 4.94), F (1,2 1) = 2.50, p<
.

13.
Finally, correlationswere computedto examinerelationsbetweenthe thought

reportsduring the varioustask instructionsand experiencedintentionality. The most
telling finding was that thought during the monitoredactionswas strongly relatedto
feelings of intentionality during enactment,r(24)=. 75,p <. Ol. Reportsof how hard
peopleconcentratedwere similarly relatedto the experienceof intentionality during
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concentration, r(24)=.

79, p<. Ol. Reports of trying hard to suppress,however, were

not related to intentionality during suppression, r (24) =. 22, ns. This correlation might
be expected to be negative, in that motivation to suppressmight enhance suppression
successand thus undermine apparent mental causation. However, trying hard to suppress
does not guarantee successful suppression (Wegner & Zanakos, 1994), and the lack of a
link from motivation to reported intentionality may be understood in this light.

Discussion
Peoplein this study who were askednot to think abouttheir intention beforethey
performedan action describedthe action as seeminglessintentional as a result.
Suppressedthought of intentionsyielded reducedreportsof intentionality as comparedto
concentrationon intentions,and as comparedto simplemonitoring of thoughtsaswell.
Therewas a weak trend for suppressionduring an initial action to enhanceexperienced
intentionality during a subsequentrepetition of that action oncesuppressioninstructions
had beendiscontinued. So, althoughit is possibleto produce"voluntary involuntariness"
through thought suppression,suchsuppressiondid not havean effect over time, and may
yield a reboundingsenseof intentionality for actionsthat were previously put out of
mind.
As with any study of the influenceof instructionalsets,theseresultsmust be
consideredin light of the potentially powerful role of experimentaldemand. Certainly,
participantsin this experimentwere exposedto clear demandsto control their own
designof the study guaranteedthat
thinking. Moreover,the repeated-measures
participantswere also madeawareof the different instructional setsand the comparisons
the experimenterwas likely to draw amongthem. Participantswere specifically not
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instructions
hypothesis
to possible
the
thought
to
relating
alerted any experimental
influenceson experiencesof intentionality for the actions,but it is reasonableto suggest
being
infer.
One
for
difficult
that,
influences
to
them
on
might expect
that such
were not
intentionality
level
for
intention
to
of
to
think
one's
example,
act,
of one's
askednot
inferred
have
that
decrease.
Similarly,
be
an
to
could
participants
might expected
instructionto concentrateon their intention might be expectedto enhancetheir
instructions
be
influence
The
thus
intentionality.
could
of
control
mental
experienceof
understoodas an effect of demandcharacteristicsof this experiment.
The role of demandin the resultsshouldbe appreciated,however,in termsof two
key observations.First, it is importantto recognizethat the processeslabeledas
"demand" in psychologyexperimentsmay mirror in many respectsthe essential
in
of
will
naturalcontexts.
the
socialmanipulationof experiences
processesunderlying
Experiencesof involuntarinessare often precipitatedin real-world circumstancesby
influential figures who, like an experimenter,offer stronginstructionsand expectations
designedto influencethe person'sexertionof mentalcontrol, and evento mold the
have
Just
interpretation
the
as
experiments
of
such
control.
person's
of
effects
demandingexperimenters,for instance,hypnosishasforceful hypnotists. In the caseof
the automatisms,in turn, channelingoccursat the urging of guidesand coaches,dowsing
Ouija-board
behest
happen
divining
the
and
of modelsand mentors,
and
at
experiences
spelling occursin the presenceof expectantaudiences(Wegner,2002). Social pressures
in our experimentmay well be critical in the productionof voluntary involuntariness
becausejust suchpressuresare presentto promotethe effect in most of its other
manifestations.Participantsin our study may havebeenmotivatedto suppressthoughts
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becauseof demand,and may, too, havebeenmotivatedto report reducedintentionality
following suppressiondue to demand. There are severalcircumstances,of course,in
which peopleengagein mentalcontrol spontaneously,exerting influenceon their
thoughtswithout externalinstigation (Wenzlaff & Wegner,2000). Personalfearsmight
prompt suppression,for example,or desirescould yield concentration. It remainsa
questionfor future researchwhethersuppressionor concentrationprompted
spontaneously,without socialpressure,and without any pressureto report consequent
changesin voluntarinesswould haveinfluenceson voluntarinesslike thoseobservedfor
instructedmental control in this experiment.
A secondobservationon the role of demandin this study centerson the apparent
counter-demandeffectsof mental control on actionswhen mental control is rescinded.
Although the observedeffectswere not strong,therewas a tendencyfor suppressed
intentionsto rebound,yielding enhancedvoluntarinessfor actionsoncethe suppression
instruction was no longer operative. This ironic effect (Wegner, 1994)cannotas easily
be tracedto demand,as it doesnot follow from the instructionsparticipantswere given,
ironic effects
and evenappearsto opposethem. The possibility of suchpost-suppression
on intentionality deservesscrutiny in further research.
This study, in short, only beginsto openthe veil of mystery that haspreviously
surroundedexperiencesof involuntariness.Many of the phenomenaof involuntariness
havehistorically beenresistantto empirical analysis,relegatedinsteadto catalogsof
psychologicalanomalies(Spitz, 1997;Zusne& Jones,1989). The presentresearchopens
thesephenomenato new understandingthroughthe idea that peoplemight visit changes
in intentionality upon themselvesthrough the exerciseof mental control. In a larger
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sense,thesedataalso comprisesignificant evidencepertainingto the processesaddressed
by the theory of apparentmental causation(Wegner,2002; Wegner& Wheatley,1999).
Mental control of thoughtsaboutaction can influencewhetherthoughtsoccur in mind
in
the experienceof
to
transformations
the
significant
relevant
action, and so can create

Will.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Mean intentionality experienced for actions performed during or after each of

threethought instructions(concentrateon thought of intention, monitor thoughts,
or suppressthought of intention). Error barsare standarderror.
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